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SUMMARY

A corridor Management Plan is a public process document that provides a Scenic Byway's
roadmap for action. It addresses issues as diverse as tourism development, roadway safety,
highway signage, or the preservation of historic or natural features. It is also a requirement
for national Scenic Byway designation. The Mount Rose Scenic Byway and Washoe Valley
Scenic Byway are both currently State Scenic Byways. A Corridor Management Plan:

o Identifies the corridor's most valuable intrinsic qualities
o Establishes goals to manage and preserve valued qualities
o Addresses issues related to safety, access, visitor experience and environmental gain
o Identifies opportunities for wayfinding and signage
o Creates marketing and promotion strategies
o Identifies implementation and management strategies to achieve the goals and vision.

The Conidor Management plans identifu future projects, marketing strategies and funding
opportunities that align with the vision of the community.

Washoe County Strategic Objective supported by this item: Stewardship of our community.

PREVIOUS ACTION

January 27,201.5, the Board of County Commissioners (Board) approved a Consulting
Agreement between Washoe County and Design Workshop [$112,510] for Mount Rose and
Washoe Valley Scenic Byways Corridor Management Plans (funded by Federal Highways
Administration National Scenic Byways Program and Tahoe Regional Planning Agency on
Our Way Grants).

Iune24,20l4, the Board approved an On Our Way Community Grant Program Sub-
Recipient Agreement between Washoe County and Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
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[$109,733 - no matching funds required] for the period of June 24,2}ll,through June 30,
2016; and if accepted, authorized the Director of the Community Services Department to
execute the Sub-Recipient Agreement and all associated grant related documents; and
directed Finance to make the necessary budget adjustments. $46,233 of this grant award was
for the SR 431 Mt. Rose Scenic Byway Conidor Management Plan to hire a third-party
consultant to work with byway stakeholders on a corridor plan to address tourism, economic
development, cultural and natural resources, roadway safety, and other community needs.

May 28,2013, the Board accepted two National Scenic Byway Grants [$33,320 grant -
Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan, $9,947 County in-kind matchl,
l$43,797 grant -Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan, $13,616 County in-
kind matchl.

BACKGROUND

Washoe County, through its Community Services Department, retained Design Workshop, to
assist Washoe County and community stakeholders in the development of two Corridor
Management Plans (CMP), one plan for Washoe Valley Scenic Byway and one for Mount
Rose Scenic Byway. The CMPs focus on preservation and promotion of the byways, while
addressing tourism, historic and natural resource preservation, roadway safety and economic
development, focusing on the Federal Highways Administration l4-point requirements as a
guide. The CMPs address visitor needs and expectations; identification and resolution of
safety concerns that could potentially hinder visitor experiences; enhancement of
fundamental qualities; visual appeal and beautification opportunities; identify points of
interest, unique features and recreation opportunities; all with the goal of capturing the
collective community vision.

CMPs are required prior to applying for National Scenic Byway status and to qualify for
additional funding for improvements along these popular travel corridors.

At the Boards direction, Washoe County, through its Community Services Department,
conducted a comprehensive Request for Qualifications process to select a third party
consultant. A total of four firms submitted Statements of Qualifications and were evaluated
by a team comprised of six diverse individuals (l-Washoe County Planner, l-Washoe
County Open Space and Regional Parks Commissioner, 1-Tahoe Transportation District, 1-
Washoe Valley Alliance, 1-Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 1-Nevada Department of
Transportation). Design Workshop was the top scoring firm and hired to complete the two
Corridor Management Plans.

The two Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plans were funded through two grants:

National Scenic Byway Grant: The National Scenic Byway federal grant program
administered locally through the Nevada Department of Transportation and provided through
the Transportation Equity Act for the 2l't Century (SAFETEA-LU) which piovides fundin[
for all modes of transportation through its Enhancement Funding provisions. The Washoe
Valley Scenic Byway Grant is $33,320 with a $9,947 County in-kind match. The Mount
Rose Scenic Byway Grant is $43,797, with a $13,616 County in-kind match.
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TRPA On Our Way Grant: The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency on behalf of the Tahoe
Metropolitan PlanningOrganization considered applications as part of the On Our Way
Community Grant Program. The purpose of the Grant Program as a whole is to help Lake
Tahoe communities identiff neighborhood-level transportation and community
improvements to meet Region-wide sustainability goals of creating walkable, mixed use
centers that, encourage biking, walking, and transit use, support economic vitality and reduce
impacts to the environment. The outcomes of the Grant Program will support the update of
the Lake Tahoe Regional Transportation Plan and Regional Plan.

Washoe County submitted three successful proposals for the Grant Program totaling
$109,733 ($10,000 Parking Meter Survey, $53,500 Signage Master Plan for SR-28 and
Nevada Stateline to Stateline , and $46,233 for SR 431 Mt. Rose Scenic Byway Corridor
Management Plan).

The two Corridor Management Plans will allow Washoe County to be eligible forNational
Scenic Byway status, and allow Washoe County to qualify for funding to construct much
needed improvements along these heavily traveled cortidors.

F'ISCAL IMPACT

There is no specific fiscal impact with the possible approval of the Corridor Management
plans. Since the impacts and funding mechanisms for any identified future projects,
marketing strategies and funding opportunities such as grants, that align with the vision of
the community and plan will be included in appropriate budget requests or specifically
brought back to the Board for implementation.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended the Board of County Commissioners approve the Mount Rose Scenic
Byway Coridor Management Plan and the Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor
Management Plan.

POSSIBLE MOTION

Should the Board agree with staff s recommendation, a possible motion would be:
o'Move to approve the Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan and the
Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan."
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The Corridor
Management
Plan rdentrfies
goa ls, objectives
and potential
enhancements to
improve the Mount
Rose Scenic Byway.

PLAN PURPOSE
The Mount Rose Scenic Byway is officially named the "Highway to the
Sky" and offers travelers an exciting ascent over the Sierra Nevada from
the sage-covered slopes of the eastern Sierra west to Lake Tahoe. Not only
does the highway connect travelers to a variety of recreation destinations
and cultural and natural resources along the Byway, it also serves as a
minor arterial connecting both tourists and commuters from Reno to Lake
Tahoe.

Balancing the needs of recreation travelers and commuters along the
winding two-lane road is challenging. Safety and traffic needs must be met
while ensuring the Byway's scenic quality is not diminished and Mt. Rose's
important watersheds are protected.

The Mount Flose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan (CMP) focuses
on identifying partnerships to manage and preserve the surrounding natural
environment and developing solutions for a safe, multi-modal highway in
order to provide opportunities for people to expenence the scenic beauty
and recreational opportunities. The CMP identifies goals. objectives and
potential enhancements to improve the Byway.

The planning process included public outreach and stakeholder
coordination through traditional in-person meetings and on-line surveys.
lnput from both the public and land managers led to the development of
the proposed Byway improvements.

The intent of the CMP is to provide Washoe County, other land managers,
governing agencies/organization and the surrounding communities a tool
for managing and preserving the Byway's special and unique qualities.

2 | Chapter One Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan



The plan is designed to help agencies address shared issues and provide a

resource for seeking grant funding for the Byway's projects.

A Corridor Management Plan is a community-based document that outlines
the goals and strategies for protecting and enhancing a scenic byway's
intrinsic qualities. The CMP achieves the following:

. ldentifies the Corridor's most valuable intrinsic qualities.

. Establishes goals to manage and preserve valued qualities.

. Address issues related to safety, access, visitor experience, and
aesthetics.

. ldentifies opportunities for wayfinding and signage.

. Creates marketing and promotion strategies.

. ldentifies implementation and management strategies to achieve the
goals and vision.

CORRIDOR SETTING
The Mount Rose Scenic Byway includes 23 miles of SR 431 connecting
Lake Tahoe to Reno through the Lake Tahoe National Forest and over
the summit of Mount Rose into Reno. A designated Nevada State Scenic
Byway, it begins at the SR 431/SR 28 roundabout in lncline Village and

climbs to almost 9,000 feet at the Mount Rose Summit before descending
to the Reno area. The Byway ends at Wedge Parkway just west of the
Reno city limits.

Mount Rose Scenic Byway

The Mount Rose
Scenic Byway
includes 23 miles of
S R 431 con necting
La ke Tahoe to Reno

Chapter One | 3



Safety, recreation

access, visua I

quality and

resource

protection issues

confront the

Corridor.
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The Corridor includes more than the highway and the immediate right-
of-way. Although issues and opportunities affecting the Corridor may be
most easily seen along the roadway, management strategies are identified
on a more contextual levelto include the road itself, facilities within
the immediate right-of-way and natural and developed areas within the
viewshed seen from the highway.

This contextual planning approach does not supersede individual
jurisdictions' plans, but rather allows for a coordinated approach and
understanding of projects and efforts. Plan partners can collaborate more
effectively to identify shared challenges and joint projects and recognize
opportunities for shared benefits within the Corridor.

The Mount Rose Highway reaches an elevation of 8,911 feet, the highest
pass in the Sierra that is maintained year-round. Home to numerous
developed and informal recreation areas, the Corridor is also rich in history
and culture. Named the "Highway to the Sky" when construction began in

the early 1950's, the Byway passes primarily through National Forest lands
filled with exceptional beauty. Mountain peaks and valley floors, forests
and meadows, a vast array of plants and animals, unusual geology and the
dazzling splendor of Lake Tahoe offer the traveler something new behind
every switchback.

The challenges facing the Corridor include safety, recreation access, visual
quality and resource protection.

Safety
. lcy and snowy conditions exist during the winter; the depth of snow

and blowing snow can make it challenging for drivers and the Nevada
Department of Transportation's (NDOT's) snow removal crews.

. The roadway is winding with sharp turns that can be cause for
accidents both in inclement and dry weather.

. Roadside/shoulder parking or parking over the fog line for recreation
access in winter and summer can be hazardous.

. Few marked pedestrian crossings exist.

. No bike lanes exist on the i9-mile segment of two-lane roadway and
the roadway is a popular biking destination.

. Slow-vehicle pull-offs are not signed and may be too short.

. No emergency turn-outs are provided in a steep section with concrete
barrier rails.

. No deceleration lanes exist at Callahan Ranch Road and Edmonton
Drive.

. No left turn lanes exist at Country Club Drive and the Mt. Rose - Ski
Tahoe Area.

. The current chain up area located in front of the NDOT maintenance
station creates conflicts with snow plows.

. Flash flooding of streams impacts both the highway infrastructure and
safety of the highway.

. The two-lane segment of the Corridor has limited right of way and the
adjacent topography is steep which can limit improvements.



. Development of small, adjoining parcels can create potential safety
issues along the Corridor: it is difficult to achieve adequate distance
between each parcel's access point to allow for turning movements
and it is difficult to provide the appropriate length of acceleration and
deceleration lanes.

. During emergencies the traffic on the two-lane segment of the
Corridor can block emergency vehicle access or delay motorists for
hours on the highway.

. The northbound Lake Tahoe viewpoint is located on a hairpin turn.

VisualAuafity
. The northeastern portion of the Corridor is located close to the City of

Reno. Growth pressure from Reno has been felt with new residential
and commercial developments that can affect the area's visual quality.

. Cell phone towers and large wind turbines can create visual detractions
from the mountain views.

. Landscape treatments from neighboring developments can grow to
block mountain views.

. Light pollution from street lights, parking lot lights, local signage and
development can interrupt the night skies enjoyed by both residents
and visitors.

. Mass grading, rock cuts and the stabilization of rock cuts from
development and road construction can impact views.

. Water tanks from neighboring developments can impact views.

. Large commercial digital signage can be distracting.

Resource Protection
. The highway is surrounded by Sierra pine forests and transitions to

Great Basin sagebrush. Fire risk exists for both vegetation communities
in the arid landscape.

. The Corridor is surrounded by significant watersheds that drain into
the Lake Tahoe Basin or into the Truckee Meadows. Protecting water
resources for their ecological, recreational, wildlife and human values is
important.

. Noxious weeds can easily spread and increase the risk of wildfire and
damage native wildlife habitat.

. Drought can increase the risk of wildfire, impact wildlife and recreation
facilities.

The Corridor

Vision is to

provide all

Byway users a

safe and scenic

experience

that highlights,

ma nages a nd

preserves the

Co rrid o r's

natural, cultural

and recreational

qualities and

resources.
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o Drought has increased the need for low water use and native plant
materials.

. Bark Beetle continues to impact the pine forest.

. Aquatic invasive species impact water bodies.
o Sensitive meadow and stream environments need to be monitored to

protect them from future over use.
. Cultural resources in the northern, developed section of the Corridor

have at times been compromised by development.
. Fishing is popular in local streams, lakes and ponds. These limited

resources need to be enhanced and protected.
. The highway traverses through deer and bear habitat requiring

appropriate wildlife crossings.
. Small wildlife such as squirrels and chipmunks can be trapped in the

roadway where barrier rails do not provide passages.

Recreation Access and Experience
. The Corridor is heavily used for access to hiking, biking, skiing,

snowboarding, sledding, snowmobiling, cross country skiing and other
activities. lnadequate off-highway parking exists, forcing users to park
along the highway.

. Trails connect across the highway with parking on the opposite side.
There are no crosswalks or signage indicating pedestrian traffic.

. Mt. Flose - SkiTahoe and Sky Tavern ski areas have plans for summer
and or winter expansion with no left turn lanes or acceleration/
deceleration lanes accessing either location.

. Motorists often seek a safe location to pull over and take pictures.

. Motorists and recreation visitors have limited access to information on
use of the Corridor for an enhanced experience.

. There is no information on how the surrounding Scenic Byways can be
enjoyed by visitors in a single or multiple day trip.

. Local businesses are not aware of the Scenic Byway or its value to
their businesses.

VISION AND GOALS

l,-
Provide all Byway users a safe and scenic experience that highlights,
manages and preserves the Corridor's natural, cultural and recreational
qualities and resources.

The following goals and objectives were established to address the
challenges facing the Corridor. Specific project recommendations are
described in Chapter 4 to help realize the goals.

Preserve the Scenic Ouality and Natural Resources. Define the sense-of-place.
. Enhance the Corridor's environmental assets.
. Balance the demand for recreation with the need for natural resource

protection.

. Protect cultural resources and views from growth and development.

. Ensure water quality and watershed protection are maintained through
best management practices.



. Minimize erosion and disruption to the environment.

. Provide for fuels treatment and noxious weed removal to reduce risk of
catastrophic wildf ire.

Balance Recreation Access with Transportation and Safety Needs
. Formalize and screen off-highway parking where possible for safe

access to trails and viewpoints.
. Provide for safe pedestrian and bike access to reduce motorist

conflicts.
. ldentify multi-seasonal recreation opportunities.
. lnclude opportunities for accessibility.

. Provide vistas and photo-opportunities.

. ldentify emergency pull-off locations.

. Explore opportunities for additional emergency access through the use
of Old SR 431 (Old Mount Rose Highway).

Connect People with the Corridor
. Highlight the many points of discovery such as Galena Regional Park,

Tahoe Meadows, trailheads, recreation access and scenic viewpoints.

. lncrease signage and wayfinding to destinations.

. Provide interpretive opportuntties for natural, cultural and historic
resources.

. ldentify transit and park-n-ride opportunities.

Promote Tourism
. Market the Corridor to attract visitors en route to Lake Tahoe and as

part of a cohesive roadway experience (SR 431 to SR 28 to Washoe
Valley) enticing visitors to stay longer and explore the region.

. Promote the rich historical and cultural resources.

ldentify lmplementation and Management Strategies
. Collaborate with other entities to leverage funding and resources.

STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
An outreach effort was conducted as part of the planning effort to engage

Plan Partners, stakeholders and the community. Outreach events included

traditional public open houses as well as online surveys and website
updates to increase the number of people engaged in the planning process.

i ,,lr ,,i Tliii.
A number of agencies manage, administer and/or operate lands within

the Corridor. The majority of the highway travels through public lands

managed by the U.S. Forest Service (USFS). The highway itself is operated

by the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT). The CMP creates a

platform for a coordinated approach between agencies and stakeholders

to develop viable solutions and future collaborations so they may operate

more effectively and efficiently within the Corridor.

Plan Partners are those agencies who have a stake in the Corridor. They

were invited to participate as part of the Technical Advisory Committee and

include the following:

. Washoe County

. Nevada Department of Transportation

. Nevada

@
Division of Wildlife

Chapter One | 7
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. U.S. Forest Service - Humboldt Toiyabe, Carson Ranger District

. U.S. Forest Service - Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit

. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency/Tahoe Metropolitan Planning
Organization

. Tahoe Transportation District

. lncline Village General lmprovement District

. City of Reno

. State of Nevada Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs

. University of Nevada, Reno - Redfield Campus

STAKEHOLDEB N/EETINtjS

Two stakeholder open house meetings were held at the South Valleys
Library. lnvitations were sent to the Plan Partners, other local business
people and interested property owners. The meetings encouraged
additional collaboration and input from those who may partner in the
developing Corridor outcomes.

Representatives from the following organizations, businesses, groups and
community representatives were invited :

o Desert Research lnstitute
. Great Basin lnstitute
. lncline Village Crystal Bay Convention and Visitors Bureau
. Friends of lncline Trails

. NV Energy

. NV Land Trust

. Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority

. Sierra Front Recreation Coalition

. Sierra Fire Protection/Truckee Meadows Fire

. Sky Tavern Ski Program
o State Historic Preservation Office
. Scenic Nevada

. Tahoe Rim Trail

. University Nevada Reno Redfield Campus

. Washoe County School District - Galena High School

. Washoe Tribe

. ORMAT Geothermal Plant

. Reindeer Lodge
o Mount Rose SkiTahoe
. Raleys

o Procrastinating Peddlers
. Reno Wheelman
. Reno Tahoe Open Golf Tournament
. Snowmobilers
. Callahan Family Members

8 | Chapter One Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan



Saint James Village

Callahan Ranch 5 acre tracts owners

Montreux Homeowners Association

Galena Forest Estates

Lower northeast subdivisions owners

5-acre tract south

South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Community Advisory Board

Two public meetings were held at the South Valley's Library. The meetings
were conducted using an as open house format to allow for broad

community input. Follow-up surveys were provided on-line after each
public meeting as another option for community members to provide

comments.

FIRST PUBLIC MEETING AND PUBLIC SUBVEY

The goal of the first meeting was to gather community feedback on their
wishes and worries for the Corridor, to understand what types of activities
they enjoyed along the Corridor and to receive overall opinions. Attendees
were able to complete comment cards and provide direct input.

Meeting One Results
. 12 people attended the meeting

. The top goals identified by attendees included first, Preserving
the Scenic Ouality and Natural Resources and second, Balancing
Recreation Access with Transportation and Safety Needs

. Concerns included:
. Expansion of commercial areas and development in the Corridor

. Roadway safety for bicyclists and pedestrians

. Unattractive parking areas without landscape buffering

. Trash

Survey One Results
. 81 respondents overall

. Ouestions
. what are your wishes for the Byway?
. What are your worries for the Byway?

. What are your activities along the Byway?

. Prioritize the draft goals.

. Any other comments.

Chapter One | 9
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What are your wishes for the Byway?. 69%- Preservation of the
natural environment

. 33o/o - lmproved bike lanes,
bike routes

. 25o/o- lmproved highway safety
(decel/accel lanes)

o 23o/o - lmproved pedestrian
walks, trails, crossings

. 23o/o - Other (wildlife corridors
as a high write-in response)

o 21o/o- Fire Prevention

10 | Chapter One Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan

What are your wishes for the BywayT

lmproved access to recreation

though off-highway parking

lmproved ac@ss to recreation

through signage

lnoeased/lmprored vehiotlar facilities
(parking, pull ofts)

lncreased/lmproved bike facilities
(bike lanes, routes, parking)

lncreased/lmpovBd park-n-ride

or transit ftrilities

I
I

lnoease/lmproved pedestrian facilities
(walks, trails and qossings)

lmproved highway safety through
decel/accel lanes

cultural resources

Preservation of the natural

ffi
I

Additional emergency pull-off f ocations!

Safe overlooksr'vistas for taking photos

lntepretive signage and sharing ihe
stories ofthe Conido/s history and

lncreased marketing to draw visitorg

to the coridor

lncreased visitor facllities 
!

I
I

controt noxious*ee*I
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What are your worries for the Byway?

Disruption of viars to Mouni Rose from

the Valley

Disruption of the vieurs of the

or the Valley fiom Mount Rose

The roadway is unsafe for vehicles (driving)

The roadway is unsah br vehicles

(parking)

The roadrvay is unsafe br

The roadiray is unsafe for pedestriang

Negative environmentral impacts

The road,vay is unsafe for bicyd*E

I
I

visitoBi/development in the conidor

Loss of historic or cultural resouroes

along the conidor

Roadway maintenance/snow removal

negatively impac'ts the conidor

t,'"t"*I
xoxlousweeos!

ovo 100/o 20vo 300/o 400/0 500/0 600/0 700/o

Stai<r.:holder & l-rLr ltl rc 0 i;tr ear. fr

What are your worries for the
Byway?

o 47Vo - Negative environmental
impacts from visitors

. 47o/o - Road is unsafe for
cyclists

33o/o - Road is unsafe for
wildlife

25o/o - Fire safety

23o/o - Disruption of views of
the Lake or the Valley from
Mount Rose

22o/o - Road is unsafe for
pedestrians

a

a
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What are your favorite places and
activities along the Byway?

. 71o/o - Hiking

. 63o/o -Tahoe Rim Trail

. 620/o - Lake Tahoe

. 57o/o -- Tahoe Meadows

. 51o/o - Whites Creek Trail

o 49o/o - Thomas Creek Trail

o 49Vo - Mount Rose Ski Resort
. 49o/o - Biking

12 | Chapter One Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan

What are your favorite places and activities along the Byway?

Galsna Creek
Visitors Csntsr

Galena Creel
Trails

Galena Crseh
Regional Park

Galena Crsek
Fish Hatchery

Whites Creek
Trail

Thomas Creek
Trail

Mt Rose Ski
Resort

Tahoe Rlm
Trail frailhead

Mount Rose
Campground

Tahoe Meadows

lnclina Lahs

Lake Tahoe

Diamond Peak
Ski R$ort

Hiking

Fishing

Camping

Golfing

Skiing

: . j.'.-i'rtJi;:;-;i
,rii+'i.;''..;' '

-',1:': .r";,1

I
Snowmouitlne !
Snowshoeang

Sledding

Biking

I
I

*"l#:ffiI
oo/. 100/" 200h 90vo 100v"

I

I

I



Prioritize the goals in the order you would believe would be most important for the
Byway.

conn.cr Poprc with rh" a*0. 
f

Pr€ldvo the Senic Ouelity

sdNaturalRffis
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Promte EffiE Vldity
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1234
123% ZzZr$ 30.88% 35.80%

1182529

67.S.i A.90t6 ? .41* I .23%

55 17 6 1

2t.69% 30.5r% 25.93% 8.il%
2032211

1-23% 3-70% 7.11% *2f%
13631

4.{% 13.58* 2E.rO% 16,05%

4 11 23 13

5 Tel S@ro

9.88%

8 8r 2.69

2.af%

2 81 4.51

1.23%

1 81 318

49,38*
40 81 169

37.O1%

30 81 233

Stakeholcir-:i 8r [:'Lr i-; I r c O r r i rr,.acl

Prioritize the Goals in the Order
You Would Believe Would be Most
lmportant for the BWay.

o #1 - Preserve Scenic Ouality
and Natural Resources as #1

. #2 - Balance Recreation
Access with Transportation and
Safety Needs

. #3 - Connect People with the
Corridor

. #4 - ldentify lmplementation
and Management Strategies

. #5 - Promote Economic Vitality

Write-in Responses: Other Thoughts/
Concerns

. 28 respondents

. Top trending comments
. Wildlife crossings
o Safety
. Commercialization/

development
. Medical marijuana facility
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SECOND PUBLIC MEETING AND PUBLIC SURVEY

A short presentation was provided at the second meeting to summarize
the Corridor's goals and recommendations. Attendees participated in a
question and answer session, were able to complete comment cards and
provided direct input to the planning team.

Meeting Two Results
. 40 people attended the meeting
. A large majority of the attendees came to the meeting to voice

concerns regarding a proposed medical marijuana facility at the Old
Galena Lodge

. Concerns included:
. Development of a medical marijuana facility anywhere along SR

431

. Safety issues that could be increased because of the road's
sharp curves

. Traffic impacts

. Aesthetics of the development
o Addition of any billboards or converting billboards and signs to

digital signs
. New development along the highway

Survey Two Results
. 34 respondents overall
. Ouestions

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Preserve the
Scenic Ouality and Natural Resources" of the Mount Rose Scenic
Byway shown on the graphic below, how do you feel regarding the
recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Balance
Recreation Access with Transportation and Safety Needs" of the
Mount Rose Scenic Byway shown on the graphic below, how do
you feel regarding the recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Connect
People with the Corridor"of the Mount Rose Scenic Byway as
shown on the graphic below, how do you feel regarding the
recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Promote
Economic Vitality" of the Mount Rose Scenic Byway shown on the
graphic below, how do you feel regarding the recommendations?

. Do you have any other thoughts or recommendations you would
like to share?



How do you feel regarding the recommendations for
and Natural Resources"?

"Preserve the Scenic Ouality

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

How do you feel regarding the recommendations for
with Transportation and Safety Needs"?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

0% 10% 2ek 30% 40% 50% 607o 70% 80% 90% 100%

" Balance Recreation Access

0% 10% m% 30oh 40% 50% 600/o 7@h 80o/o 9P/o '!0070

l.,t.rkehi.,ltir-.t 8r PLrfri:c Oi;tr-eac;i r

How do you feel regarding the
recommendations for "Preserve the
Scenic Ouality and Natural Resources"?

o 41o/o -The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

o 41Vo - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 18o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

. comments included concern
for development, the
inappropriateness of medical
marijuana dispensaries along
the Corridor. the need to
encourage wind turbines
for clean energy, impacts of
billboards, and the need for
additional safety improvements.

How do you feel regarding the
recommendations for " Balance
R ec reati on Access with Tra n s po rtati o n
and Safety Needs"?

. 39o/o - The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

. 52o/o -The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 12o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

. Comments included concern
for development of medical
marijuana dispensaries along
the Corridor, support for
Corridor improvements and
additional thoughts on potential
safety enhancements.
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Stakeholder & PLrblrc Cutieach

How do you feel regarding the
recommendations for "Connect People
with the Corridor"?

. 47o/o -The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

. 38Yo - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

16Yo - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

Comments included concerns
about increased traffic through
promotion of the Byway, too
much additional signage and
the development of medical
mariluana dispensaries along
the Corridor. Support for
recommendations was also
mentioned.

How do you feel regarding the
reco m me nd ati on s fo r " P ro mote
Economic Vitality"?

. 53o/o - The recommendations
ABE appropriate and adequate

. 31o/o - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 160/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

. Comments included concerns
about increased traffic through
promotion of the Byway and
the development of medical
marijuana dispensaries along
the Corridor. Support for
recommendations was also
provided.
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How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Connect People with the
Conidor"?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

0% 10% x% 9% 40% 50% 60% 70% 800/6 90% 10@o

How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Promote Economic Vitality"?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

0% 10% 2ioh Wo 40% 50% 60% 7@/o 80pi6 90% 10090



Additional comments, thoughts :

o Medical marijuana facilities and other similar businesses should not be
allowed: safety concerns and scenic issues.

. Corridor is great.

. Additional improvements to accommodate wildlife corridors are
needed.

. Too much signage would not be desirable.
o Alternative energy sources are desirable and should not be restricted.
o Safety improvements should occur - improved passing lanes.

Stakeholder & Public Outreach

Chapter One | 17
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CHAPIER TWO
MOUNT ROSE SCENIC BYWAY'S
INTRINSIC VALUES
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The Mount Rose Scenic Byway Corridor possesses many intrinsic qualities
that make it unique. The Byway passes through several ecosystems
ranging from high desert to subalprne and includes historical and cultural,
scenic, natural and recreational resources. Analysis of the current
conditions helps inform the recommendations made in Chapter 4.

At 10,776 feet elevation, Mount Rose is one of the highest peaks in the
Carson Range. Travelrng east f rom lncline Village, SR 431 climbs nearly
2,500 feet before it reaches the Sierra's hrghest year-round summit
(elevation of 8,911 feet) and then descends into the Reno area at 4,500
I^ ^LteeL.

Mount Rose, on the north side of SR 431, is named afterthe "Rose" of
the mountain. The silhouette of Rose's face can be seen gazing skyward.
Slide Mountain lies to the south of SR 431 and is the home of Mt. Rose
- Ski Tahoe. Slide Mountain garnered its name for large rock slides on its
southeastern slope. ln 1983, a large rock slide occurred that destroyed
homes in Washoe valley, causing one fatality. The remains of this slide can
still be seen today.

The Steamboat Hills are part of a northeast trending line of four rhyolite
domes that erupted between one and three million years ago. Steamboat
Hills are one of the many unique indicators of geologic processes that
continue to shape the range of the Great Basin and Lake Tahoe. Millions
of years of geology have supported geothermal energy and abundant hot
springs.
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Terrain
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The malority of the
Corridor is managed
by the USFS Privately
owned lands are
primarily located in
the developed areas
of lncline Village and
the Galena/Callahan
Ranch/Rollrng Hrlls
area near Reno.
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OWNERSHIP
The Corridor includes land owned and managed by the Humboldt-Toiyabe
National Forest (HTNF) and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
(LTBMU), Washoe County and the City of Reno as well as privately owned
parcels. A large portion of the lands adjacent to the Byway are owned by
USFS/LTBMU/HTNF. Privately owned lands are primarily located in the
developed areas of lncline Village to the west and the Galena/Callahan
Ranch/Rolling Hills area to the east.

The larger recreation facilities managed by public entities includes Washoe
County's Galena Creek Regional Park, the City of Beno's Sky Tavern ski
area, the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) Summit Campground and lncline
Village General lmprovement District's (lVGlD) Diamond Peak ski area. The
Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe ski area is privately-owned and operated.

r;,'!
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lncline Village to
the southwest and
the commercial
and residential
developments in the
northeast make up the
majority of developed
areas along the
Corridor.
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SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL

URBAN RESIOENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIAL

OPEN SPACE
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LAND USE AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
The Mount Rose Scenic Byway connects lncline Village and Crystal Bay
to the developed area near Galena High School in the northeastern portion
of the Byway. The 2015 overall population of the Corridor is approximately
17,600. This includes residents of lncline Village and other residential areas
within 2 miles of the Byway.

According to ESRI in 2015 the population of lncline Village was
approximately 9,900. The town offers a number of commercial and
institutional developments, including Sierra Nevada College, UC Davis
Tahoe Environmental Research Center, Lake Tahoe School, lncline
High School, lncline Middle and Elementary schools and lncline Village
Community Hospital. The resort bed base in lncline Village and Crystal Bay
include anchors such as the Hyatt, Biltmore and Cal Neva.

The Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe resort is located east of the summit on the
southern side of SR 431. Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe owns the land where the
base facilities are located on both sides of the mountain and operates
much of the ski terrain under a lease agreement with the USFS. A small
area of commercial land use is designated northeast of the Reindeer Lodge
and the old Christmas Tree sites. Continuing to the northeast, the next
commercial designation is lust west of Timberline Drive.

The northeast section of the Corridor includes a number of residential,
commercial and institutional developments. Residential areas include
Galena Forest Estates, St. James Village, Montreux, Estates at Mount
Rose, Callahan Ranch, Saddlehorn, Monte Rosa, Rolling Hills, Galena
Estates and others. Commercial uses include gas stations and shopping
centers with grocery stores and restaurants. Commercial land uses are
designated near Wedge Parkway, at Edmonton Drive and at Thomas Creek
Road. Galena High School, the Redfield Campus (a collaborative effort
between the University of Nevada, Reno, Truckee Meadows Community
College, the Redfield Foundation and local businesses)and Saint Mary's
medical facility are all located in the northeastern section of the Corridor
near Wedge Parkway.

Three area plans cover the Byway: the Tahoe Area Plan, the Forest Area
Plan and the Southwest Truckee Meadows Area Plan. The vision statement
in the 2010 Southwest Truckee Meadows Area Plan describes managing
growth to prevent the spread of commercial development west of the
Thomas Creek Road/SR 431 intersection.
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Def i n ing visua I

elements along the
Mount Bose Scerric
Byway include
Lake Tahoe and
the surrounding
mountains, the Sierra
Nevada mcuntains and
forests and Steanrboat
H rils
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VlSUAt ftti,Arilii
A natural quality is defined as a feature in the visual environment that is

in a relatively undisturbed state. A scenic quality is the heightened visual
experience derived from the view of natural and man-made elements along
the Corridor.

Defining visual elements along the Mount Bose Scenic Byway include
Lake Tahoe and the surrounding mountains, the Sierra Nevada mountains
and forests and Steamboat Hills. Views of Lake Tahoe are prominent near
lncline Village whereas mountain, forest and meadow views dominate the
route from Country Club Drive near lncline Village to Timberline Drive in the
Truckee Meadows.

At the summit of Mt. Rose there are stunning views in all directions across
the expansive Tahoe Meadows into Lake Tahoe and the Truckee Meadows'
valley floor. The summit's subalpine environment allows visitors to
experience the harshness of nature and see the effects of wind and snow
on the Krumholtz pine trees and see unique plant life such as the Tahoe
Yellow Cress.

Near the Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe resort, vista opportunities exist. Views of
Reno and Washoe Valley can be seen from different vantage points. On
clear days you can see to the Stillwater Range near Fallon, Nevada.

Looking west from the Galena/Montreux area sweeping mountain views of
the eastern slope of the Sierras/Carson Range create a stunning backdrop
and photo opportunity. From this area as you look south along the Carson
Range, views continue past both Washoe Valley and Carson City. Looking
north and east one can view Peavine Mountain north of Reno. As the
highway descends into Reno, views to the east highlight the Virginia
Range and provide visitors a glimpse of Geiger Grade as it climbs up to
historic Virginia City (elevation 7.000 feet). As visitors reach the end of
the scenic corridor, the Steamboat Hills to the south offer beautiful rolling
hills that are rich in geothermal activity and host unique plant life like the
Steamboat Buckwheat. This area is rural in character with some residential
development and Galena High School.
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POINTS OF INTEREST

lMany of the Corridor's other scenic points of interest are described in other
sections of the CMP as they also provide cultural, recreational, hydrologic or
vegetative interest. The list below identifies significant mountain views and
viewpoint pull-offs).

Lake Tahoe Viewpoint
This existing lookout point offers one of the best panoramic views of
Lake Tahoe. lt is located about four miles east of lncline village along the
northbound side of the highway at an elevation of 7,562 feet. A kiosk gives
the names and locations of the surrounding mountain peaks. A southbound
viewpoint is also located approximately 1.5 miles north of the northbound
vrewpoint.

Mount Rose
Mount Rose is located on the northwestern side of SR 431 and is the
hrghest mountain in Washoe County. Vrsually prominent, the mountain
resembles the silhouette of a woman's ("Rose's") face gazing skyward.
It is unclear whether the name came from early 1800's settler Jacob H.
Rose, who built a lumber mill near Franktown, or Rose Hickman, a frrend of
Washoe City newspaper editor H.S. Ham.

Slide Mountain
Slide Mountain stands south of Mount Rose. Mt. Rose - Ski rahe ski resort
is located on Slide Mountain. The mountain garnered its name from large
rock slides on its southeastern slope. In 1983, a large rock slide occurred
that destroyed homes in Washoe Valley and caused one fatalrty. The
remains of this slide can still be seen today.

Washoe Valley and Truckee Meadows Viewpoints
lnformal pull-off areas along SR 431 and Slide Mountain Highway offer
expansive views of Washoe Valley and the Truckee Meadows/Reno area.



The majority of Byway signage includes standard traffic control signs, a

NDOT lntelligent Transportation System (digital) sign, historic site markers,
and monument entry signs at parks and recreation areas. Astandard NDOT
scenic byway sign is located just west of Wedge Parkway. Roadway srgns
also identrfy each creek and river crossing.

One billboard is located along the Corridor at Edmonton Drive. Any new
signs must adhere to the CMP recommendatrons as well as Washoe
County's sign regulations which both limit the placement of new blllboards.
Washoe County's updated sign code also intends to address and limit
digital signage.
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The highway was not
formally paved untrl
the popularrzation of
skring rn the 1950's
and the enrergence of
ski resorts such as the
Reno Skr Bowl (rro'"t'

th,e Slrde Mountairr
srde of tVt Rose - Si<r

Tahoe)
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The region was originally occupied by the Washoe and Paiute tribes. They
lived a nomadic life - hunting, fishing and gathering - and often traveled
through the Byway region during seasonal migrations between Washoe
Valley and the Truckee Meadows up to Lake Tahoe.

By the 1850's settlers from the east began reaching the area. At first very
few emigrants settled permanently in the region, as many were passing

through on their way to California. ln June 1859 the Comstock Lode was
discovered near current day Virginia City. The lode was the first major silver
ore discovery in the United States and it put the regron on the map. As
miners flocked to the area the Mount Rose area was one of many to supply
timber to the mining sites.

ln 1882 Sierra Wood and Lumber Company established the town of lncline
Village, then just known as lncline. The town was named after the steep
tramline that hauled lumber 1,600 feet up in elevation and deposited it
into a flume that took it to the Virginia & Truckee (V&T) Railroad located in

Lakeview/Washoe Valley where it would then be transported to the Virginia
City-Comstock area for use in the mines.

On New Year's Day in 1895 Dr. James Edward Church of the University of
Nevada became the first Euro-American to make a winter ascent of Mount
Rose. Dr. Church went on to earn an international reputation for his theory
and technique in determrning the water content of snow. His technique and
methodology were used to predict water resources for coming summer
months. The "Mt. Rose Stick" is used worldwide to measure the water
content in the snow pack. Dr. Church made several assents of Mt. Rose
each winter in an effort to prove his theory. A cabin was built at 9,200 feet
as a safe haven should he get caught in a storm. Remnants of the cabin
still exist. Dr. Church would take the V&T train from Reno to Pleasant Valley
and walk up Galena Canyon staying at Phillip and Annie Callahan's Ranch
before making his ascent up the mountain.

George Whittell purchased the land that later became lncline Village in

1935. Whittell frequently sold parcels of the 40,000 acre purchase to
private owners for commercial and residential development. ln response to
the growing trend of large-scale commercial and residential development
in the basin starting in the mid-l950's, George Whittell sold nine thousand
acres for $5 million to an investment company in 1959. This group of
investors from Oklahoma, Kansas, and Hawaii sold the land to the Crystal
Bay Development Company the next year for a 500 percent profit. The land
was developed as the new town of lncline Village, located near the lncline
tramline that had operated in the area during the Bonanza-mining days of
the Comstock Lode.

ln 1960, the developers subdivided the parcel into 1,700|ots. By 1968,
over three thousand homes had been built in lncline Village. The lncline
Village sale, more than any other transaction made by Whittell, directly
contributed to the development boom that occurred at the lake after 1955.
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Old Mount Rose

Highway parallels

much of the

existing SR 431.
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Galena was originally founded as a gold mining property. Because of the
high lead sulfate mix it wasn't very economical to mine here so the area
was turned into a lumber center. The town was linked to the V&T Railroad
in Pleasant Valley via a short wagon trail down the canyon. The town was
abandoned after 1867, following two disastrous fires. A roadside historic
marker is located on the east side of Callahan Road at Galena Creek bridge
and describes the historic townsite.

Washoe County's Phillip and Annie Callahan Park is located across from the
historic marker honoring Phillip and Annie callahan who settled in the area
to ranch the meadow lands. The Callahan's formerly owned a brickyard in
Virginia City before moving to Galena to ranch. They raised nine children
on the ranch and set aside one acre for the schoolhouse. Many Callahan
grandchildren attended the one room Galena schoolhouse and family
members still reside in the area today. The Galena Schoolhouse is owned
by Washoe County with plans to preserve it as an interpretive center.

POINTS OF INTEREST
Old Mount Rose Highway
ln 1906, the first county road was built along Galena Creek. This route
of old SR 431 is similar to the current highway alignment and still exists
today. The harsh winters demolished the road and the city abandoned
maintenance. The highway was not formally paved untilthe popularization
of skiing in the 1950's and ski resorts such as the Heno Ski Bowl (now part
of Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe on the Slide Mountain side) emerged.

N orthe rn/ I nc I i ne Fl u me
ln the late 1870's the Sierra Nevada Wood & Lumber Company expanded
operations to lncline. The profitable operation milled 75,000 board feet of
lumber a day at the base of lncline Mountain. A flume transported water
to move the lumber from the lncline area along the granite crest ridgeline
and into the Lakeview Station in Washoe Valley. The lumber would then be
transferred to the V&T railroad on to Carson City and up to the Comstock.



Mount Rose/Dr. Church Weather Observatory
ln 1905, Dr. James Edward Church established one of America's first high-
altitude meteorological observatories on the summit of Mount Rose. His
studies revolutionized snow surveys which are still used throughout the
world today to predict sessional water flow from snow pack.

Galena Creek Fish Hatchery
Washoe County operated the Galena Fish Hatchery from 1931 to 1949 as
an attempt to mitigate the effects of the Comstock Lode on the region's
ecosystem. The hatchery represents the beginning of a trend for the
conservation of habitat and recreational lands.

Galena Creek Historic School House
The Galena Creek School House was listed on the National Begister of
Historic Places in 2011. Joanne de Longchamps, Nevada's famous poet,
lived in the schoolhouse and published The Schoolhouse Poems.

Steamboat Hot Springs
These natural hot springs got their name because early emigrants thought
they looked like a steamboat from afar because of their puffing steam. The
springs reached their popularity during the Comstock era. Many thought
that the hot springs had curative properties which led Dr. Joseph Ellis to
build bathhouses and a hospitalat the spring in 1861-1862. With the failure
of the Comstock mines in the 1BB0's, attendance at the springs waned.

Steamboat Hot Springs is one of the more extensively studied geothermal
areas in all of Nevada and historically, one of the most written about in
the world. The reason is the extremely rare mineral content and the way
the bench moves water from one vent to another. The sinter flows just

southwest of the main terrace (believed to be the largest in the world) to
the rhyolite domes and the underlying massive magma chamber. At one
time the geyser on the main terrace would shoot 85 feet into the air and
was considered the largest geyser in the U.S.

The combination of these geological oddities gave scientists years of
data to study and research. Much of the research is still being studied at
the site by geothermal companies who have drilled holes and begun to
extract the steam to generate electricity. Some geologists believe there is
enough energy below Steamboat and a line extending north allthe way to
Lawton's to power the entire Truckee Meadows. Four geothermal plants

derive energy from the springs. Mineral spas offer a variety of therapeutic
services and pools feed with spring waters.

Steamboat Auarries
Native Americans historically used the obsidian rock in the area for their
arrowheads, drills and spear points. The rhyolite lava and pumice in the
area is mostly composed of quartz and alkali, but it also harbors many
other minerals including silver, gold, arsenic, copper, boron and more.
These vents and cracks on the top ledge of the Steamboat area are also

filled with sulfur and cinnabar. For a time, the area was mined for both of
these substances. Sulfur was used in the production of gunpowder and
cinnabar was melted down for mercury and used by miners. A dynamite
factory was in the area during the late 1970's. Today the area is mined for
gemstones.

Steamboat

Hot Springs

and quarries

lie just east of

the Corridor

and provide

additional natural

and cultural

resources.

Photo by Larry Garcide Nevada Bureau of Mines
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The Mount Rose highway became a significant transportation corridor
after skiing increased in popularity during the 1950's. Today the area is still
a recreational hot spot offering skiing and snowshoeing in the winter and
hiking, camping and golfing in the summer.

POINTS OF INTEREST & ACTIVITIES
Parks and Recreation Areas
Tahoe Meadows

Tahoe Meadows is a high elevation meadow with an interpretive loop
boardwalk accessible trail. During the winter the meadows are great for
snowshoeing, sledding and cross-country skiing. Snowmobilers utilize the
north side of the meadow for winter play access.

Mount Rose Wilderness

Mount Rose Wilderness was added to the NationalWilderness
Preservation System by the U.S. Congress in 1989. The 30,000 acres
encompass the rugged high-elevation portion of the Carson Range and
Mount Rose. Recreation opportunities include hiking, backpacking,
camping, nature viewing and fishing.

Mount Rose Summit Welcome Plaza

At an elevation of 9,000 feet the Mount Rose welcome plaza sit at the
highest summit maintained year round. The plaza is a trailhead for the
Tahoe Rim trail and the Mount Rose Summit Trail.

Slide Mountain Trailhead

A one-mile loop trail from the Washoe County trailhead leads to stunning
views of Mount Rose, Slide Mountain, Washoe Valley and Reno.

Galena Creek Recreation Area and Visitor Center

The facilities include the Washoe County Galena Creek Regional Park,

historical Galena Creek Fish Hatchery and the Galena Creek Visitor Center.
The site is a cooperative project between Washoe County and the USFS.
It is operated bythe Great Basin lnstitute. Nestled in a forested area on
the eastern slope of the Sierra, the park is popular year-round and offers
hiking (with interpretive trails), fishing, horseback riding, picnicking and
snowshoeing.

The park is the gateway to a network of trails connecting to White's and
Thomas Creek Canyons, Dry Pond and Church's Pond. Galena Creek flows
through the center of the park. Trailheads provide access to Jones-White
Creek loop trails and portals to the Mount Rose Wilderness Area. Camp
We Ch Me overnight group camping lodge and Marilyn's Pond are also
located rn the park facilities.

Phillip and Annie Callahan Park

This 25-acre park offers prcnic areas, horseshoe pits, and playgrounds. lt
rs also the site of the historic Galena School House and provides access to
the Galena Creek Trail.
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Skiing and Mountain Activities
Diamond Peak Ski Resort

With 655 acres of skiable terrain, the resort provides access for skiing and

snowboarding. Operated by IVGID, the facilities are available to anyone
who purchases a pass. Diamond Peak recently updated its Master Plan to
revisit the potential for f uture development of the facility as a community
recreational resource and to provide additional summer operations.

Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe

A privately-operated ski resort, Mt. Rose - SkiTahoe includes 1,200 acres

of terrain. Over 60 trails and three terrain parks are provided for skiing and

snowboarding.

Sky Tavern Ski Area

The Sky Tavern Ski area is a nonprofit ski area that focuses on teaching
children how to ski and/or snowboard. lt recently expanded into mountain

biking as well. The City of Reno purchased the 143-acre property rn 1968

for the exclusive use of teaching children winter sports. The nonprof rt

group consists of dedicated parents who manage the program and

maintain the facilities year round.

Golfing
Five golf courses are located near or accessed via the Corridor. These
include:

. lnclrne Village Golf Courses

'. Mountain Course
* Par-J2 Champronship Course

. Montreux Golf and Country Club every August hosts the PGA
Barracuda Championshrp

. Arrowcreek Country Club

. Wolf Run Golf Club
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Camping
Mount Rose Campground

Mount Rose Campground is the only campground along the Mount Rose
Highway and is open during summer (approximately July 1st) thru early
fall. Located in the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, available activities
include fishing in Ophir Creek, swimming, boating and sightseeing. Hiking
is also available on several area trails including Tahoe Meadows trails,
Tahoe Rim Trail, Mount Rose Wilderness Trail and the Mount Rose Summit
Trail. The campground contains single and double-family sites, as well
as one triple-family site. Picnic tables and fire rings are provided, as are
restrooms and potable water.

TrailSystems
Tahoe Rim Trail

The Tahoe Rim Trail is known as the "ring around the jewel." The trail was
completed in 2001 and travels 165 miles along high ridges encircling Lake
Tahoe. lt passes through two states, four national forests and Lake Tahoe
Nevada State Park. The trail provides challenging terrain and rewarding
scenic vistas of Lake Tahoe. lt can be accessed from a trailhead near the
Mount Rose Summit Welcome Plaza or at the west end of the Tahoe
Meadows.

Other Trail Systems

ln addition to the Tahoe Rim Trail, a number of trail systems can be quickly
accessed from the Corridor, including the following:

. Galena Creek Trail System (including Jones Creek Trail)

. Jones-White Creek Loop Trail

. Whites & Thomas Creek Canyons

. Ballardini Ranch Trailhead

. Brown's Creek Trail

. lncline Flume/North Flume Trail

. lncline Lake/Meadows trails

. Tahoe Meadows trails

. Mount Rose Wilderness Trail

. Mount Rose Summit Trail

. Ophir Creek Trail

. Rim to Reno Trail
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On the east side of
the Corridor a number
of creeks def ine the
various canyons and
are signed where they
cross the highway.
Trails have been
developed between
the creek systems.
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HYDROLOGY
ln addition to the iconic water body of Lake Tahoe, numerous seeps and
springs and creeks are sprinkled throughout the Mount Rose landscape.

Within the Tahoe Basin and lncline Village area First Creek, Second Creek,
Third Creek, lncline Creek and Mill Creek flow into Lake Tahoe. On the east
side of the Corridor a number of creeks define the various canyons. These
creeks include:

. Thomas Creek

. Whites Creek

. Jones Creek

. Galena Creek

. Browns Creek

. Winters Creek

The area's water resources include both surface water and groundwater.
The majority of the residential development in the northeastern portion
of the Corridor is currently supplied by groundwater wells. A surface
water treatment plant is planned for the near future. water resources are
primarily supplied by winter snow.

Snow surveying in the United States began on Mount Rose. Dr. Church
used the mountain as an "outdoor laboratory" in his study of snow in all of
its phases.

ln the early 1900's, as an offshoot of his originalwork, Dr. Church devised
a method of measuring depth and water content of snow. The first
practical application of this method ended the so-called "Tahoe Water
War." Through the use of Dr. Church's data, a good correlation was found
between water content of the snow on Mount Rose and the spring rise of
Lake Tahoe. Thus, releases could be regulated to prevent both flooding and
waste of water- putting an end to battles between local land owners and
downstream users.
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The Byrvay regron
is part of a Lulque
ecotcne betvveen the
Sierra Nevada and the
Great Basin
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The Byway region is part of a unique ecotone between the Sierra Nevada
and the Great Basin. Located in a transition zone between the Sierra
Nevada province and the Basin and Range province, the Corridor includes
four life zones and is home to plants and animals that only occur within its
lands.

The Mount Rose Highway begins in the ponderosa pine forests of lncline
Village and travels up the mountain through various ecosystems and past

alpine meadows. Once the highway crests the summit it drops down the
eastern srde of the Sierra into the sagebrush and semidesert ecosystem of
Reno and Washoe Valley.

A few of the wildlife and vegetation species of interest in the Corridor
region include Tahoe draba, Steamboat Buckwheat, Washoe Pine and
Yellow Legged Frog.

POINT OF INTEREST
Mount Rose Wilderness
Mount Rose Wilderness is located between the Carson Range and the
Great Basin. lt is 30,000 acres of protected land with numerous hiking
trails, including a portion of the Tahoe Rim Trail, and scenic views. lt
provides relatively easy access for the average recreation user. lt is one of
the few wilderness areas that provrdes that respite of wilderness close to a

large population base.
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The fire hazard
rating for the
Corridor includes
areas categorized as
extreme, high and
moderate.

FUEL MANAGEMENT AND FIRES
The Corridor's forests and sagebrush plant communities make it prone to
fire. Typically small fires play an important role in maintaining the region's
forest health and biodiversity. Recent fires have increased in size and
intensity, damaging the natural resources and surrounding development.
Washoe County's 2008 Open Space and Natural Resource P/an shows that
almost all of Washoe County has burned over the past century. The Mount
Rose Byway has seen a handful of fires over the past decade.

The management of forest health, invasive species and fire risk is critical
to safeguarding the watersheds of both the Tahoe Basin and the Truckee
Meadows. ln September 2015, a Summit on Nevada's Collaborative
Approach to the National Strategy of resilient landscapes, fire adaptive
communities and a safe and effective wildland fire response was held
in Reno. As these strategies are rolled out they should be implemented
wherever possible along the Corridor.

The 2005 Washoe County Fire Plan lays out risk and hazard
recommendations for each community within Washoe County. The fire
plan separates the Corridor into three areas. Lands within the Tahoe Basin
are referred to as North Lake Tahoe. Lands between the summit and
Galena Creek Regional Park are classified as the Mount Rose Corridor
Community. Lands east of Galena Creek Regional Park are referred to as
Galena. Respectively, the fire hazard rating for each area is categorized as
extreme, high and moderate.

The fire plan recommends defensible space and fuel reduction treatments,
including the removal of brush understory along SB 431. Other
recommendations include the construction of shaded fuel breaks and
the reduction of ladder fuels. A 500-foot wide fuel break along SR 431 is
recommended for Washoe County Parks.

The Corridor includes a significant amount of land owned and maintained
by the USFS. The Forest Service works to minimize fire risks by clearing
dense vegetation through the process of fuel reduction and controlled
burns. The USFS has done a number of major fuel reduction projects in the
Brown's Creek, White's Creek and Thomas Creek areas and near Galena
Creek Park. NDF, in coordination with Washoe County, is working on
reducing the fuels within Galena Creek Regional Park.

The forests between lncline Village and the edge of the Mount Rose
Corridor community is managed by the North Lake Tahoe Fire Department.
Since the year 2000 they have completed '1,300 acres of fuel reduction
within their jurisdiction, including areas surrounding lncline Village and the
Mount Rose Highway.

The local communities have actively supported defensible space fuel
reduction programs around private homes. They have participated in
community-wide fire drills. The area has a high potential for fires either
starting within a community and travelling to the adjacent forest and
watersheds or vice versa. Therefore, it is critical that the communities
collaborate and participate in the fire adaptive communities program.
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From the SR 28
roundabout in lncline
Village, SR 431 is a
two-lane roadway for
about 19 mrles until it
transrtions to a four-
lane roadway with
a center two-way
left-turn lane in the
northeast section near
Reno.
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EXIST!NG ROADWAY CONFIGURATION
Note: lnformation in this chapter begins with highway marker 0.0 in lncline
Village and ends at Wedge Parkway. The highway generally runs from a
southern point in lncline Village to a northeasterly point in Reno.

State Route (SR) 431 begins as a two-lane roadway at its intersection
with SR 28 in lncline Village and continues to the northeast for about
19 miles in that capacity with turn lanes provided at the Joy Lake Road,

Galena Creek Visitor Center and Jackilda Lane areas. There are many slow
vehicle turnouts provided along this stretch of roadway in both the uphill
and downhill directions, but there are no slow moving vehicle lanes. A
centraltwo-way left-turn lane is provided from east of mile marker 19 near
Bordeaux Drive for four miles to Wedge Parkway. Also within that section,
one additional travel lane is provided in each direction (for a five-lane cross
section with four travel lanes and a center turn lane). The average grade
from SR 28 to Mount Bose Summit is 6 percent with a maximum grade
estimated to be 13 percent. From Mount Rose Summit to Wedge Parkway,
the average grade is 5 percent and the maximum grade is almost 13

percent.

There are three main intersections along the SR 431 Corridor, as follows:

. Roundabout at the southern terminus of the Corridor at SR 28

. Traffic signal at the intersection with Thomas Creek Road

. Traffic signal at the northern terminus of the Corridor at Wedge
Parkway

The posted speed limits along the Corridor vary from a maximum of
55 miles per hour to a minimum of 45 miles per hour. A'25 mph when
flashing'advisory sign and beacon is located in the Tahoe Meadows area
just west of the summit to slow traffic during the winter when vehicles
park along the roadway to access winter recreation opportunities.
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EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND TRENDS
Existing and historical traffic volumes were obtained from the NDOT
website. Existing traffic volumes were acquired for the most recent year
available, which is 2013. ln generalthe traffic volumes are low (under 6,000
vehicles per day) in the southern part of the Corridor and they increase to
the north, with the highest volume (up to 17,000 vehicles per day) in the
northern part of the Corridor. Annual average daily traffic (AADT) volumes
throughout the Corridor are provided in Figure 1.

Historical AADT volumes are available annually and were obtained for the
most recent 10 years {.2004 through 2013). A review of this data indicates
that traffic along the Corridor has generally declined as shown in Figure
1. Considering allcount locations as a whole, annualAADT volumes fell
by approximately 10 percent in the past 10 years, reflecting a one percent

annual decline. The largest decline was in the southern part of the Corridor
with a 3 percent annual decline, followed by the northernmost part of the
Corridor with a 1.3 percent decline, while in the middle segments of the
Corridor the volumes remained relatively unchanged.

lrguul Mount Rose Scenic Byway Historic Traffic Volumes

14.000

12.000

ln general the traffic
volumes are lowest
(under 6,000 vehicles
per day) around lncline
Village or southern
part of the corridor
and highest in the
Callahan Road to
Wedge Parkway or
northern part of the
Corridor (up to 17,000
vehicles per day).
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The Byway is the
highest mountain
pass in the Sierra,
making it attractive to
road bikers wanting
to make the Summit
The two-larre portion
of the Byway is a
designated bike route,
but tlre shoulders are
narrow. Safety for
bicyclists was one of
the top concerns of
the conrmunity.

EXISTING TRANSIT SENVICES
There are few public and private transportation services available in the SR

431 Corridor, as discussed below.

North Lake Tahoe Express - A year-round service is provided to/from the
Reno Tahoe lnternational Airport and serves several different locations
throughout North Lake Tahoe. The Blue Route travels on SR 431 between
lncline Village and the airport. Three round-trips are provided in the
summer and winter peak seasons while two round-trips are provided in

the spring and fall shoulder seasons. The price per ride starts at $49 per
person and 24-hour advanced reservations are required.

RegionalTransportatron Commission (RTC)- Does not operate in the
Mount Rose Corridor, but the lntercity Route passes by the end of the
Corridor on US 395. One pilot project to provide service over the summit
resulted in the knowledge that RTC's current fleet of buses is not equipped
to handle the long, steep hills in the Corridor.

EXISTING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Bicycle facilities in the Mount Rose Corridor are limited to the following:

. The Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization (TMPO) is updating its
bicycle and pedestrian master plan to include a bike lane in the existing
wide shoulder from the junction of SR 28lSR 431 to the highway
summit

. The majority of the Corridor is a designated bike route where bikes
share the road with the motorists

. The north part of the Corridor f rom Bordeaux Drive to Wedge Parkway
a bike lane is provided in both directions

. There are no existing pedestrian facilities

EXISTING TRAFFIC SAFETY
i

lnformation on traffic crashes is kept by NDOT. Data on all traffic crashes
for the most recent five years (July 2009 to July 2014) was collected for
the study Corridor. Supplemental information on fatal crashes was also
obtained from NDOT for the years 2000-2015.

Tables 1 and 2 present the crash data organized and summarized by
different criteria. Table 1 presents the data summarized by crash type and
crash severity. As shown, a total of 46 crashes were reported. Ten out of
the 46 total crashes on Mt. Rose occurred during snow, ice or blowing
snow weather conditions, although only two crashes were reported to
occur under icy or snowy road conditions (dry roads were reported for the
remaining 44 crashes). Only one crash was reported to involve wildlife.

The majority of crashes in the Corridor were non-collision (or single vehicle)
crashes, which includes overturned vehicles and vehicles that hit an object.
ln total, approximately 57 percent of crashes in the Corridor were of this
type. Sideswipes, rear-ends and angle were the next most common type
of crashes. None of the crashes reported involved bicyclists or pedestrians.
The severity of crashes can be broken down into three categories: property
damage only, injury and fatal. The lower portion of Table 1 presents a
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A total of 46 crashes
were reported f rom
July 2009 - July
2014. The majority of
crashes in the Corridor
are non-collision
(or single vehicle)
crashes, which
includes overturned
vehicles and vehicles
that hit an object. ln
total, approxrmately 57
percent of craslres in
tlre Corridor i,ruere of
thrs type Sideswipes,
rear-ends and angle
were the next rrlost
common type of
crashes
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summary of crashes in the Corridor by severity. OVerall, 63 percent of
reported crashes resulted in property damage only and 26 percent resulted
in injuries. Five, or 11 percent, of the crashes resulted in a fatality.

Table 2 shows the fatality crash data between January 2000 and August
2015 obtained from NDOT. Fourteen fatal crashes occurred in the Corridor
with a totalof 15 fatalities. Five fatalities occurred during the time period
of July 2009 through 2014. Non-collision crashes were the most common,
comprising 57 percent of all fatal crashes. Reviewing the location of the 14
crashes, two crashes occurred about a quarter mile east of the Highway
28lSR 431 intersection near the existing runaway truck ramp. Both crashes
involved tractor trailers trucks and both are considered non-collision
crashes as no other vehicles were involved. NDOT has plans to modify the
runaway truck ramp to address this safety concern. The intersection of SR

431 and SR 28 has also been reconfigured as a roundabout since the 2004
collision which occurred at that location. No other fatalities have occurred
at the roundabout intersection since it was constructed.

Table 3 presents the crash rates by highway segment. The first group
of columns represents the observed crash rate for each segment of the
Corridor. Next, the applicable statewide average was determined based on
roadway type (Mt. Rose Highway is a minor arterial). Finally, the observed
rate and the statewide rate are compared, as shown in the last group of
columns. Any value in these columns over 100 percent would indicate that
the observed rate is greater than the statewide average. The segment from
the SR 28 intersection to Gale Street exceeds the statewide average and
includes the location of the runaway truck ramp which NDOT has plans to
improve.

iirlrlrl Mount Rose: Crashes in Corridor by Type and Seventy

Note: Based on NDOT crash data and additional fatality data from July 2009 through
July 2014.

Note: There were no reported crashed involving bicyclists or pedestrians.

GBASH TYPE ]tIUMBEB PEBCENT

Angle 7 15o/o

Head-on 2 4o/o

Non-Collision 26 57%

Rear End 5 11o/o

Sideswipe 5 11o/o

Unknown 1 2o/o

TOTAT 46 r00%

GRASH SEVERITY NUMBER PERGEilT

Property Damage 29 63o/o

lnjury 12 26o/o

Fatality 5 11o/o

Total 46 100%



CRASH

YEAR

CBASH DATE MItE POST WEATHER FATATIT!ES INJUBED CRASH TYPE TOTAT

VEH!GtES

2000 26-Oct-2000 1 7.50 RAIN 1 UNKNOWN a

2001 29-Mar2001 12.30 CLEAR NON.COLLISION 1

2001 08-May-2001 9.00 CLEAR NON.COLLISION 1

2001 14-Oct-2001 6.04 CLOUDY 1 NON.COLLISION 1

2001 1 5-Dec-2001 21.60 CLOUDY 2 I HEAD.ON 2

2001 28-Dec-2001 3.30 SNOW 1 NON-COLLISION 1

2004 20-Mar-2OO4 0.00 CLEAR 1 1 NON.COLTISION 1

200 5 1 1-Mar-2005 19.00 CLEAH 1 1 NON.COLLISION 2

2010 1 8-Jun-201 0 0.00 CLEAR 1 NON-COLLISION 1

2011 02-Sep-2001 15.35 CLEAR 1 SIDESWIPE, MEETING 2

2012 23-Apr-2012 0.00 CLOUDY 1 NON-COLLISION

2012 03-Sep-201 2 13.00 CLEAR 1 HEAD-ON 2

2012 21-Dec-2012 19.00 SNOW 1 2 ANGLE 2

2015 01 -Jan-201 5 4.00 CLEAB 1 4 HEAD-ON 2

iirlrr'Mount Bose: Analysis of Crash Rate by Highway Segment (2009-2014)

OBSERVED CRASH BATES

M!LE

POST

FBOM TO TOTAT

CBASHES

SEGMENT

TENGTH

(MrrEsl

MVM TOTAT

CRASHES

PER MVM

FATAL +

IITIJURY

CBASHES

PER MVM

IATATITY

vtcTrMs
PER l(lll
MVM

0.0 SR 28 to Gale Street 0.6 5.3 0.57 0.38 0.00

0.6 Gale Street to County Club Dr. 2 1.6 15.5 0.13 0.00 0.00

2.2 Country Club Drive to Sun Ridge Drive 22 11.9 128.2 0.18 0.04 000

14.1 Sun Ridge Drive to Joy Lake Road 5 J.J 46.1 U.IJ 0.11 0.00

17.4 Joy Lake Road to Callahan Road 5 J.l 58.0 0.10 0.10 0.00

20.5 Callahan Road to Thomas Creek Rd, 0 1.4 23.0 0.00 0.00 0.00

21 .9 Thomas Creek Rd. to Wedge Parkway 6 1.3 39.2 0.15 0.05 0.00

Total Corridor 41 23.2 324.3

STATEWIDE AVERAGE PERGENT OF STATEWIDE AVERAGE

MItE
POST

FROM TO TOTAT

CRASHES

PER MVM

!NJURY

CBASHES

PER MVM

IATALITY

vtcTtMs
PER ll)(l
MVM

TOTAT

CRASHES

PER MVM

FATAL +

INJURY

CRASHES

PEB MVM

FATATITY

vrcTrMs
PEB lOO

MVM

0.0 SR 28 to Gale Street 0.96 0.3 1.35 597l 126Yo 0%

0.6 Gale Street to County Club Dr. 0.96 0.3 1.35 120/ 0o/o 0o/o

2.2 Country Club Drive to Sun Ridge Drive 0.96 0.3 135 190k 13o/o oo/

141 Sun Ridge Drive to Joy Lake Road 0.96 0.3 1.35 14o/o 367o 0Vo

17.4 Joy Lake Road to Callahan Road 0.96 0.3 1 2tr 11 o/o 34o/o 0o/o

20.5 Callahan Road to Thomas Creek Rd. 0.96 0.3 135 0Vo 0Vo 0Vo

21 .9 Thomas Creek Rd. to Wedge Parkway 0.96 0.3 1.35 160/0 17 o/o 00h

Note: MVM = Million Vehicle Miles

Note: Based on NDOT crash data and additional fatality data from July 2009 through July 2014.
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Five fatalities were
reported during
the S-year time
period analyzed
The observed crash
rates are below the
statewide average
for all but the section
between the SR 2Bl
S B 431 intersection
and Gale Street
NDOT has plans to
inrprove the runaway
truck ramp where both
fatalitres occurred
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NDOT regularly performs roadway safety assessments (RSA) on roadways
throughout the state. Three such RSA's were completed on various
sections of the Mt. Bose Corridor. The most recent was in August 2013
from mile post (MP) 18.694 to MP 23.050 (this is approximately from
Galena Creek Visitor Center to l-580). A high level of 'run off the road'
crashes were found in this area and the report recommended rumble
strips and variable speed limit signs. Also to improve intersection sight
distance, the report recommended trimming vegetation at Bordeaux
Drive and Callahan Ranch Road. Pedestrian crossing improvements were
recommended at the intersection of Thomas Creek Road.

An RSA was performed on Mt. Rose Highway in June 2011 from MP 6
to MP 8 (Tahoe Meadows area). There were several recommendations
for improved signage, including a 25 mph alternative speed limit for the
recreation area around Tahoe Meadows. Upgraded painted edgelines
were suggested to better delineate the shoulder parking area. Additionally,
several items were recommended to be considered including the following:
improve bus shuttle service, install monitoring cameras, extend the
shoulder widening, install snow fencing, provide separate parking for
snowmobilers, and possibly build off-highway parking lot. Some of the
improvements were subsequently installed.

Another RSA was performed in June 2010 from MP 8.174 to MP 18.694
(approximately from the Summit to Galena Creek Visitor Center) and
from MP 23.050 to MP 24.413 (this section is past Wedge Parkway and
therefore is not included in the CMP). Safety recommendations from this
RSA include: review signal timing, add a centerline rumble strip, widen
shoulders for bike lanes and add edgeline rumble strips, and add left and
right turn lanes into Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe ski resort main lot. At present a

centerline rumble strip has been installed.

i ,,', i r .r. ' ,r,il i/'.; l ' . I

The Corridor contains areas of small adjoining individual parcels zoned
Tourist Commercial (at the Old Tanenbaum along SR 431), Neighborhood
Commercial or Residential. Development of small parcels can create
potential safety issues along the Corridor. lt is difficult to achieve
adequate distance between each parcel's access point to allow for
turning movements and it is difficult to provide the appropriate length of
acceleration and deceleration lanes.

Previously, the cumulative impacts of land use designations and
development have not been addressed along the Corridor. Development or
Tentative Map approvals are considered separately which hinders the ability
to provide safety improvements such as frontage roads or shared access
points, appropriate acceleration and deceleration lanes, turn pockets and
other highway safety improvements.

Additionally, segments of the Corridor, particularly the two lane segments,
lack adequate right of way to wrden the road or provide necessary safety
improvements.



SUMMARY
Overall, the majority (63 percent) of reported crashes resulted in property

damage only, There were five fatalities during the S-year time period

analyzed. None of the crashes reported involved bicyclists or pedestrians.

The observed crash rates are below the statewide average rates for all but
one area. No existing transportation safety deficiencies are identified, with
the exception of the driver sight distance concerns at Bordeaux Drive and

Callahan Ranch Road.

EXISTING PARKING AREAS
Roadside parking occurs at the following formal and informal locations:

. Paved pullout at approximately mile post 4 on the lake side (east side)
of the road at the Scenic Overlook

. Paved pullout at approximately mile post 4.2 on the west side of the
road

. Widened paved shoulder in the Tahoe Meadows recreation area from
approximately mile post 7 to 8 (about 1 mile in length) with a small curb
separated trailhead parking area at the northern end of the recreation
area: this parking area can become very busy during winter weekends.

. Paved off highway parking area at Mount Rose Summit with about 28
striped spaces plus additional parking along the widened shoulder

. There are seven additionalwidened paved shoulder areas (between
mile post 4 and 11) that are used for parking to access recreational
areas

PLANNED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS
. Mt. Rose repaving and improvements project - This project will repave

the highway and install guardrail, drainage and safety improvements
from Mt. Rose Junction (near Summit Mall) to Mt. Rose Summit.
Rumble strips will be installed to enhance driving safety in residential
areas at the base of the highway. The approximately $10 million project
will also include nearly 18,000 linear feet of new guardrail, as well as
rock removal and mesh cover to reduce erosion-caused rock fall on
one roadside slope. Construction began June 2, 2014 and is currently
scheduled to end in Fall 2015.

. Mt. Rose truck ramp improvement project - The Nevada Department of
Transportation plans to improve the run-away truck ramp just north of
the intersection with Highway 28 in lncline Village. The project would
convert the current gravel surface to concrete and add seven drag nets
to 'catch'a run-away truck. The ramp improvements are scheduled to
occur in 2016.

Roadside parking
occurs in both formal
and informal locations.
The widened shoulder
in the Tahoe Meadows
recreation area
section can become
very busy during
winter weekends.
Vehicles also park
in other shoulder
locations and adjacent
unpaved areas to
access recreation
opportu n ities.
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CHAPIER FOUB

ENHANCING THE BYWAY FOR

VISITING, LIVING & DRIVING
STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS

{,
)
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The challenges facing the Corridor include safety, visual quality, resource
protection and recreation access. The Corridor Plan recommendations
presented in Chapter 4 identify strategies and action items to achieve the
goals and objectives identified in Chapter 1:

. Preserve the Scenic Ouality and Natural Resources

. Balance Recreation Access with Transportation and Safety Needs

. Connect People with the Corridor

. Promote Tourism

. ldentrfy lmplementation and Management Strategies
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Preserve the Scenic Ouality &

PRESEBVE THE SCENIC OUATITY AND NATURAL BESOURCES

STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS
Preserue Views and Scenic Vistas/Protect Viewsheds

o Manage development and grading to preserve mountain views and
avoid mass grading and large rock cuts visible from the highway.

o Maintain current and proposed outdoor advertising standards to
manage billboards and on-site signs so they do not detract from scenic
views or night skies.

. Manage celltowers and wind turbines that may be visible from the
Corridor to ensure they do not detract from the area's visual quality.

. Focus development along the easternmost portion of the Corridor.

. Develop design guidelines to ensure development maintains the area's
visualquality.

Development on hillsides and mountains should retain the integrity of the
natural slope and not extend above the hillside.

Retain the integrity
ofthe natural slope

Natural Resources

GUIDELINES: GRADING &
ROCK CUTS

o Grading should minimize
the visual impact of all

residential and non-
residential hillside
development, including
road cuts and driveways.

o Grade to create natural-
looking slopes where
feasible. Have diversity in
gradient and profile rather
than uniform slopes.

o Create landforms that
respond to the uniqueness
of the site, the surrounding
landscape and the
roadway travel experience.

o Utilize naturalized retaining
and terracing where
needed.

o Create smooth landform
transitions that blend with
the natural terrain.

. Development should be
designed to follow the
natural contours when
possible.
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GUIDELINES: GRADING &
ROCK CUTS (CONTINUED)

o Conduct careful rock
geology, srte, and cost
analysis, and design rock
cuts to avoid the need for
rock fall protection fencrng.

. Desrgn rock cuts to be
natural rn fornr, texture,
and color in relationship to
the surrounding landfornrs.

o Blend rock cuts to nratc[r

natural rocl.: fornls ar-ro

use naturalrzed beddrng
DlaneS to avoid r-196'ring arr

unnatural rock face

o Errsure al, des grreo

la-,d{Orn.S 6"9 r161;r5i irr

appeararrce and bierci
,"t'rth the to1:ography ar-rd

geology of the surrounding
lanclscape

. lV{atcir nev,, rock ano
sorl ercai,d1i6ng yy i'-
exrstlrr! rocl< and soii
Lls'nE rocl, siailrrrQ, so
colorrng treatnrerrts, a nd/
or acceierated rveail-lering
tech rrrques.

o Utilize rraturalrzed gradrng

a rrd terract ng r,vl-rere

possrble rrstead of 'ock fa i

p'otecirolr {enc ing
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t,

Naturalized rock cuts are preferred over the use of rock fall protection
fencing.

Terraced and planted rock cuts such as those used on US 50 in Lake Tahoe
are preferred over the use of rock fall protection fencing.



Site planning for multiple buildings should incorporate public spaces for
seating and gathering.

Authentic building materials such as wood treated with fire resistant coating
or wood tone material and stone should be used.

Stone and color selection should blend with the surrounding landscape.
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GUIDELIN ES:

ABCHITECTURAL
CHARACTER

. Development along the
Byway should be built in a
way as to retain the visual
quality of tlre highway

o Authentrc bLrrldrng

nraterials suclr as wood
pillars or beanrs and stone
shc,,,;ld be used

o Colors shourid be lirrrted
to earthr tones so tl^rat

the colc,r blel-ris rll rr,,rth
rratu rai surrcirldings.
Brrgitter accent coiors rnay

be ;sed but should be
lrir rrteo so tirat trre ove rsli

buLlding blends wrth the
erv i'oi-t irtert.[

o Boofs should be f rre

[e SrSiSr-t rlale''ar .i rld

earth tone rrr color Do r-io1.

, 15E 5h 1-t'1, r-r leta l rCOf S

. BLrilclings siicLrld [:,e

designec io cor-r- lliell'g1-,1
"aiher tlrar. d(,,r rrra:e tlleir.
surrourrciings

. Hrghiy ref iecltve nretenals
are Lr-rdesrrai-1 e irecaLrse

of thetr tendency to create
i.r r-rCo nrf or-ta bie o la r-e

condrtroits

. Tire rse of siarrdardrzed
"cor porate " a r ci^irtectura i

desrgrrs assocrated \ /rtl^r

charn or f rar,chrse bu ldrngs

rs stronglv drscoLrraged

and altelratrve desrgns
sl-,orrld be erplored



Preserire the Scenic Otiality & Natural Resources

. Three Area Plans cover
the Mount Rose Scenic
Byway. Open space is the
primary land use identified
along the Corridor. The
Southwest Truckee
Meadows Area Plan's
vision also describes
preventing the spread of
commercial development
west of the Thomas Creek
Parkway and SR 431

intersection
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Utilize NDOT's Landscape
and Aestltetics Corrtdo r
Guideltnes to enrich
highway facility aesthetics

Gr-lidelines are provided
for a number-of facrlrties,
inciuding:

o Comnrunity gateways
o Vrewporrrts and pull-

offs
. Sigr-rage
o Pedestrian crosslros
o Brcycle facilities
. Barrrers and guard rails
o Lighting
o Fencing
o Gradrng and retarnrrrg

rn,aIIs
. Rock cuts and

excavation
o Drainage
. Erosion control
o Water harvesting
o lrrigatron
. Softscape types arrd

treatments
. \fuildlife crossir-rgs and

pi-otection
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Enhance Aesthetics of Roadside Facilities. Utilize NDOT's Landscape and Aesthetics Corridor Guidelinesto
continue the enhancement of highway facility aesthetics, including
truck runaway ramps, rock cuts and barrier rails.

. Encourage the use of native landscaping and low-water use plant
materials and the removal/replacement of high-water use ornamental
landscape along the Corridor to minimize impacts to area wells.

. Select and arrange adjacent plant materials to avoid blocking views of
the Carson Range from the eastern section of SR 431.

. Reference "bee-friendly" or beneficial insect pollinator habitat planting
lists such as the Native Plants Pesticide Free list from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to develop pollinator friendly corridors.

:

NDOT"s Landscape and Aesthetics Corridor P/an sets forth aesthetic guidelines
for a variety of roadside facilities. The plan includes a list of native and
adapted native plants which could be used along the Corridor to minimize
water use.



Highway facilities should fit seamlessly within the landscape. Roadways
should be sensitively sited and designed within areas of scenic importance.

Colors and simple patterning of walls and barrier rails should be the
standard in areas of national significance.

t*

1l i..l

t:

3l

I
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o Targeted fuels reduction
efforts can reduce the
arnount, height and
drstributiorr of fuel rn a

specifrc area in order to
decrease 1i-re spread and
size of wrldfrres

o Fuels reduction efforts
along thre highv;ay are
consrdered beneficiai to
the Cori'rdor's overali vrsual
qualrty
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Manage and Maintain Natural Resources
. Manage and maintain forest health to reduce fire risk as a critical

component of safeguarding the watersheds of Tahoe and the Truckee
Meadows.

. Maintain and enhance fire breaks where needed.

. Evaluate trails for use as fire breaks and as emergency fire access.

. Promote and support the removal of noxious weeds.

. Promote and support Nevada's collaborative approach to resilient
landscapes, fire adapted communities and a safe and effective wildland
fire response.

Photo from Resource Concepts lnc. Washoe County Fire Plan

Adequate defensible space mitigates a moderate fuel hazard condition
created by low accumulations of dead and down woody material near the
Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe ski resort.

Photo from Resource Concepts lnc. Washoe County Fire Plan

Dead and down woody fuels create a high fuel hazard in the Jeffrey pine and
white fir stands near the Sky Tavern ski area. The Washoe County Fire Plan
assessment estimated fuel loads as ranging between ten and twenty tons
per acre.



Enhance Wildlife Habitat and Connectivity. ldentify, maintain and enhance wildlife crossings.
. Provide passages or breaks in barrier rails and fencing to avoid trapping

smallwildlife within the roadway.

'. :I. t, t f 'ili"'" i

+.i

Barrier rails with scuppers installed at every fifth barrier facilitate small
animal passage through the barrier according to a study by Caltrans.

Facilitate movement through wildlife passages by utilizing natural surfacing.
The crossing may be coordinated with creek crossings when appropriate.
The natural streambank should be maintained through the structure.
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STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS
E n h a nce Recre ati o n Access

' Formalize or enhance off-hrghway parkrng locations.
, Evaluate options for off-highway parkrng at the North/lnclrne Flume

Trarl

Provide trailhead parkrng for hikrng, x-country skrrng and picnrckrng
at Incline Meadow.

Provrde for off-highway larger parkrng lots at the west end of Tahoe
Meadows for snowmobilers and cross-country skiers to work
towards elrmrnating the need for recreation access parkrng along
the highway.

lf required to meet parkrng needs, enhance trarlhead parkrng by
creating a median dividing the parking f rom the highway along the
Tahoe Meadows corridor on both sides of the htghway.

Evaluate options to expand parkrng for the Tahoe Rrm Trarl.

Evaluate the opportunity for additronal parking at the Summit
Vrsrtor Center.

Evaluate the opportunity to shrft the parking near Tamarack
Lake f rom the south side to the north side in order to position
recreationists on the correct srde of the htghway.

Evaluate the opportunity to formalize off-highway parking across
from Bums Gulch charrlift.
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o ['lorth/lnclrne Flun're Trarl

potentral for. forrnalrzed off-
highrvay parkurg

o Parkrng to be evaluated
for either. nrortl-r anci
SOr-rtl: lOCa'f rO.

o Cor-rsrcier soutir locatron
iT, order to reduce tne
r,eed 'o" pedestr,ans
to cross the hrghway
cr iricoIporate a

DedestrrE r 6;695'1'1c

'with tire nort[r locatron
o lr,{orr-iatror' krosl., to lre

tnCorPorated as llart of
the pari..ing area.

o VVort irrrrtl-i the Forest
Servrce to meet ar-r\,,

ftr opertv oCQU,S-.rtol,
reqrtrri-lents

. E'v'aruate shUtt e stot)
oplf ortllr-liiv
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. Evaluate options for off-highway parking near Sky Tavern with a

trail connection to mountain recreation opportunities to eliminate
the roadside parking occurring on the curve below NDOT
maintenance station 2.

. Evaluate the opportunity to provide a trail connection from Sky
Tavern to the forest service trails to the east.

. Evaluate shuttle stops to key trailheads to create a recreation
access system.

r Evaluate opportunities designated for snow play areas with associated
parking.

lmprove trails at Mount Rose Campground.

Create a defined trail system that connects the Mount Rose Corridor to
Washoe Valley.

Context map of potential North/lncline
Flume Trail off-highway parking area.

Evalrra[B-If
at North .

hnu,frtr.
r.l.L*i-l^*, r o)

!t
Eo*r

& Evrd#h*eqlial
tkt ing Ar6i at Sdoth: 't. '. . Location
€-"S.--ii---

Diagram of potential North/lncline Flume Trail off-highway parking area.
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Context map of potential off-highway parking areas and parking expansion
areas (not including the North/lncline Flume Trail off-highway parking
location). Diagrams and enlargements of parking locations are located on
the following pages and can be referenced by the number located on the
map.

Potential
off-highway
parking area (for
non-motorized
recreation)

Location of potential SR 431 parking area on east side of highway for access
to cross country and other low impact snow play activities.

hr

.r Access to cross-
/ country skiing

/ ^ and other snow
.t- J -) PlaY activities

a
a

a
a,

o Off-highway parking

opportunities to
enhance recreation
access and safety occur
throughout the Corridor.
A concentration of off-
highway parking occurs
fronr Tahoe Meadows to
Sky Tavern.

o Becreatior access to
ti're southeast side of SF

431 at Tahoe Meadoi,r,s

r:rovides of f- h i g hv,'ay

parkrno for access to sno\4,
play and hrkrrrg
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. Off-hrglrway parking
opportunitres exrst for
trarlers arrd vehrcular
parkirtq at the i,t,est errd

of Tal oe Meaclorvs r,nzi,|cl.r

cr".,uld p,ol'rde acces! IC)

tl-re children's recreatrcr

a[ea, S[rO'A'n-rob l:-rC] srlCj

hulseilaCl. r dtr-,9
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New

Trail connection
to lncllne

rrrith'screening
from SF 431 for

lncline Meadowtrails
access

Trailer parkhg
(tructifith a

traiterl

/s
I 

'oq

lll

Diagram of potential SR 431 trailer parking and trailhead layout.



Balance Recreation Access with Transportation & Safety Needs

Enhanced parking along SR 431 at Tahoe Meadows could include a median to
separate off-highway parking from through traffic.

o Evaluate parking needs
and the ability to
accommodate vehicles in

off-highway parking areas

to the extent feasible.

o lf needed to meet parking

needs, enhance trailhead
parking by creating a

median dividing the
parking from the highway
along the Tahoe Meadows
corridor on both sides of
the highway.
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. Tahoe Rim Trail trailhead
potential parkrng

expansion

o !: i-1 r-1 1-1 1i \'lS tiO l' C e nie i

pctelt1rai 1-ra il,irrg e>ila t-isic.
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",r

Realigp. existing
parking to both
sides of access
ddPE

tiuffer to
'l 

sCreen
., jrarking

Proposed new parking realignment and expansion at Tahoe Rim Trail
trailhead.

ar6i
Diagram of potential Summit Visitor Center parking realignment and
expansion.

Irt



Potential relocation and formalization of roadside parking near Tamarack
Lake.

Potential formalization roadside parking near Bums Gulch chair lift.

",",;'
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Sky Tavern
Existing
Parking

Diagram

@

":. 
j ,.4.i.. ;,

of potential off-highway parking and trail connection at Sky Tavern.
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. Off-highway parking

opportunrtres at Tamarack

Lake and Bunrs Gulch
chairlrf t



o Evaluate other
opportunities to formalize
or develop off-highway
parking to work towards
eliminating the need
for roadside parking
for recreation access.
Potential locatron for
parking across from Bums
Gulch is shown.

o Create a traii route througl^r

\,Va s l-ioe/Al I e n's Ca rryor-r

that connects the Mour-rt

Rose Scenic Byrvay to
the Washoe Valley Scenic
Byway.

MOI'NT BOSE SCENIC BYWAY

,WASHOE YALLEY SCENIC BYWA-Y

IffArL C.0,NN EClVr ry SrrWEfl{
MOUNT-BOSE SCENIC EYWAY

AND WASI.IOE VALLEY SCENIC

BYWAY ,]
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Potential location for formalizing
Tahoe and Bums Gulch.

Washoe County has a flexible easement through Washoe/Allen's Canyon to
develop a trail that connects the Mount Rose Byway to the Washoe Valley
Byway.

hway parking between Mt. Rose -Ski



P rovi d e M o bi I ity a nd Tra n spo rtati o n F ac i I iti es
Enhance Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities for Safety and Access

. Explore the opportunity to utilize old highway 431 for biking/hiking
and emergency access.

. Create a designated bike lane along SR 431 from lncline Village to
the summit using the existing wide shoulder. Provide signage and
any necessary pavement markings.

. Explore areas to widen SB 431, where possible, to allow for a safer
bike riding and motorist experience from the summit to the existing
bike lane at Timberline Drive.

. Work with Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe on their proposed bridge crossing
so materials blend with the forest environment.

Old highway 431 is located within close proximity of the Mount Rose Scenic
Byway. lt provides an opportunity for a separated bike path which could also
be used for emergency access when needed.

Adequate shoulder width for a bike lane exists along the highway from
lncline Village to the summit.

o ln'tl-rt.cve old hrgiruvay .13'l

for brke access

Existing condition along old
highway 431.

r.,1,c, ; S. rl.,L I I .,, e .r: ;-

ll^:i re ',' la(rc.'iir ir t-

Sr-ri'-

r-
j, -,-
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Underground utilities where possible and co-locate trails and
bicycle facilities.

Evaluate enhanced pedestrian crossings (signage, striping,
pedestrian hybrid beacon, or separated crossing) at the following
locations:

. Timberline Drive to connect to Whites Creek and Thomas
Creek trails

. Callahan Road

. Galena Creek Regional Park (underpass at Galena Creek to
connect Callahan Park to Galena Creek Regional Park through
Joy Lake open space)

. Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe (potential skier bridge that may be used
by hikers/pedestrians in summer)

. North/lncline Flume Trail

Pedestrian crossing facilities may range from flashing signage and striping
(shown in the first image above) to pedestrian hybrid beacons (shown in 

-
the image above). A hybrid beacon would be considered for the five-lane
highway section.



Balance Recreation Acr:ess ',^.rrti' Triirsl.-)oitatior; & Safety iileeds

Enhance Transit Facilities
. Evaluate park and ride locations that better serve the Truckee

Meadows residents traveling to Tahoe and for those who live along
Mount Rose Highway; consider the following locations:

. Galena Creek Visitor Center

. Between Thomas Creek and Montreaux (volunteer fire station or
USFS parcel)

. Lower commercial arealRedfield Campus area

. Maintain the existing park and ride at the Summit shopping center.

. Create shuttle stops for Mt, Rose - Ski Tahoe shuttles at the park and
rides.

. Enhance school bus stop waiting areas to improve safety.

. Evaluate shuttle stops at key trailheads along SR 431 such as the North
Flume Trail and Tahoe Rim Trail.

r Reinstate transit service from Reno to lncline Village and connect with
the East Shore Express.

. Work with Washoe County School District to establish a permanent
park and dde and transit stop at the old elementary school in lncline
Village.

Potential park and ride location at

Potential park and ride location at the volunteer fire station or USFS parcel.

Potential

o
park and ride location at the Galena Creek Visitors Center.
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The current park and nde
located at the Sumnrit
shopping center does
not serve many potential

users along SR 431 as it
requires ther-n to backtrack
down the highway when
they would prefer meeting
further to the west.
Potential locations could
be evaluated to coincide
with existrng parking areas

and publrc property srtes.



o Eastbound traffic
descending the summit
can gain speed and
increase the potential for
rear-end collisions in the
northeastern section of
the Corridor, especially in

winter snow conditions.
Lengtheni ng deceleration
lanes at highly used
intersections may reduce
that potential.
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Balance Recreation Access with Transportation & Safety Needs

Evaluate Opportunities for Safety Enhancement Projects. Enhance/lengthen the deceleration lanes at Callahan Road and
Edmonton Drive.

o Add a center turn pocket and acceleration lane at Country Club Drive.
o Evaluate center turn pockets at the following locations:

. Kelley Drive

. McCourry Boulevard

. College Drive

. Mt. Rose - SkiTahoe Area

. Slide Mountain Road

. Douglas Fir Road

Enhance or lengthen the eastbound decelaration lane at Callahan Road.

Enhance or lengthen the eastbound deceleration lano at Edmonton Drive.



Balance Recreation Access with Transportation & Safety Needs

Add a center turn pocket at Country Club Drive.

Consider a center turn pocket at McCourry Boulevard.

Consider a center turn pocket at Kelley Drive.

Consider a center turn pocket at College Drive.
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o Center turn lanes may be
beneficial at locations such
as Country Club Drive,
McCourry Boulevard,
Kelley Drive, College Drive,
Slide Mountain Road,
Mt. Rose - Ski Tahoe and
Douglas Fir Road. Turn

lanes should be evaluated
at these and other
intersections.



. Slow vehicle turnouts
can be lengthened where
possible and signed to
allow slow vehicles to
easily pull off and on the
road while other vehicles
pass

o Slow vehicle turnouts can
be lengthened in some
locations to add a slow
vehicle passing lane.

Existing pull-off location is not
signed.
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Evaluate passing or slow traffic lanes with signage indicating passing
lane "x miles" ahead at the following locations:

. Reindeer Lodge

. Below maintenance station #2

. Top of Bum's Gulch near old chairlift tower

. Above and below Mt. Rose - SkiTahoe Area

Evaluate a right-out only from Edmonton Drive if Thomas Creek Road is
extended south.

Provide emergency pull-off locations along switchbacks with barrier
rails (every one to two miles with a goal of every one mile).

Add signage for slow vehicle turnouts.

Manage and reduce the addition of multiple driveway access points
along the highway where possible - require a collector road in the
northeastern section of the Corridor that new and existing subdivisions
share.

Near Timberline Road mile marker 19 add a "No Passing Next 1/2
Mile" sign.

Relocate the chain up sign from the first NDOT maintenance station
to the Galena Visitor Center area and enforce chain-up and chain down
areas.

Evaluate safety and transportation issues, including lighting and traffic
volumes, when considering proposed development along the Byway.

Traffic often queues behind slow-moving vehicles ascending the summit.
Slow vehicle turnouts can be enhanced to improve traffic flow and create
slow vehicle passing lanes where possible.

a

a
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Emergency pull-off locations should be identified every one to two miles
through the switchbacks east of Slide Mountain Road.

Galena
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Shopping
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Galena campus

High
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Evaluate the need and
opportunity for a collector
road with new development
along the Corridor

Within the developed areas in the northeastern section of the Corridor, a

collector road may serve to reduce driveway access onto the highway and
increase safety.
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o Cumulative impacts of
land use and development
need to be considered
along the Corridor in order
to maintain or improve
safe access.
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Balance Becreation Access with Transportation & Safety Needs

Consider the cumulative impact of land use and development along
the Corridor in order to maintain or improve safe access along the
highway.

o Limiting the average daily trips or peak traffic movements may be
necessary to maintain or improve the highway safety in areas of
multiple adjoining small parcels.

. NDOT and Washoe County are encouraged to work together to
evaluate and consider cumulative safety impacts as part of land use
designations.

. NDOT and Washoe County are encouraged to work together to
evaluate and consider the cumulative safety impacts as part of the
review of development proposals, including but not limited to:

. Requiring appropriate length of acceleration and deceleration lanes
for highway access;

. Encouraging frontage roads or connectivity of multiple small
parcels with interior street; and

o Limiting the number highway access points and encouraging
shared access points.

. NDOT is encouraged to review and reduce the speed limit to 45 mph
on the two lane segment of the highway from Joy Lake Road to the
four lane segment at Timberline Road.

. NDOT is encouraged to review "No Passing" signage between Galena
Visitor Center to Bourdeaux Drive and consider



Balance Recreation Access with Transportatior, & Safety Needs

A number of Small adjoining individual parcels along the highway can create
potential safety issues due to inadequate distance to allow for turning
movements. Cumulative impacts and coordination with NDOT and Washoe
County is encouraged to evaluate and consider the safety impacts of
development proposals.

LEGEND
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MOUNT ROSE

SCENIC BYWAY

HURAL BESIDENTIAL
(ALL CAIEGOHIES}

SUBURBAN BESIDENTIAL
(ALL CATEGORIES}

I COMMERCIAL
(ALL CATEGORIES)

K PUBLTc & sEMr-PUBLrc
FACILITIES

I SEE WASHOE COUNTY

NOTES
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ENHANCE OVERLOOKS AND VISTA POINTS. Develop additional vrewpoints - add srgnage and interpretive
information.

- Slide Mountain Road - views of Washoe Valley

-. West of Bums Gulch Road - views of Reno/Truckee Meadows

" Create an off-hrghway vista polnt of Lake Tahoe near the existing pull-
off east of lncline Vrllage.

. Provide srgnage for photo-opportunity pull-offs at Thompson Lane and
Mountain Ranch Road.

PROVIDE BYWAY SIGNAGE TO ENHANCE WAYFINDING AND
STRENGTHEN THE BYWAY'S SENSE OF PLACE

" Provide monument signage to announce the Corrrdor (near Thompson
Lane and near lncline Village).

, Evaluate locations and provide a digital sign for transrt and recreation
area parking. Thrs srgn would be used approximately 60 days peryear
to alert motorists and reduce u-turn movement and trollrng for parkrng.
An example of the message is as follows:

" Winter: Mount Rose parkrng full, use Sllde Mountain parkrng

" Summer: Sand Harbor parking full, use East Shore Express

Enhance signage for scenrc vista points and recreation resources.
, Evaluate the need to have large street signs in order to keep signage

visually unobtrusive.

HIGHLIGHT THE CORRIDOB'S VISITOR CENTERS. Uttltze and promote Galena Creek Visitor Center as a gateway to the
Byway.
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Conriecl People r,^;i1h tlre Corrrdoi'

o Existing pull-offs that
offer nice views of Lake
Tahoe, Reno and Washoe
Valley could be enhanced
through signage and
the incorporation of
interpretive information.
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A number of pull-off locations, such as those above, provide vistas of Lake
Tahoe, Reno and Washoe Valley.



Positive messaging should notify motorists of upcoming viewpoints,
parking, and emergency turnouts located along the highway.

VI EWPOINT

PARK!NG
20 MIN

PARKING ONLY
VEHICLES MUST

NOT BE LEFT

UNATTENDED

Potential signage at viewpoints.

Cl;t riler-:i PCIl)ll"; ,.^.,;11 llrC Cr)r t,r j..t

Sigrrage should identify
viewpoints, parking and
slow vehrcle turnouts
but not be overused and

detract f ron-r the Corridor's
scenic quality.

Srgnage can lrelp visitors
navigate quickly to
vrewpoints and photo

opportunrties and reduce
the tendency for nrotorists
to travel slowly and search
for pull-off locatrons.
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Existing
viewpoint

The existing viewpoint offers easy access to eastbound travelers, but it is a
challenging location for westbound travelers. A new viewpoint that is located
off the roadway could provide an enhanced opportunity.

An off-highway overlook could provide views of Lake Tahoe and separation
f rom the highway traffic.



Existing bus pull-off at Thompson Lane.

The existing bus pull-offs at Thompson Lane and Mountain Ranch Road can
be used for quick photo-opportunity sites.

The mountain view from Mountain Ranch Road bus pull-off.

Connect Poople wrth the Corridor

o ln the northeastern
portion of the Corridor,
travelers are known to use
bus pull-offs for photo-
opportunities of Mount
Rose and the Carson
Range.
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Connect People with the Corridor

. Scenic byway monument
signage, in conjunction
with the existing scenic
byway sign, can help
welcome travelers to the
Corridor.
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An off-highway overlook could provide views of Lake Tahoe and separation
from the highway traffic.

A standard NDOT scenic byway
sign is located just west of Wedge
Parkway.



During the winter the sign could notify travelers when
area was full.

the Mt. Rose parking

During the summer the sign could notify
area was full and promote the use of the

travelers when Sand Harbor parking
East Shore Express.

The Galena Creek Visitor Center is well-located in the northeastern portion
of the Corridor to serve as a gateway to the Byway for travelers coming from
the Reno area.

Provide digital signage
to notify travelers about
transtt use and recreation
aanae Q

The sign would
needed.

be off when not

Postiior^, t[ie e>,rstr r-rg

Galeiia Cr eei. 
"/,sitot'Cerier as tne gatevvay

v srlor center Provrde
lrrtelllretr\/e and travel
i'r-raieita s iecardrno the
Eyit'a'u
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Utrlrze technology to manage and provide tourism information.

Provide lrnks and referrals to corridor commercial areas (similar to the
National Geographic Tourism program).

Hrghlight and connect people to recreatron opportunities.
, Develop an auto tour guide of historrc and recreation resources.

Hrghlight Galena's hrstory and the natural resources of Mt.
Rose and the Tahoe Basin.

' Provide visitors with information on how to be stewards of the
region's resources.

Market the corridor as a method to lengthen the visitor's stay.
., Reach out to Reno Tahoe Convention and Visitors Authority, lncline

Vrllage Crystal Bay Convention and Visitors Authority and Nevada
Commission on Tourism to promote the Corridor.

Make the Byway tour part of the Reno-Tahoe experience.

Work with Reno-Sparks Convention and Vrsitors Authorrty, Carson
Crty Visitors Bureau, lncline Vrllage Crystal Bay Visitors Bureau and
the Nevada Commission on Tourism to communicate the Byway's
relationship to the larger region and its system of scenic byways
and historic sites and provide local and visitor links.

Develop a byway logo/brand.
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Promote Tourism

. Communicate the Byway's
relationship to the larger
region and system of
byways and historic sites
(e.9., SR 28, US 50, Mt.
Rose Highway, Washoe
Valley, Virginia City, Carson
City and Steamboat) -
work with Reno-Sparks
Convention and Visitors
Authority, Carson City
Visitors Bureau, lncline
Village Crystal Bay Visitors
Bureau and Nevada
Commission on Tourism.
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The Corridor Management Plan's intent for enhancing tourism is based on
the geotourism principles presented by National Geographic as part of their
support of local cultures and resources. As the Reno area continues to
grow, it is recognized that increases in tourism trafftc should be monitored
in coordination with increased commuter traffic in order to minimize
environmental and transportation concerns associated with increased
traffic volumes. Some of the key geotourism principles relevant to Mount
Rose are described below.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOTOURISM
. lntegrity of a Place: Enhance the geographical character of the

destination by developing and improving it in ways distinctive to the
locale. Encourage market differentiation and cultural pride in ways that
are reflective of natural and cultural heritage.

. Community lnvolvement: Local businesses and civic groups join to
provide a distinctive, authentic visitor experience.

. Community Benefit: Encourage micro- to medium-size enterprises
and tourism business strategies that emphasize economic and social
benefits to involved communities, especially poverty alleviation, with
clear communication of the destrnation stewardship policies required to
maintain those benefits.

. Conservation of Resources: Encourage businesses to minimize water
pollution, solid waste, energy consumption, water usage, landscaping
chemicals and overly bright nighttime lighting. Advertise these
measures in a way that attracts the large, environmentally sympathetic
tourist market.

. Protection and Enhancement of Destination Appeal: Encourage the
destination to sustain natural habitats, heritage sites, aesthetic appeal
and local culture. Prevent degradation by keeping the volume of
tourists within maximum acceptable limits. Seek business models that
can operate profitably within those limits.

. lnteractive lnterpretation: lt informs both visitors and hosts. Residents
discover their own heritage by learning that things they take for
granted may be interesting to outsiders.

. Market Selectivity: Encourage growth in tourism market segments
most likely to appreciate, respect and disseminate information about
the distinctive assets of the locale.

. Evaluation: Establish an evaluation process to be conducted on a

regular basis by an independent panel representing all stakeholders'
interests and publicize evaluation results.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CORRIDOR STEWARDSHIP
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Managrng resources along the Mount Rose Highway requires agencies and
organizations to continue working together to implement proJects, resolve
issues that may arise, and coordinate funding sources.

The primary agencies who own lands, manage facilities or operate transit
along or in close proximity to the Corridor include:

. Washoe County

. Nevada Department of Transportation

. U.S. Forest Service - Humboldt Totyabe, Carson Ranger District

. U.S. Forest Service - Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit

. lncline Village General lmprovement District

" City of Reno

. Tahoe Transportation District
, Regional Transportation Commission Washoe

These entities recognize it will not only take a collaborative effort to
accomplish many of the projects, but that future infrastructure and
maintenance and operation costs also need to be included.

lmplementation of projects is based on available funding. Funding through
the public sector is typically uncertain. Private sector investments and
publrc support is encouraged to help the projects become reality. Mutually
beneficial proJects can also be incorporated as part of other planned
projects such as maintenance overlays or trail maintenance.
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The CMP describes five main goals with corresponding objectives
and strategies for managing and enhancing the Corrrdor, As the CMP
moves forward, each managing partner will have different roles and
responsibilities. Table 3 identifies which of the managing partners would be

involved to help achieve each goal.

TRPA's primary role is permitting and monitoring the management/
maintenance activities and, therefore, they are not listed in the table. ln
particular, they are the regulatory agency overseeing best management
practices by all other agencies. Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization
(TMPO), the transportation arm of TRPA, oversees the development of the
Tahoe region's Regional Transportation Plan and the bicycle and pedestrian

master plan.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Community groups may also be involved in the implementation and

monitoring of the CMP. Community engagement with the Byway is an

important element of a Corridor's success. As new projects come forward,
local groups can help engage stakeholders and other community groups

so that the Byway's resources and challenges are considered. No one
entity can achieve success on its own. Leveraging the human capacity of
community organizations can build a strong foundation for Byway success.

Agencies must
continue to work
together to create
attractive grant
funding applications,
leverage resources,
and create prolects
that have Corridor-
wide benefit

hf r,l M6n6g11-,9 Partner's and Communrty Organrzation's Roles & Responsrbilities

GOATS & STRATEGIES WASHOE

COUl{TY

NDOT USFS IVGID CITY OF

RENO

TTD RTG COMMUilITY
ORGAITIIZATIONS

Preserve the Scenic 0uality and l{atural Besources

Preserve Views and Scenic Vistas/Protect
Viewsheds

X X X X

Enhance Aesthetics of Roadside Facilities X X X X

Manage and Maintain Natural Resources X X X X X X

Enhance Wildlife Habitat and Connectivity X X X

Balance Bscreation Acceso and Transportation and Salety l{eeds

Enhance Recreation Access X X X X X X

Provide Mobility and Transportation
Facilities

X X X X X X

Evaluate Opportunities for Safety
Enhancement Pro.jects

X X X X X X

Connect Peoole with the Gorridor

Enhance Overlooks and Vista Points X X X X

Provide Byway Signage to Enhance
Wayfinding

X X

Highlight the Corridor's Visitor Centers X X X

Promote Tourism

Promote Tourism X X X X X X

ldentily lmplementation and Management Strat8gie$

Collaborate with other entities to leverage
funding and resources

X X X X X X X X
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CURRENT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTS
Following is an initial list of resource management documents and a summary of particular elements that relate
to, are consistent with, or may have influence on the Corridor. The list is not inclusive. lt is meant to represent the
type of documents management agencies should reference when planning Corridor projects.

The Master Plan is used to determine the most desirable location of each type of development. The plan includes
policies and maps that define development suitability and conservation of natural resources(e.g. protect critical
environmental areas, define water resources, enhance visual and scenic corridors, etc.). lt also includes growth
forecasts as well as policies and maps reflecting desires related to land uses and transportation. Finally, the Master
Plan has standards and maps to guide provision of public services and facilities. The public services and facilities
are implemented through the Capital lmprovements Program. The plan addresses the following areas:

. Conservation and Open Space

. Housing

. Land Use and Transportation

. Open Space and Natural Resource Management

. Population

. Public Services and Facilities

i. ,r i l. , l t iti i,,^ , ,',1. i

The Tahoe Area Plan acts as a guide for the Board of County Commissioners, the Washoe County Planning
Commission, TRPA and the community on matters of growth and development within the Tahoe planning area.

Specific issues described in the Conservation section include the following:

. Potential for severe wildfires

. Development on steep slopes

. Development in riparian areas

The discussion of scenic areas includes the following:

. TheTahoeMeadowsarealiesinthenorthernportionof theplanningareaandisdissectedbySR43l.The
meadow and the ridges overlooking Lake Tahoe are an undeveloped scenic area that is easily accessible to the
public. lt should be preserved in its natural state because of its great scenic and recreational value.

. SR 431, as it winds its way down into the Tahoe Basin, offers spectacular views of the lake and the
surrounding mountains. Views from this highway should be protected and enhanced whenever possible.
Future development in this area should be designed with the intent of preserving the views. The overall
scenic quality of the Tahoe planning area should be recognized and preserved to the greatest extent possible.
The attainment and maintenance of Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) scenic quality thresholds is
encouraged.

Some of the items discussed in the Public Services and Facilities section include:

. Funding, maintaining and expanding the bike path system

. Enhancing parks and recreation opportunities

Transportation improvements described for the Mount Hose Highway includes the following:

. The planned use of numerous and frequent shuttle buses is an important factor for the future.

. lmprovements to the Mount Rose Highway should include additional turnouts, roadside parking and turning
lanes in the lncline Village area.
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The Forest Area Plan responds to a citizen-based desire to identify, implement and preserve the community
character that has evolved throughout the Forest Planning Area over time. Through cooperation with the Washoe
County Board of County Commissioners and the Washoe County Planning Commission, the communities of the
Forest Planning Area will maintain and apply objective standards and criteria that serve to manage growth and

development in a manner that:

. Respects the heritage of the area by encouraging architectural and site design standards that are responsive to
this heritage;

. Prevents the spread of commercial development outside existing nodes west of the intersection of Thomas
Creek Parkway and SR 431;

. Respects private property rights;

. Provides a range of housing opportunities;

. Maintains the scenic quality of the SR 431 Corridor;

. Provides ample open space and recreational opportunities;

. Promotes the educational and scientific opportunities inherent in the area's natural history and rural character;

. Addresses the conservation of natural, scenic and cultural resources;

. Ensures that infrastructure is coincident with development and appropriate in scale and character to the
community character articulated below; and,

. Coordinates resource availability with the construction of inf rastructure through the implementation of facilities
and resources plans.

The primary vision of this plan is to maintain, preserve, and facilitate the planning area's desired character.

Management guidelines and policies for private, commercial, residential and public lands will be implemented in

a fashion that respects the rights of wildlife, residents, land owners and business owners; herein identified as the
major stakeholders in this essential planning document.

Though most existrng development can be characterized as suburban with a rural complexion, there remain vast

amounts of undeveloped or developed areas that are more truly rural in nature. The suburban, rural, and resort

areas come together to create a planning area characterized by spectacular mountain vistas, abundant wildlife and

a prevalent feeling of openness.

The vision is to continue the direction of the original Forest Area Plan by preserving, protecting and enhancing the
scenic Mount Rose area for those who live here, those who recreate here and those who visit here. By preserving

the area for all to enjoy, the regional assets of the gateway to Lake Tahoe and the Sierra Nevada Mountains will be

protected. The plan seeks to preserve the region's high quality of life, a primary reason that people choose to live

and work in the Truckee Meadows, and invest in its cities and county.

Goals that are specifically relevant to the scenic byway include the following:

. Goal 3: Manage the location, intensity and mix of uses for Commercial Regulatory Zones in a manner that
implements the goals and policies of the Washoe County Land Use and Transportation Element and ensures
the scenic quality, traffic safety, and gateway character of the planning area is preserved and improved.

Relevant Policies
. F.3.1 The Forest Area Plan update provides for limited new commercial opportunities adjacent to SR 431.

Future creation of new commercial areas adjacent to SR 431 by rezoning to a Commercial Regulatory Zone
or by granting of special use permits rs not consistent with the desired character of the community.

. F.3.3 ln order to recognize the important gateway function of the Forest Planning Area, the Mount Rose
Scenic Highway Commercial Overlay District (MRSHCOD) is established. All property within or adjacent
to the Mount Bose Scenic Corridor and designated with a Commercial Land Use regulatory zone must be
within this overlay district. All development activities within this overlay district are subject to the following
additional policies.
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. F.3.4 The intent of the MRSHCOD is to ensure that commercial development in and adjacent to the Mount
Rose Scenic Highway will:

o Contribute to the community character, promote neighborhood and create a sense of place founded in
the quality of life that comes with environmental and community responsibility.

. Be compatible with and enhance the scenic quality of the Mt. Rose Highway corridor.

. Enhance the safety of SR 431.

. Ensure that architectural styles enhance and contribute to the gateway function of the site and
function to present a unified, integrated appearance.

. Goal 5: The regional and local transportation system in the Forest planning area will be a safe, efficient,
multi-modal system providing access to commercial services, public lands and recreational opportunities and
efficient connections to the greater region.

. Goal 6: Resources key to the preservation and implementation of the character described in the Character
Statements will be protected and where possible, enhanced.

' Goal 7: Maintain open vistas and minimize the visual impact of hillside development in a manner that
implements the community character described above.

. Goal B: Maintain and enhance the scenic value of the SR 43'l Corridor.

Relevant Policies

' F.8.1 The SR 431 Corridor through the planning area is designated a Scenic Corridor as depicted on the
Forest Character Management Plan map.

. The intent of the Scenic Corridor is to:
. a. Promote the preservation and enhancement of the scenic nature of the Corridor.

' b. Limit and manage the establishment of uses incompatible with the scenic nature of the Corridor.

' c. Ensure that development within the corridor does not diminish the distant vistas available along the
Corridor.

' d. Ensure that development within the corridor enhances the near vistas available along the Corridor
and does not create a tunnel effect.

. e. Promote the Corridor as a community and regional asset.

' F.8.2 Washoe County will adopt further standards to enhance and maintain the value of the Corridor as a
scenic area. At a minimum, these standards will address landscaping, building height and setback, lighting
and signage. The standards will limit the establishment of new commercial land uses, including those
established by special use permit, on SR 431 between the intersections of Thomas Creek Parkway and
Timberline Drive. Further standards will address the use of interpretive displays for travelers along the
roadway. Signage may be lighted, but not in such a way that it impacts the dark sky goals of the County.

. Bright internal lighting, neon lighting, or signs that move are discouraged.

' F.8.3 Enhance the visitor and resident experience, Washoe County will encourage recreational facilities
such as trails, trailheads and scenic view points.

' F.8.4 Washoe County will encourage visitor information promoting the Mount Rose Scenic Corridor as the
gateway to Lake Tahoe and information on Lake Tahoe's tourist amenities.

' Goal 9: Public and private development will respect the value of cultural and historic resources in the
community.

' Goal 10: The Forest Planning Area will contain an extensive system of trails that integrates other recreational
facilities; the Regional Trail System, including the urban core of Reno and Sparks, pu6lic lands, schools and
transit facilities; and contributes to the preservation and implementation of the community character.

' Goal 14: Public and private development will respect the value of wildlife and wildlife habitat to the community.
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The Southwest Truckee Meadows Area Plan responds to a citizen-based desire to identify, implement and
preserve the community character that has evolved throughout the Southwest Truckee Meadows over time. lt
presents goals and strategies to achieve the following vision:

Through cooperation with the Washoe County Board of County Commissioners and the Washoe County Planning
Commission, the South Valleys community will maintain and apply objective standards and criteria that serve to
manage growth and development in South Valleys in a manner that:

. Respects the heritage of the area by encouraging architectural and site design standards that are responsive to
this heritage;

. Prevents the spread of commercial development west of the Thomas Creek Parkway and SR 431 intersection;

. Respects private property rights;

. Provides a range of housing opportunities;

. Maintains the scenrc quality of the SR 431 Corridor;

. Provides ample open space and recreational opportunities;

. Promotes the educationaland scientific opportunities inherent in the area's natural history and rural character;

. Addresses the conservation of natural, scenic and cultural resources;

. Ensures that infrastructure is coincident with development and appropriate in scale and character to the
community character articulated below; and,

. Coordinates resource availability with the construction of infrastructure through the implementation of facilities
and resources plans.

Specific goals and policies describrng the Corridor include the following:

. Goal 3: The regional and local transportation system in the Southwest Truckee Meadows planning area will
be a safe, efficient, multi-modal system providing access to commercial services, public lands and recreational
opportunities, as well as efficient connections to the greater region.

. Goal 5: Maintarn open vistas and minimize the visual impact of hillside development in a manner that
implements the community character described above.

. Goal 6: Maintain and enhance the scenic value of the SR 431 Corrrdor.

Relevant Policies
. SW.6.'l The SR 431 Corridor through the planning area is designated a Scenic Corridor.

. SW.6.2 Development Standards along the Corridor will be consistent with the implementation of the
corridor study as described in policy SW.3.7.

. SW.6.3 Washoe County will adopt further standards to enhance and maintain the value of the Corridor
as a scenic area. At a minimum, these standards will prohibit the establishment of new commercial
land uses west of the intersection of SR 431 and Thomas Creek Parkway.

' Goal 7: Public and private development will respect the value of cultural and historic resources in the
community.

. Goal B: The Southwest Truckee Meadows planning area will contain an extensive system of trails that
integrates other recreational facilities, the Regional Trail System, public lands, schools and transit facilities. This
trail system will contribute to the preservation and implementation of the community character.

. Goal 9: Cooperate with state and federal agencies in the management of public lands in the planning area.

. Goal 11: The built environment will minimize the destructive potentialof any identified natural hazard, including
but not limited to wildland fire, earthquakes and land slides.

. Goal 12: Public and private development will respect the value of wildlife and wildlife habitat to the
community.
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The Washoe County Regional Open Space and Natural Resource P/an provides the framework, goals and policies
for the management of natural resources and open spaces in southern Washoe County. The plan strives to protect
the region's natural resources and open space through a series of goals and policies that address the following
concerns:

. Biodiversity

. Cultural Resources

. Natural Hazards

. Recreational Resources

. Visual and Scenic Character
o Water Resources

Biodiversity
. Goal 'l: Protect and re-establish migration corridors.
. Goal 2:Acquire and restore criticalvegetation communities.
. Goal 3: Achieve species restoration goals through cooperative efforts.

Cultural Resources and Sensitive Landscapes
. Goal 1: Ensure that culturally and environmentally sensitive lands are adequately buffered f rom development.
. Goal2: Protect and manage cultural resources within the region's urban, ruraland urban interface areas.
. Goal 3: Teach citizens about the history, legacy and unigueness of the region's culturaland sensitive

resources.
. Goal 4: Native American tribes will have access to areas used for cultural purposes.
. Goal 5: Secure public funding for acquisition and protection of culturally sensitive lands.
. Goal 4: Control invasive non-native species in the region.
. Goal 5: Protect important habitats from impacts or loss due to development.

Natural Hazards
. Goal 1: Emphasize fire suppression through the use of defensible space and native habitat restoration.
. Goal 2: Achieve an awareness of the private responsibility for fuels management.
. Goal 3: Develop, fund and carry out a region-wide fuels management program.
. Goal 4: lntegrate regional open space and natural resource management with flood management where

appropriate.
. Goal 5: Maintain excellent air quality in the region.
. Goal 6: Wildlife conflicts will be minimized within transportation corridor and in the urban interface.

Recreati o na I Resou rces
. Goal 1: Sustain effective and ongoing interagency and interjurisdictional working relationships to address the

planning, development, operations and maintenance of regional recreational resources and foster an integrated
approach to resource management.

' Goal 2: Leverage existing infrastructure opportunities for regionaltrailcorridors and connections.
. Goal 3: Preserve valuable properties and make strategic acquisitions.
. Goal 4: Create a major regional trarl corridor system.
. Goal 5: Provide appropriate opportunities and facilities for motorized recreation.
. Goal 6: Minimize resource pressures posed by development near open space areas.
. Goal 7: Promote the use and support of the region's park and recreation facilities and services.

Visual and Scenic Character. Goal 1: Protect the region's visual and scenic resources.
. Goal 2: Preserve and protect the visual rntegrity of our region's hillsides, ridges and hilltops.
. Goal 3: Preserve the remaining integrity of our region's dark night sky.
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. Goal 4: Protect the region's visual resources from impacts of illegal activities (such as dumping, abandoned
vehicles and illegal trail creation).

. Goal 5: Educate the public on the values of the region's scenic resources.

Water Resources
. Goal 'l: Preserve and acquire water rights to support healthy fish and wildlife populations.

. Goal 2: Provide suffrcient water resources to support natural functions of open space.

. Goal 3: lntegrate open space acquisition with water resource management where feasible.

Sustai nability and Ecosystem Services
. Goal 1: lnstitutionalize the concept of ecosystem services within the region.
. Goal2: Manage open space and natural resources for "no net loss."
. Goal3: Ensure future open space and natural resource land acquisitions meet as many goals and policies as

possible from this Plan.

The NDOT Landscape and Corridor Plan eslablishes the vision for the landscape and aesthetics of the U.S. 395,
West US 50, SR 28, SR 20-1 and SR 431 Corridor. Thevision synthesizes historic, current, and future conditions
into a comprehensive guide to improve the visual appearance of the highway corridors through communities,
rural landscapes and scenic environments. lt describes landscape treatment types applicable for the area and

establishes a set of guidelines for highway facilities.

The 2035 RegionalTransportation Plan (RTP) identifies the long-term transportation investments that will be made
in the urbanizedarea of Reno, Sparks and Washoe County, Nevada. The plan includes transportation projects,
programs and services for walking, biking, driving and riding transit. ln addition, the plan provrdes for maintaining
existing infrastructure in good condition and improving the operation of existing services.

The goals of the RTP, which are discussed further in each chapter of the plan, include the following:

. lmprove safety

. lntegrate land use and economic development

. Promote healthy communities and sustainability

. Manage existing systems efficiently

. lntegrate all types of transportation

. Focus on regional connectivity

. Promote equity and environmental justice

. lmprove freight and goods movement

. lnvest strategically

Prog ra m m atic I nve stm e nts
ln support of these guiding principles and goals, the RTP includes four programmatic investments that will be

ongoing throughout the life of the plan. These investments, as described below, received consistently strong

support at all community outreach events.

. Accessibility improvements under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) - Ongoing implementation of
the ADA Transition Plan is a priority for the RTC. With the segment of the population over 75 years old being
the fastest growing demographic in the region, the importance of accessible pedestrian facilities will continue
to grow. Annual funding will be programmed for spot improvements throughout the region to upgrade
sidewalks, crosswalks and curb ramps. The project needs were identified through an extensive data collection
effort and prioritized based on proximity to transit routes, medical services and senior facilities.
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Pedestrian and bicycle facility improvements 
-Ongoing implementation of the Reno-Sparks Bicycle

Pedestrian Master Plan will be funded throughout the RTP planning horizon. These spot improvements will
enhance the safety and regional connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle network.

Traffic Signals and lntelligent Transportation Systems - (lTS) Operations - Technology and traffic operations
strategies promote faster travel times on the existing roadway network. lnvestments in ITS have proven to be
a cost-effective alternative to adding road capacity. The plan identifies annualfunding to upgrade traffic signals
and associated communications technologies.

Pavement Preservation - Maintaining roads and bridges in good condition and extending the useful life of
pavement on regional roads is a proven way to minimize long-term costs. The RTP identifies annual funding to
apply the appropriate pavement preservation treatment to regional roads and bridge decks, which can include
surface seals, crack seals, patching, resurfacing or reconstruction. RTC partners with the NDOT Highway
Bridge Program to provide funding to replace or rehabilitate substandard bridges.

The RegionalTransportation Plan (BTP) is the transportation element of the Lake Tahoe Hegional Plan and provides
a blueprint for a regional transportation system and guides transportation improvements. lt includes objectives for
reducing reliance on the private automobile and investing in multi-modal facilities and emphasizes coordinating
projects and funding to transform Corridors into complete streets.

It identifies the followrng Corridor projects:

. Bike lane from lncline Village to the Mount Rose Highway summit

. Separated bike path from North/lncline Flume Trail to the Mount Rose Highway summit

. lnter-regional transit service from Reno to North Lake Tahoe communities

. Parking management strategies

Provides an update lolhe 1987 RegionalPlanwith a focus on restoration of sensitive lands and environmental
improvement projects to repair past damage and promote community through goals and policies, codes and
ordinances, land use and area plans.

Key Related Elements:

' Emphasizes implementation of Environmental lmprovement Program to achieve erosion control on roadways
and restore forests and wetlands.

. Prioritizes increasing alternative transportation options.

. lntegrates with the RTP to support sidewalk and bike trail projects.

. Creates coverage exemptions for bike trails.

Key Related Goals & Policies. Provide public access to scenic views.
. Coordinate a multi-agency effort to prioritize and fund water quality

Environmental lmprovement Program.
improvement projects through the

. Promote transportation enhancements that increase the viability of transit systems.

. Construct, upgrade, and maintain pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

' lmplement new technology to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the transportation network and
promote usage of alternative transportation.

. Strengthen transportation options into and out of the Lake Tahoe region.

' Encourage the development of parking management strategies. Encourage programs that provide incentives
to fund improvements benefiting transit users, pedestrians and bicyclists. Encourage strategies tailored to the
needs of each specific location and promote pedestrian and transit use.

. lncorporate transit stops and bicycle and pedestrian facilities in roadway improvement prolects.

' Use transportation system management measures to improve the existing transportatron system.
. Preserve existing viewpoint turnouts along scenic hrghways to maintain traffic flow and safety.
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. lntegrate transportation improvement programs into the environmental improvement program.

. Engage in collaborative and cooperative planning efforts - leveraging resources and executing transportation
improvements.

. Scenic viewpoints from roadways should be identified and pull-off facilities provided on public property,
wherever desirable.

. Signs should be placed along the roadways, as appropriate, to identify photo sites and scenic turnouts.

. Time limits for parking at roadside turnouts should be established.

. Bike trails should be expanded to provide an alternative for travel in conjunction with transportation systems.

. Parking along scenic corridors shall be restricted to protect roadway views and roadside vegetation.

It presents a guide for planning, constructing and maintaining a regional bicycle and pedestrian network and
support facilities and programs. The document includes prioritized project lists for the bicycle and pedestrian
network and lays out policies for local governing bodies and transportation agencies. lt identifies potential funding
sources and specifies preferred designs to encourage consistency and safety. An update of the 2010 plan is
underway as of September 2015.

Key Goals:
. Complete a bicycle and pedestrian network that provides convenient access to Region destinations and

destinations outside the Region.

. Provide environmental, economic, and social benefits to the Region through increased bicycling and walking.

. ldentifies the following as proposed Corridor facilities:
. Bike lane/widened shoulder from SR 431/SR 28 intersection to Mount Rose Highway summit
. Shared-use path improvements along a portion of SR 431

The threshold evaluation is completed every five years to measure carrying capacrty targets to be achieved set
forth by the Lake Tahoe Regional Plan. The nine thresholds studied are: water quality, air quality, scenic resources,
soil conservation, fish habitat, vegetation, wildlife habitat, noise, and recreation.

Monitoring and surveys completed as part of the Threshold Report may be used to support monitoring efforts of
the Corridor to achieve the goals.

The program identifies projects designed to achieve and maintain environmental thresholds. Corridor prolects
included in the list as of September 20'15:

. Scenic corridor viewpoint turnouts

. lnterpretive and educational programs/signage

. Hazardous fuels reduction and healthy forest restoration

. Basinwide transit operations

. lnter-regional transit service operational enhancements and capital enhancements

. Washoe County Master Plan bike/ped improvements

The plan balances the demands for utilization and preservation of the region's resources and provides a sustainable
vision for personnel and budget for resource planning, management and maintenance. lt provides existing
recreational facility analysis, considerations, proposed opportunity and constraints, and recommendations in

defined planning areas including Mt. Bose Wilderness and lncline Village.
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The Corridor
Management
Plan identifies
goals, objectives
and potential
enhancements to
improve the Washoe
Valley Scenic Byway.

PIAN PUBPOSE
"Twelve miles long and seven wide, Washoe Valley, enfolding Washoe
Lake, was completely encircled by hills and mountains like a precious stone
in a pendant " Myra Sauer Ratay, Pioneers of the ponderosa, 1973.

Referred to as a recreation, open space and wildlife haven, Washoe
Valley's rich history and resources are subtly revealed. The Washoe Valley
scenic Byway encircles washoe Lake and provides a route for visitors and
community members alike to take a journey back in time and to appreciate
the area's scenic beauty, abundant wildlife and historical structures.

The Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan (CMp)
focuses on identifying partnerships to manage and preserve the
surrounding natural environment and open space while developing
solutions for a safe, multi-modal highway in order to provide opportunities
for people to experience the scenic beauty, cultural history, natural
resources and recreational opportunities . The CMP identifies goals,
objectives and potential enhancements to improve the Byway.

The planning process included public outreach and stakeholder
coordination through traditional in-person meetings and on-line surveys.
lnput from both the public and land managers led to the development of
the proposed Byway improvements.

The intent of the CMP is to provide Washoe County, other land managers,
governing agencies/organizations and the surrounding communities a tool
for managing and preserving the Byway's special and unique qualities.
The plan is designed to help agencies address shared issues and provide a

resource for seeking grant funding for the Byway's projects.
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CORBIDOR MANAGEMENT PIAN PURPOSE

A Corridor Management Plan is a community-based document that outlines

the goals and strategies for protecting and enhancing a scenic byway's
intrinsic qualities. The CMP achieves the following:

. ldentifies the Corridor's most valuable intrinsic qualities.

. Establishes goals to manage and preserve valued qualities.

. Address issues related to safety, access, visitor experience, and
aesthetics.

. ldentifies opportunrties for wayfinding and signage.

. Creates marketing and promotion strategies.

. ldentifies implementation and management strategtes to achieve the
goals and vision.

CORRIDOR SETTING
The Washoe Valley Scenic byway is located between Carson City and Reno

along Old U.S. 395 and Eastlake Boulevard providing a scenic loop around

Washoe Lake. The Byway starts 5 miles north of Carson City, wrapping
around the valley along Eastlake Boulevard and then west along Old U.S.

395.

The Corridor includes more than the highway and the immediate right-

of-way. Although issues and opportunities affecting the Corridor may be

most easily seen along the roadway, management strategies are identified
on a more contextual levelto include the road itself, facilities within
the immediate right-of-way and natural and developed areas within the
viewshed seen from the highway.

The Washoe Valley
Scenic Byway
provides a picturesque
loop around Washoe
Lake at the base
of the Carson and
Virginia Mountain
Ra nges.
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Natural resource

protection and

management,

open space and

visual quality,

bicycle safety

and economic

vitality issues

confront the

Corridor.
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This contextual planning approach does not supersede individual
jurisdictions' plans, but rather allows for a coordinated approach and
understanding of projects and efforts. Plan partners can collaborate more
effectively to identify shared challenges, joint projects and recognize
opportunities for cooperative benefits within the Corridor.

COBRIDOR SIGNIFICANCE

Washoe Valley plays a central role in the history of both the Washoe
Native Americans and the early settlers. Nestled between the Sierra
Nevada's Carson Range to the west and the Virginia Range to the east,
the valley today remains rural. Remnant ranches and open space typify
the landscape. lt is this mixture of culture, history, open space, scenic
views and diverse wildlife that attract both its residents and visitors. The
Byway's opportunity to reveal the valley's story and provide a one-of-a-kind
experience for motorists, bicyclists, hikers and equestrians is what makes it
signif icant.

CHALLENGES FACING THE COBRIDOR

The challenges facing the Corridor include natural resource protection and
management, open space and visual quality, bicycle safety and economic
vitality.

Natural Resource Protection and Management. ln drought years the water from Washoe Lake is depleted, affecting
vegetation, wildlife, recreation and scenic resources. Some years the
lake is completely dry. Climate change, lack of water rights and the
number of users and reservoirs are also primary factors in the lake's
depletion.

. High winds through the valley often divert truck traffic to the Scenic
Byway.

. lcy and snowy conditions exist during the winter. The depth of snow
and the blowing snow can make it challenging for both the motorist
and for NDOT snow removal crews.

. l-580 crosses through Washoe Valley, separating deer winter and
summer ranges as well as bisecting recreational opportunities.
Developed wildlife crossings are required.

. The highway is surrounded by Sierra pine forests on the west and
transitions to Great Basin sagebrush on the east. Fire risk exists for
both vegetation communities in the arid landscape.

. Noxious weeds can easily spread and increase the risk of wildfire and
damage wildlife habitat.

. Flooding has historically occurred in the valley with the lake and
streams overflowing their banks which impacts the road infrastructure
and safety of the highway.

. Two major landslides from Slide Mountain over a 100 year period have
impacted the Ophir Creek area and Old U.S. 395.

. Bark Beetle continues to impact the pine forest.

. Aquatic invasive species impact water bodies.

. Drought has increased the risk of wildfire.

. Drought has increased the need for using low water and native plant
materials.

. ln drought conditions water sources for wild horses are affected.
Horses cross Eastlake Boulevard to access Little Washoe Lake,



impacting bird habitat and native vegetation maintenance and creating
hazardous conditions for drivers.

Open Space and Visual Auality
. The northeastern portion of the Corridor is located close to the City

of Reno. Growth pressure from Reno could spread to the south, but
current development guidelines are in place to discourage the growth.

. New cell phone towers and large wind turbrnes could visually diminish
the mountain vtews.

. Light pollution from street lights, parking lot lights, local signage and
development can interrupt the night skies enioyed by both residents
and vrsitors.

. Digital signs can be distracting.

. Mass grading and rock cuts from new development, mining and road
construction could impact views.

. Landscape treatments from neighboring development can grow to
block mountain views.

. New signage along l-580 could detract from views.

Recreation Access and Experience
. The Corridor is heavily used for access to hiking, biking, equestrian, all

terrain vehicle, huntrng, fishing, bird watching, water sports, camping
and other activities. lnadequate off-highway parking exists, forcing
users to park along the highway.

. Additional trailheads should be developed connecting trails to parking
locations.

. Many trails and roads have been closed or have limited access due to
private property issues. Future development should allow access to
recreational opportunities.

. Motorists and recreation visitors have limited access to information on
how to use the corridor for an optimal experience.

n There is no information on how the surrounding Scenic Byways can be
enjoyed by visitors in a single or multi-day trip.

. Adequate equestrian parking areas should be identified, or existing
parking modified to allow horse trailer parking.

. Fishing and wildlife viewing areas have not been highlighted.

. Motorists pull off the road to view and photograph the area's deer
herd. People climb the fence and trespass onto private property which
can be dangerous. Any solutions must involve the property owner to
address trespassing issues and protect the deer herd.

o The number of trails and roads at Bellevue Road creates impacts due
to the lack of vehicle management.

The Corridor

vision is to

enhance and

preserve

Washoe Valley's

scenic, natural

and cultural

resources in a

way that protects

the existing

communities

while enriching

the visitor

experience

and promoting

appropriate

economic

development

within existing

commercial

nodes.
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Agencies who

have a stake in

the Corridor,

were invited

to participate

as part of

the Technical

Advisory

Committee and

are referred to as

Plan Partners.
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Bicycle Safety. Old U.S. 395 and Eastlake Boulevard are heavily used by bicyclists. Old
U.S.395 is signed as a bike route. Eastlake Boulevard has no bicycle
designation and there is little shoulder room for bicyclists.

. l-580, a high speed arterial roadway, cuts through the valley and
creates a barrier for bicyclist, pedestrian and equestrian movement.
Little opportunity exists for bicyclists to ride between recreation
destinations on the east and west sides of the valley.

. No park and ride facilities exist to encourage residents and visitors to
share a ride to their recreation or business destinations.

Economic Vitality
. The construction of l-580 significantly reduced traffic through Washoe

City (referred to as Old Washoe City in the plan) and most of the
previous businesses have closed.

. No signage exists to announce or invite visitors to the Byway.

. No auto tour or bike tour guides exist to highlight the natural and
cultural resources of the Byway and guide visitors to the appropriate
bike routes, trails or recreation destinations.

. There is no information on how the surrounding Scenic Byways can be
enjoyed by visitors in a single or multiple day trip.

. Local businesses are not aware of the Scenic Byway or its value to
their business.

. Historical features have not been promoted and protected.

VISION AND GOALS

COBBIDOB VISION

Enhance and preserve Washoe Valley's scenic, natural and cultural
resources in a way that protects the existing communities while
enriching the visitor experience for all users, including motorists,
bicyclists, equestrians and hikers, while promoting appropriate economic
development within two existing neighborhood commercial areas.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Preserve and Enhance the Natural Environment and Wildlife Habitat. ldentify and increase critical habitat and natural resource areas.
. Acknowledge Washoe Lake as a special natural and visual resource.
. Recognize the potential impact of recreation on wildlife habitats.
. lmprove the east/west connectivity of wildlife habitat areas.
. Protect and enhance the watershed.
. Manage fuels to reduce fire risk.
. Control noxious weeds and invasive aquatic species.
. Manage wild horses to limit impact to areas not previously within their

range and to help protect other sensitive species.

Protect the Sense of Community. ldentify and safeguard views to the mountains.
. Keep the dramatic sense of rural open space.
. Preserve the Valley's special sense-of-place and rural ranching

character.

. Connect to the deep-rooted history of mining, logging and ranching.

. Protect the visual open space as a defining characteristic.



I m p rove Active -Tra n s p o rtati o n F a ci I iti e s
. ldentify safe bike and pedestrian connections to communities and

recreation facilities.

. Enhance the east-west connectivity of bicyclists and pedestrians and
provide an appropriate crossing of l-580.

. Provide bicycle lanes on Eastlake Boulevard.

. Provide pedestrian and bike connectivity between Washoe Canyon and
Little Washoe Lake (Washoe Lake State Park) and link through Washoe
Canyon to Pleasant Valley to Galena Creek.

. Explore a bike and pedestrian loop connecttng along the old V&T right
of way from Bowers Mansion to New Washoe City and back along the
frontage road to Davis Creek Park and connecting back to Bowers. Use
this opportunrty to make the Old Washoe City business area a walkable
and bikeable area and take pressure off other transportation facilities.

. Provide motorist pullouts for photo opportunities, and wildlife viewing.

. Provide park n ride facilities at north and south end of valley to
encourage sharing rides to recreation, business and work destinations.

Promote the Economic Vitality
. Highlight the Valley's Scenic, Historical, Recreational, Archeological and

Natural Oualities.
. Promote and utilize Washoe Lake State Park, Washoe County's

Bowers Mansion and Davis Creek Regional Parks, Scripps Wildlife
Refuge and other recreation destinations as significant resources.

. Allow visitors to experience and share in the special place of Washoe
Valley.

. Define a sightseer program that informs visitors of corridor recreation
and scenic opportunities as well as the importance of protecting the
environment and natural resources.

. Use signage to invite visitors into commercial nodes that have been
'cut off ' by the construction of l-580.

. Highlight active and passive recreation opportunities and events that
promote enjoyment of the natural environment.

. Address visitor needs and expectations through technology, signage
and roadway facilities.

. Provide visitor amenities such as vistas, pull-offs and trailheads to
enhance corridor enloyment.

STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
An outreach effort was conducted as part of the planning effort to engage
Plan Partners, stakeholders and the community. Outreach events included

traditional public open houses as well as online surveys and website
updates to increase the number of people engaged in the planning

process.

PLAN PARTNERS

A number of agencies manage, administer and/or operate lands

surrounding the Corridor. Several land acquisitions have occurred in
the valley to preserve open space. The most recent purchase with the
Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA)funding

acquired the area to the east of Bowers Mansion. Total possession of ranch

land was around 1,000 acres - preserving water rights and open space
along Old U.S. 395.
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An earlier 12,000-acre land swap, on the east side of the valley,
consolidated Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands along the Virginia
Range to Virginia City. Both of these were important land acquisitions to
preserve the rural nature and the history of the Comstock. There have been
smaller purchases in the Washoe/Allen Canyon area to preserve the V&T
railroad corridor.

Old U.S. 395 is managed by the Nevada Department of Transportation
(NDOT) and Eastlake Boulevard is managed by Washoe County. The CMP
creates a platform for a coordinated approach between agencies and
stakeholders to develop viable solutions and future collaborative efforts to
more effectively and efficiently manage the Corrrdor.

Plan Partners are those agencies who have a stake in the Corridor. They
were invited to participate as part of the Technical Advisory Committee and
include the following:

. Washoe County

. Nevada Department of Transportation

. Nevada Department of Wildlife

. Nevada State Parks

. Nevada Land Trust

. Bureau of Land Management

. U.S. Forest Service - Humboldt Toiyabe, Carson Ranger District

. State of Nevada Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs

STAKEHOTDEB N/EETINGS

Two stakeholder open house meetings were held at the South Valleys
Library. lnvitations were sent to the Plan Partners, other local business
people and interested property owners. The meetings encouraged
additional collaboration and input from those who may partner in
developing the Corridor outcomes.

Representatives from the following organizations, businesses, groups and
community representatives were invited:

. Washoe Valley Alliance

. Truckee Meadows Fire Protection/Sierra Fire Protection

. Nevada Division of Forestry

. Nevada State Lands

. Audubon Society

. UNR Cooperative Extension: Living with Fire

. Scenic Nevada

. Sierra Front Recreation Coalition

. State Historic Preservation Office

. University Nevada, Reno - Whittell Forest and Wildlife Area

. Washoe Tribe

. Greil Ranch

. Chocolate Factory

. Dry Creek Nursery



. Canine Rehabilitation Center and Sanctuary

. Krause's Feed Store, Eastlake

o Procrastinating Peddlers

. Reno Wheelman

. V&T Railroad Group

. South Truckee Meadows/Washoe Valley Community Advisory Board

PUBLIC MEETINGS AND ON.LINE SURVEYS

Two public meetings were held at the Nevada Division of Forestry Eastlake

facility. The meetings were conducted in an open house format to allow
for broad community input. Follow-up surveys were provided on-line after
each public meeting as another option for community members to provide

comments.

FIRST PUBLIC MEETING AND PUBLIC SURVEY

The goal of the first meeting was to gather community feedback on their
wishes and worries for the Corridot to understand what types of activities
they enjoyed along Corridor and to receive overall opinions. Attendees
were able to complete comment cards and provide direct input.

Meeting One Results
. 12 people attended the meeting

o The top goals identified by attendees included first: Preserve and
Enhance the Natural Environment and Wildlife Habitat and second:
Protect the Sense of Community

. Concerns included:
. Loss of open space and wildlife habitat

. Disruption of mountain and valley views
o Disruption of wildlife habitat and connectivity
. Roadway safety for bicyclists

. Washoe Lake will remain dry

Survey One Results
. 20 respondents overall

. Questions
. What are your wishes for the Byway?

o what are your worries for the Byway?

. What are your activities along the Byway?

. Prioritize the draft goals.

o Any other comments.

Stakeholder & Public Outreach

Chapter One | 9



What are your wishes for the Byway?. 70o/o - Preservation of rural
character

. 557o - Protection/Enhancement
of wildlife habitat

, 40o/o - Protect views to the
mountains

. 35o/o - lncreased/improved bike
lanes and bike routes

10 | Chapter One Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan

What are your wishes for the Byway?

Connectivity of recreational

destinations from east to west

Protection/Enhancement of wildlife habitat

Preservation of rural character

Maintain, enhance or promote

the special history

Protect views lo the mountains

lncreased/l mproved vehicular facilities
(parking, pull offs)

lncreased/lmproved bike facilities
(bike lanes, routes, parking)

lncreased/lmproved pedestrian facilities
(walks, trails and crossings)

lncreased/lmproved horse facilities
(trailer parking, hitching posts)

lncreased access to recreational areas

lncreased fi re protection

Control noxious weeds

Growth of local stores, shops

and community spaces

lncreased/lmproved trail connections

lmproved signage to and around the byway

lmproved signage and sharing the
stories of the Conidor's history and

cultural resources

t
It
I
I
I
I
r
oo/" 100/"



What are your worries for the Byway?

Disruptions of beautiful mountiain

and valley views

lncreased tourism will disturb the

existing community

lncreased tourism will impaci the Valley'g

natural resour@s

Loss of open space

Lo3s of wildlife

I
I

Lack of economic nt"*, I
t,"I

Ho*orrr,""Orffi

00 100/. 400h 50% 60%

unsate roadways for vetriaes ffi
Unsafe roadways for biqcles

Unsafe roadways br pedestrians

UnsaG roadways for horseback riders

Whshoe Lake will remain dty

Disruption of wildlife habitat and connec{ivity

Wld Hoce encroachment on the roadways

Loss of the Valley's historic
qrltural resources

Stakeholder & Purblrc Outreaclr

What are your worries for the
Byway?

. 60o/o - Disruption of beautiful
mountain and valley views

. 45o/o - Loss of open space

. 45o/o - Loss of wildlife habitat

. 40o/o - Disruption of wildlife
habitat and connectivity

. 40o/o - Loss of the Valley's
historic or cultural resources
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What are your favorite places and
activities along the Byway?

. 50o/o - Jumbo Grade Trailhead

. 40o/o - New Washoe City

. 40o/o - Bike Riding

. 35o/o - Old Washoe City

. 35o/o - Other (hiking listed most
often)

. 30% - Camping

. 307o - Horseback Biding

o
(,r.
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What are your favorite places and activities along the Byway?

Bowe6 lllansion

Davis Creek
Park

Washoe Lake
State Park

Jumbo Grade
Trailhead

The Winters
Ranch

Wilson Commons
Park

Old Wash@ City

New Washoe City

xano€rioins !
Bike Riding

HoEebacI
Riding

Golfing

Camping

Olher (please
specify)

,,rn,nn !

oyo 100/o 90y. 't00vo



Prioritize the goals in the order you would believe would be most important
for the Byway.

PreseNe and Enhance the Natural

Environment and Wldlifc Habitat

Protec't the Sonse of Community

Promote the Economic Vitality

Enhance Active-Transportation Facilities

I
I
I

StaliertrolcJci & Prrblr; ilu rr eac,i,

Prioritize the Goals in the Order
You Would Believe Would be Most
lmportant for the Byway.

. 650/o - Preserve and Enhance
the Natural Environment and
Wildlife Habitat as #1

. #2- Protect the Sense of
Community

. #3 - Enhance Active-
Transportation Facilities

. #4 - Promote Economic Vitality

Write-i n Responses: Other
Thoughts/Concerns

. 7 respondents

. Top trending comments
. BLM should establish

a management plan for
livestock grazing within old
Winters Ranch

. lmprove Davis Creek RV
Campground

. Connect Davis Creek/
Bowers Mansion and
Washoe Lake with a bike
trail for families

. Avoid sign pollution

. Protect middle and
background views
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SECOND PUBLIC MEETING AND PUBLIC SUBVEY

A short presentation was provided at the second meeting to summarize
the Corridor's goals and recommendations. Attendees participated in a
question and answer session, were able to complete comment cards and
provided direct input to the planning team.

Meeting Two Results. 11 people attended the meeting
. Feedback on the draft recommendations included:

. Consider equestrians in addition to bicyclists

. Consider how to handle private lands that are overgrazed

. Coordinate with other agencies for fuels reduction

. Consider that the Corridor is one of the most beautiful places for
bicycling and hiking in the State

. Consider wild horses crossing the road to access Little Washoe
Lake - neighbors are currently stopping traffic to allow the wild
horses to cross the road and others are stopping to view the wild
horses

Survey Two Results
. 3 respondents overall

. Ouestions
. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Preserve and

Enhance the Natural Environment and Wildlife Habitat" of the
Washoe Valley Scenic Byway shown on the graphic below, how do
you feel regarding the recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Protect the
Sense of Community" of the Washoe Valley Scenic Byway
shown on the graphic below, how do you feel regarding the
recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Promote the
Economic Vitality - Tourism Promotion" of the Washoe Valley
Scenic Byway as shown on the graphic below, how do you feel
regarding the recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Promote
Economic Vitality - User Experience" of the Washoe Valley Scenic
Byway shown on the graphic below, how do you feel regarding the
recommendations?

. Considering the proposed recommendations for "Enhance Active
Transportation Facilities" of the Washoe Valley Scenic Byway
shown on the graphic below, how do you feel regarding the
recommendations?

. Do you have any other thoughts or recommendations you would
like to share?



How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Preserve and Enhance
the Natural Environment and Wildlife Habitat'?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

O% 10'k 20o/" 30V" 40v. 50y. 600/0 70fh 80% 90o/o '1009

How do you feel regarding the recommendations for 'Protect the Sense of
Community"T

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

0'k 10v. 20o/o 30Vo 40% 507o A0o/o 7Ov. 80% 90% 100'/o

How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Promote the Economic
Vitality - Tourism Promotion"?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

ov. 100,/0 mv. 30vo 40% 50% 600/0 70% 807. 900/. 1000/0
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How do you feel regarding the
recommendations for "Preserve and
Enhance the Natural Environment
and Wildlife Habitat"?

. 507o -The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

. 50o/o - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

0olo - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

1 comment questioned why
Franktown Road was not
considered

How do you feel regarding the
recommendations for "Protect the
Sense of Community"T

. 100o/o -The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

How do you feel regarding the
reco m me ndati o ns fo r " Pro mote
the Economic Vitality - Tourism
Promotion"?

. 100o/o - The recommendations
ARE appropriate and adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate



Sta<eitoloc, 8y Prritirc Outi.each

How do you feel regarding the
recom mend atio ns fo r " Promote
the Economic Vitality - User
Experience"?. 100o/o - The recommendations

ABE appropriate and adequate
. 0o/o - The recommendations

MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate

. 'l comment questioned why
Franktown Road was not
considered

How do you feel regarding the
reco m m en d ati o n s fo r " E n h a nced
Active Tra n s po rtatio n Faci liti es" ?. 100o/o - The recommendations

ABE appropriate and adequate
. 0o/o - The recommendations

MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

. 0o/o - The recommendations
ARE NOT appropriate and
adequate
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How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Promote the Economic
Vitality - User Experience"?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriale and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequale

o% 10% 20% nyo 4aoh 50yo 60% 700/o 800/" 90% 10oo/o

How do you feel regarding the recommendations for "Enhanced Active
Tra n s po rtati o n Faci I iti es" ?

The recommendations ARE
appropriate and adequate

The recommendations are
MOSTLY appropriate and
adequate

The recommendations ARE
NOT appropriate and
adequate

o% 10yo 209 300/0 40"/" 50./. @% 70% 80% 90% looo/"

Additional comments, thoughts:

. Consider coordination with the Nevada Land Conservancy which also
has done a great job in the preservation of Washoe Valley.



CHAPIEB TWO
WASHOE VALLEY SCENIC

BYWAY'S I NTRI NSIC VALUES
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Photo by Rick Cooper

The contrast between
the open valley floor
and the surrounding
mountarn topography
creates scenic views
throughout the
Corridor.

The Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor possesses many intrinsic
qualities that make it unique; including striking views of the sierra Nevada
Range, many recreational opportunities and historical sites from the virginia
City Comstock era. Analysis of the current conditions helps inform the
recommendations made in Chapter 4.

TERRAIN
The Washoe Valley Scenic Byway delineates the valley, running along
the western base of the Sierra Nevada Carson Range with a maximum
elevation about 9,900 feet to the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada Virginia
Range with an elevation about 7,500 feet. This contrast between the open
valley floor and the surrounding mountain topography creates scenic views
throughout the Corridor.

18 | ChapterTwo Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan



Terrain
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The valley's publicly-
owned land provides
invaluable open space
and recreational
opportunities for
tlre surroundrng
ccnllunity as well
the preservation of
valuable habrtat
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OWNERSHIP
The Byway runs through land owned by a variety of jurisdictions including
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Nevada Department of Wildlife
(NDOW), Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF), the State of Nevada (Lands
and Parks), Washoe County and the United States Forest Service (USFS).

The land owned by these jurisdictions provides invaluable open space
and recreational opportunities for the surrounding community as well the
preservation of valuable habitat. Washoe Lake State Park, Scripps Wildlife
Management Area and the Washoe Lake Wetlands Project area are all
protected habitat areas.
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The valley hosts
mainly rural and
suburban residential
uses with two small
commercial areas
within Washoe City
and New Washoe
City
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tAND USE AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
The valley hosts mainly rural and suburban residential uses. Zoning
generally restricts residential development and encourages ongoing
agricultural development. The valley includes the following regulatory zones
for residential development:

. General Rural (GR): One unit per40 acres

. Low Density Rural (LDR): One unit per 10 acres

. Medium Density Rural (MDR): One unit per 5 acres

. Low Density Suburban (LDS): One unit per i acre (limited to areas
designated LDS as of the effective date of the Area Plan)

. High Density Bural (HDR): One unit per2.5 acres (limited to areas
designated HDR as of the effective date of the Area Plan)

The valley's three Character Management Areas include the following
residential zoning categories :

Old Washoe Gity West Washoe Valtey Rurat

Historic Distract Gharacter Management Area

.LDR.GR

. MDR . LDR. LDS . MDR. HDR . HDR

East Washoe Valley Rural

Gharactel Management Area

.GR

. LDR

. MDR

. LDS

. HDR

ln addition to the land use designations described above, the code of
ordinances states that parcels less than five acres in size should not be
developed in the East Lake area of the Washoe Valley Hydrographic Basin
until a new imported surface or groundwater source from a different
hydrographic basin is available and approved by the County

As of 2010 the valley's population was 12,382 people. The population has
remained around 13,000 people as of 2015. Most of the population resides
around the suburban community of New Washoe City on the east side of
the valley and a small cluster near Washoe City to the north. There are two
small commercial areas within Washoe City and New Washoe City.

NEW WASHOE CITY
New Washoe City is an unincorporated community located on the eastern
side of Washoe Lake. ln 2010 it had a population of 3,0,l9. The community
offers a few bars and restaurants, a church, livestock and feed store and
convenience store.

WASHOE CITY
The small suburban community of Washoe City sits at the northwest
side of Washoe Valley. The area hosts a handful of homes and a small
commercial strip. Potentialfor commercial growth exists in Washoe
City. The construction of l-580 to the west of Washoe City significantly
impacted the majority of businesses that previously existed. Currently,
the Chocolate Factory and Washoe Valley Storage are the most prominent
businesses that remain.
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Any new signs must
adhere to the CMP
recommendations
as well as Washoe
County's sign
regulations which
both rnanage the
placement of new
billboards
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VISUAL OUALITY
A natural quality is defined as a feature in the visual environment that is
in a relatively undisturbed state. A scenic quality is the heightened visual
experience derived from the view of natural and man-made elements
within the Corridor. The Byway's defining visual characteristics include
the mountain ranges flanking the valley open space, Washoe Lake and
ranches.

POINTS OF INTEREST

Slide Mountain
Slide Mountain stands south of Mount Rose. Mount Rose Ski Resort is
located on Slide Mountain. The mountain garnered its name from large
rock slides on its southeastern slope. ln 1983, almost 100 years after the
last recorded slide, a large rock slide occurred that destroyed homes in
Washoe Valley, causing one fatality. The remains of this slide can still be
seen today.

Dog Rock
Dog Rock is a rock on Eastlake Boulevard that an artist painted to look like
a dog.

Washoe Lake and Little Washoe Lake
Washoe Lake and Little Washoe Lake to the north are the gems of the
valley, providing views of the mountain landscape through their reflective
waters.

Mt. Davidson
Mt. Davidson is the highest and most prominent mountain in the Virginia
Range. lt forms a backdrop for Virginia City and can be viewed from the
Corridor.

S!GNAGE
Traveling north on l-580, signs mark the exits for Old U.S. 3g5 and
Eastlake Boulevard, but the Byway is not yet signed as a Statg Scenic
Byway. Signs along the Byway include standard traffic control signs,
historic site markers, and monument entry signs at significant parks or
historical spots such as Bower's Mansion and Washoe Lake State park.

Four billboards (outdoor advertising signs) are located along Old U.S. 395
in Washoe City along with a few wooden commercial signs and temporary
signs. Any new signs must adhere to the CMP recommendations as well
as Washoe County's sign regulations which both limit the placement of
new billboards.
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The Byway gives
travelers a chance
to step back through
tirne
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CULTURAL RESOUBCES
Cultural, historical and archeological resources are all similar in that they
make up the historical significance of an area. The National Scenic Byways
Program defines cultural qualities as the evidence, or expressions, of
the customs or traditions of a distinct group of people. An archeological
quality is similar in that it is evidence of historic or prehistoric human life or
activities that are visible and capable of being inventoried and interpreted.
A historic quality is one that encompasses legacies of the past and are
distinctly associated with physical elements of the landscape, whether
natural or man-made. These elements are of such historic significance that
they educate the viewer and stir an appreciation for the past. Many points
of interest that fit these intrinsic qualities are located directly off of or are
easily accessible from the Washoe Valley Byway.

WASHOE VAttEY HISTORY

Traveling by many historically significant landmarks, the Byway gives
travelers a chance to step back through time. The region was originally
occupied by the Washoe Native Americans who lived a nomadic life of
hunting, fishing and gathering. The Washoe people used willows and
cattails from the Washoe Lake wetlands to weave elaborate baskets.
Once immigrants came to the area the Washoe began selling high bunch
grasses as feed for livestock. The Washoe still have a presence in the
region with their tribal office located to the south in Minden/Gardnerville.

By the 1850's settlers began reaching the Washoe Valley region. At first,
very few emigrants settled permanently. They simply passed through on
their way to California. However, Mormon settlers came seeking additional
property to add to their Utah holdings. Brigham Young called the Mormon
settlers back to Utah in 1857 leaving their property in Washoe Valley
behind. This changed when, in June of 1859, the Comstock Lode was
discovered near current day Virginia City and Washoe Valley became a

supporting region for the area. The Comstock Lode was the first major
silver ore discovery in the United States and it put the Washoe Valley
region on the map.
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Points of interest

include historic

ranches and

mansions,

townsites,

mills, and the

old Virginia &

Truckee Railroad

corridor.
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As miners flocked to the area the lumber business boomed and nearby
sawmill-towns flourished. Ophir Mill was constructed on the west side
of Washoe Lake and was accessed via an elevated causeway across the
Washoe Marsh, the area between Little Washoe Lake and Washoe Lake.
Nearby towns such as Franktown and Old Washoe City flourished. Old
Washoe City grew quickly and in 1850 it was named the Washoe county
seat and was home to 2,000 inhabitants.

The area continued to flourish up untilthe 1870's when the mining boom
began to settle. The completion of the Virginia & Truckee (V&T) Railroad
pushed the remaining sawmills out of business by streamlining the lumber
business. The railroad hauled ore to reduction sites and lumber back to the
mining camps. By 1872 most of the area's energy had moved north and
Reno was named the new county seat in 1872.

The Byway travels through many points of interest dating from the 1850's
to the 1980's. Four Nevada State Historic Markers are located along the
western portion of the valley, highlighting significant relics of the Comstock
era.

POINTS OF INTEREST

Franktown
Franktown was established by Orson Hyde, the probate judge of Carson
County in 1855. A sawmill was constructed in 1859 and supplied timber to
the Comstock mines. The mill lost business with the construction of the
railroad between Carson and Virginia City in 1869 and the town declined.

Bowers Mansion
Lemuel S "Sandy" & Eilley Orrum Bowers were some of the first
millionaires that came out of the Comstock Bonanza. After striking a rich
vein they had the mansion built in '1862. The mansion offers seasonaltours
and recreation facilities including picnic areas and a public swimming pool
are located nearby.

The Winters Ranch
Built around 1864, this structure was the ranch home of Theodore and
Maggie Winters and their seven children. Theodore and his brother
purchased the ranch from the Mormons with money they gained from the
Comstock and employed Washoe Native Americans as part of the staff.
Winters raised race horses, cattle for beef, work horses, sheep and had
a large dairy operation. Race horses were shipped to Washoe Valley from
San Francisco to take part in the events. Remnants on the property include
foundations for the dairy farm. Old orchards are located along Franktown
Boad, opposite the Wrnters Ranch house.

Jumbo Townsite & Jumbo Trail
The Jumbo Trail (originally called Ophir Grade) was built as a wagon road
between the Ophir Mill and the Comstock mines in Virginia City. The V&T
Railroad from Carson City to Virginia City replaced the wagons and the
road was no longer needed. ln the early 20th century, a couple decades
after the Comstock bonanza. a few mines popped up in the area but were
fairly unsuccessful. The miners lived in the Jumbo mining camp. Today,
the Jumbo trail leads to the Jumbo mining camp, a ghost town with little
remaining.



Hobart Reservoir
Hobart Reservoir is located east of Washoe Lake in the Carson Range of
the Sierra Nevada mountains. The reservoir covers about 10 acres and

supplies water to Virginia City. The damn was initially completed in 1877

and rebuilt in 1956 after a washout. Today the reservoir is a great place

for fishing. Rainbow trout, brook trout, cutthroat trout and hybrids have all

been introduced to the reservoir. The reservoir can be reached from the
south from Carson City or from the north from Hobart Rd. off of US 395 in

Lakeview Estates.

Old Washoe City GhostTown
ln the 1860's Washoe City was the county seat and was a bustling town
with 15 sawmills. Miners would stop here to gamble and drink before
pushing on to the Comstock. ln 1865 the city had about 2,000 inhabitants
and a large brick courthouse. The completion of the Virginia and Truckee

Railroad and reduced demand for lumber caused the town to slowly
disappear. ln 1871, the county seat was transferred to Reno. Pieces of a
jail, historic Washoe City cemetery and a tumbledown log cabin remain.

Ophir City
The town of Ophir is located about three miles south of Old Washoe
City and one mile north of Franktown. Murphy mine was a leading silver
producer in the area. Around 1870, the town was home to about 400
people. The town hosted a church, a few stores, a school, a fraternal lodge
and a few saloons. Tough rock caused the extraction cost for silver to be

too high and the mine declared bankruptcy in 1868. The mine reopened
in 1872 when they discovered a new ore body and it produced until the
beginning or 1894. Stone foundations of old buildings and walls and an old
graveyard remain.

Virginia & Truckee Railroad Corridor - Trestle and Rail Bed
The V&T Railroad once ran through Washoe Valley, connecting Reno to
Carson City and Virginia City. The railroad hauled ore to quartz reduction
mills and lumber back to mining sites. ln 1872, a 31-mile segment
was extended from Carson City through Franktown, Washoe City and

Steamboat Spring to the transcontinental rail service in Reno. The last
Bonanza short line ran on May 31, 1950, and the tracks were removed
shortly after. The scar of the tracks runs along the western side of the
valley. The alignment travels through Washoe Canyon north to the Pleasant

Valley area.

Literary History
The valley has a history associated with notable public and literary figures.

Eleanor Roosevelt stayed at Flying ME and one morning walked over to the
Heidenreichs who lived in the house above the red barn. Walter Van Tilburg

Clark potentially wrote Track of the Cat in Washoe Valley. Mark Twain
wrote columns on visiting Winters new house and also going to a meeting
in Washoe City. WillJames wrote from his home at Washoe Pines and

Bob Laxalt lived in the valley.
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Washoe Valley
offers biking,
hikrng, camping,
fishrng, swimming,
boating, horseback
riding, camping,
picnicking and many
other recreation
opportunities

RECREATIONAT RESOURCES
Washoe Valley offers a variety of recreation opportunities, many located
directly off of the byway. Visitors to the valley can find opportunities to
hike, camp, fish and ice skate depending on the season.

POINTS OF INTEREST

Washoe Lake State Park
Washoe Lake State Park was established in 1977 to preserve a portion of
the scenic Washoe Valley. The park provides 8,053 acres divided nearly
equally between land and water for year-round recreational use, including
horseback riding, picnicking, boating, hiking, fishing, hunting and tent and
R.V. camping.

Davis Creek Regional Park
Located 20 miles south of Reno, Davis Creek Begional Park offers
picnic areas, bird watching opportunities, hiking trails, equestrian trails,
amphitheater, fishing ponds, 62 camp sites, group camping, and views of
Washoe Lake and Slide Mountain.

Bowers Mansion Regional Park
Historically significant Bowers Mansion is located on Old U.S. 395 two
miles south of Davis Creek Regional Park. Expansive sunny lawn areas
and numerous shade trees make this a perfect spot for picnics. Bowers
Mansion Pool and historic Bowers Mansion are both open seasonally with
interpretive displays in an old root cellar and historic cemetery.

New Washoe City Park
New Washoe City Park is located off Eastlake Boulevard near the
intersection of Lakeshore and White Pine Drives. The park features a

baseball field, basketball, volleyball and tennis courts; a new playground
and picnic areas.

Jumbo Grade Trail
The Jumbo Grade Trail starts as Jumbo Grade Road and turns into a rocky
and rutted road. The trail leads through the ruins of the Jumbo mining town
to Virginia City.

Wilson Commons Park
Wilson Commons park features remnant historic barn and stone ranch
structures, a tennis court, picnrc area, horseshoe pits, volleyball, and a

fishing pond. The site was used in the movie the Pink Cadillac.

Franktown Equestria n Center
The Franktown Meadows Equestrian Center is a boarding and training
facility. They offer horse-back-riding lessons and host horse shows.

Deadman's Creek Trail & Gazebo
The trailhead is near the south entrance to Washoe Lake State Park off
Eastlake Boulevard. The moderately steep Z. -mile loop trail leads to a
gazebo with views looking out over Washoe Lake, the valley and Slide
Mountain.
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llydrology & \A/etlands

Marshy wetland areas
around Washoe Lake
provide critical forage
and nesting habitat for
diverse popu lations
of migratory birds and
waterfowl.
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HYDBOLOGY AND WETLANDS
The Washoe Valley is a triangular structural depression located along
the western edge of the Great Basin. The total hydrographic area covers
approximately 81 square miles, with 28 square miles making up the valley
floor. The valley floor sits at an elevation of 5,000 feet with its bounding
mountain ranges reaching altitudes of almost 10,000 feet. The prominence
of the landforms contrasted against the flat valley floor leads to striking
views as travelers navigate the byway.

Washoe Lake sits at the center of the valley floor feeding northward into
Little Washoe Lake and out of the valley through Steamboat Creek and into
the Truckee river. During years with considerable rain, Washoe Lake, its
wetlands and Little Washoe Lake form a single body of water. However,
drought conditions can cause most of Washoe Lake and its surrounding
wetlands to dry out.

Franktown Creek and Ophir Creek enter the valley from the west and
Jumbo Creek enters from the east. Three small interbasin diversions enter
the valley - from Galena and Browns Creek basins, from Third Creek basin
and from Marlette Lake. The first two imports are for agricultural use.
Water from Marlette Lake is used as the primary domestic water source
for the Virginia City area and a portion of Carson City.

Marshy wetland areas are located in the Scripps Wildlife Management
Area, around Washoe Lake and in the Washoe Lake Wetland Project.
These areas also provide critical forage and nesting habitat for diverse
populations of migratory birds and waterfowl on the Pacific Flyway.

Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan
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Vegetation Conrnr u n ii ies

Alpine forests cover
the slopes of the
Carson Range to the
west and sagebrush/
semidesert plant
communities blanket
the Virginia Range to
the east.
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VEGETAT!ON COMMUNITIES
Washoe Valley is home to a variety of plant species. Washoe Lake sits just
below the tree line in open sage brush country. Along the western side of
the valley the byway passes through pasture lands, wetlands, montane and
alpine plant communities. Alpine mountain forests cover the Carson Range
to the west. On the east side of the valley, the vegetation transitions to a
sagebrush/semidesert community.
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\ryildlrfe Habitat

Marshy wetland areas
around Washoe Lake
provide critical forage
and nesting habitat for
diverse populations
of migratory birds and
waterfowl.

Photo by Rick Cooper

Photo by Rick Cooper

WILD[!FE HABITAT
The wetlands surrounding Washoe Lake provide criticalfoliage and nesting
habitat for migratory birds and waterfowl. Both the Scripps Wildlife
Management Area and the NDOT Wetlands Mitigation Site are closed
to the public from February 1st through July 1Sth during bird nesting
season. Pelicans, great blue herons, white-faced ibis and bald eagles can
all be found around Washoe Lake. Other common birds include mountain
bluebirds, red winged blackbirds, magpies, rufous-sided towhees and
killdeer. Reptiles are also well represented although rattlesnakes are
seldom seen.

ln addition to the abundance of birds, wildlife common to the Great Basin,
such as deer, coyotes and bear can be found within Washoe Valley. Deer
utilize the Carson Range for summer habitat and the Virginia Range for
winter habitat. Wild horses can be seen grazing on the vegetation along the
eastern side of Washoe Lake and mule deer utilize the Greil Ranch fields
for forage year around.

POINTS OF INTEBEST

NDOT Wetlands Mitigation Site - Washoe Lake Wetland
Observation Platform
A man-made wetland area, the observation platform and other pull-off sites
are available to view birds. The platform is closed during breeding season.

Scripps Wildlife Management Area (WMA)
Ponds provide habitat for shorebirds, waterfowl, nesting Marsh Wren,
Virginia Railand Calling Sora. A Great Blue Heron, Black-crowned Night-
Heron, and Snowy Egret rookery is situated about one-half mile north of
the entrance. The portion of the WMA south of Little Washoe Lake is
closed during breeding season from February 15 through August 15.

Washoe Lake State Park
Waterfowl, gulls, terns, Wilson's, Swallows and Red-necked Phalarope can
be spotted in Washoe Lake.

Bellevue Road Lookout Point and Whitman Street Turnout
Waterfowl, shorebirds, gulls and three species of blackbirds can be found
in Washoe Lake and the marshy ponds.

Davis Creek Regional Park
Mountain birds, including woodpeckers, sapsuckers, nuthatches, Western
Tanagers, and various swallows and warblers make their home in the
Jeffrey pines, shrubs and pond areas. Calliope Hummingbird, Blue-gray
Gnatcatcher, Bushtit, Mountain Chickadee and various warblers frequent
the willows and surrounding bitterbrush. Mule deer can be spotted along
with an occasional bear.

Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan
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FLrel lv'ianagerlrent & Frres

The Washoe County
Fire Plan identifies
the western portion
of Washoe Valley
with high/extreme
hazardous fuel
conditions.
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FUEI MANAGEMENT AND FIRES
The Washoe Valley's sagebrush plant communities make this area prone
to fires. Typically small fires play an important role in maintaining the
region's health and biodiversity, but fires have been increasing in size and
severity. Washoe County's 2008 Open Space and Natural Resource Plan
shows that almost all of Washoe County has burned over the past century.
Washoe Valley has seen a few small fires around the lake and several
large fires along both the western and eastern sides of Washoe Lake. On
January 19,2012, the Washoe Drive fire broke out, burning 3,177 acres and
damaging or destroying 46 buildings. One life was lost in this fast moving,
wind-driven fire that burned from Old Washoe City, through Pleasant Valley
to the Galena area of South Reno.

Currently the USFS, NDF and BLM work to minimize fire risk by clearing
dense and invasive vegetation through mechanical removaland controlled
burns. lnvasive and fire prone species such as cheatgrass have posed a

significant challenge for fire managers since it aggressively establishes in
disturbed areas.

The management of forest health, invasive species and fire risk is critical to
safeguarding the watersheds of the valley. ln September 2015, a Summit
on Nevada's Collaborative Approach to the National Strategy of resilient
landscapes, fire adaptive communities and a safe and effective wildland
fire response was held in Reno. As these strategies are rolled out they
should be implemented wherever possible along the Corridor.

The 2005 Washoe County Fire Plan also lays out risk and hazard
recommendations for each community. The fire plan identifies the western
portion of Washoe Valley with high/extreme hazardous fuel conditions.
Washoe City and the eastern side of Washoe Valley have a moderate
rating. The fire plan recommends tree thinning along the west side of the
community and the addition of fuel breaks near Washoe City and New
Washoe City.

Photo by Rick Cooper
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The Byway rncludes
Eastlake Boulevard,
a two-lane roadway
wrth narrow shoulders
and Old U.S 395 (a

two-lane roadway
through most of the
western portion of the
Corridor and a four-
lane roadway wrth a

center left-turn lane
through Washoe City).

EXISTING ROADWAY CONFIGURATION
The Washoe Valley Scenic Byway consists of two roadways; Eastlake
Boulevard and Old U.S. 395 (officially U.S. 395A ("A" stands for
Alternate)). Eastlake Boulevard is a 10-mile long, two-lane roadway with
narrow shoulders that travels around the eastern half of Washoe Lake.
The majority of the roadway has a 35 miles per hour speed limit with the
exception of a short 45 miles per hour section south of New Washoe City.
There are no traffic control devices along Eastlake Boulevard.

The western half of the Corridor travels along Old U.S. 395 and is also
known as Bower's Mansion Road. ln the southern part of this roadway
there are two lanes provided with 4 foot paved shoulders. The speed limit
is 45 miles per hour, which is displayed on variable electronic signs. ln
the northern part of this Corridor north of its interchange with the new
l-580/US 395, the roadway is widened to four lanes and the speed limit is

increased to 50 miles per hour. An additional center two-way left-turn lane
is provided through Washoe City.
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EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND TRENDS
Existing and historicaltraffic volumes were obtained from Nevada

Department of Transportation's website. Existing traffic volumes were
acquired for the most recent year available which was 2013. ln general

the traffic volumes are lowest (under 1,000 vehicles per day) around the
western part of the lake and highest around the northern part of the lake
(up to 3,500 vehicles per day).

Historical ADT volumes are available annually and were obtained for the
most recent 10 years (2004 through 2013). A review of this data indicates

that traffic volumes along the Corridor have dropped substantially in the
past 10years, as shown in Figure 1. Considering allcount locations as a

whole, annual ADT volumes fell by 45 percent, or 4.5 percent average

annual decline. The largest decline was on Old U.S. 395 west of the
lake, from Franktown Road (SR 877l,in the south to Franktown Road in

the north, with an 11 percent average annualdecline. Since l-580 opened

in2012, the majority of traffic no longer uses Old U.S. 395 through Old

Washoe City. Significant traffic declines on U.S. Old 395 are connected to

the opening of l-580.

frgure l:Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Historrc Traffic Volumes
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Although the Byway is
a popular road biking
destination, the only
location with off icial
bike signage is Old
U S. 395 which is
signed as a bike route.
No pedestrian facilities
are provided in tlre
Corridor

EXISTING TRANSIT SERVICES
There are no transit services along the Washoe Valley Scenic Byway,
though the Regional Transportation Commission ( RTC) - lntercity Route
passes near the Corridor on l-580/US 395.

EXISTING BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACITTTIES
There is existing signage designating the southern part of Old U.S. 39b a

bike route. That is the only location with official bike signage although road
biking is popular throughout the corridor. There are no pedestrian facilities
in the Corridor.

EXISTING TBAFFIC SAFETY

CBASH DATA

lnformation on traffic crashes is kept by the Nevada Department of
Transportation. Data on all traffic crashes for the most recent five years
(July 2009 to July 2014) was collected for Eastlake Boulevard and for
the section of Old U.S. 395 from l-580 in the north to l-S8O/Eastlake
Boulevard in the south. For the Old U.S. 395 section from l-580 in the
north to Eastlake Boulevard, only the crash data from August23,2012to
July 2014 (the period after the new |-580/US-39S roadway was opened)
was obtained.

Tables 1 and 2 present the crash data organized and summarized by
different criteria. Table 1 presents the data summarized by crash type and
crash severity. As shown, a total of 27 crashes were reported on Eastlake
Boulevard and22 on old u.s. 395 . The majority of crashes in the corridor
are non-collision (or single vehicle crashes), which includes overturned
vehicles and vehicles that hit an object. ln total, about 61 percent of
crashes in the Corridor were of this type. Rear-end and angle were the
next most common type of crashes. None of the crashes reported involved
bicyclists or pedestrians. The severity of crashes can be broken down into
three categories: property damage only, injury, and fatal. The lower portion
of Table 1 presents a summary of crashes in the Corridor by severity.
Overall, 71 percent of reported crashes resulted in property damage only,
and 27 percent resulted in injuries. There was one fatal crash during this
time period on Old U.S. 395 . The fatal crash was a single vehicle crash
that occurred in daylight with clear conditions. The cause of the collision
was a drunk driver that ran off the road and rolled the vehicle.

Table 2 presents the crash rates by highway segment. The first group
of columns represents the observed crash rate for each segment of the
corridor. Next the applicable statewide average was determined based on
roadway type (both roads are minor arterials). Finally the observed rate and
the statewide rate are compared, as shown in the last group of columns.
Any value in these columns over 100 percent would indicate the observed
rate is greater than the statewide average. on Eastlake Boulevard, none of
the crash rates exceed the statewide averages. on the southern section of
old u.s. 395, the fatal and injury crash rate is slightly above the statewide
average. The one fatality on this section caused the fatality victims crash
rate to exceed the statewide average by more than 400 percent. On the
northern section of Old U.S. 395, the fatality and injury crash rate also
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A total of 27 crashes
were reported on
Eastlake Boulevard
and 22 on Old U.S.
395 The malority of
crashes in the corridor
are non-collision
(or srngle vehicle
crashes), which
includes overturned
vehicles and vetricles
that hrt an object ln

total, about 61 percent
of o'aslres in the
corridor \^1ere of tlrrs
type Rear-encl and
arrgie were thre next
r.lrost commcn type of
crashes

Iablel Washoe Valley: Crashes in Corridor by Type and Severity

Easl Lake Blvd
Number

0
0
0
15

1

1

0

exceeds the statewide averages by nearly double. Old U.S. 395 has a very
low number of vehicle miles and therefore a few crashes can cause a high
crash rate.

ROA[]WAY SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

Nevada Department of Transportation regularly performs roadway safety
assessments (RSA',s) on roadways throughout the state. The only RSA
in the Washoe Lake area occurred in June 2010 along what is now called
l-580/US 395, and therefore is not within the Corridor.

SAFETY CONSIDERAIIONS ASSOCIATED WITH LAND USE AND PARCET SIZE

The Corridor contains areas of small adjoining individual parcels zoned
Neighborhood Commercial or Residential. Development of small parcels
can create potential safety issues along the Corridor. lt is difficult to
achieve adequate distance between each parcel's access point to allow for
turning movements and it is difficult to provide the appropriate length of
acceleration and deceleration lanes.

Previously, the cumulative impacts of land use designations and
development have not been addressed along the Corridor. Development or
Tentative Map approvals are considered separately which hinders the ability
to provide safety improvements such as frontage roads or shared access
points, appropriate acceleration and deceleration lanes, turn pockets and
other highway safety improvements.
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Additionally, segments of the Corridor, particularly the two lane segments,
lack adequate right of way to widen the road or provide necessary safety
improvements.

SUMMARY

Overall, the majority (71 percent) of reported crashes resulted in

property damage only. None of the crashes reported involved bicyclists
or pedestrians. However, there was one fatality on Old U.S. 395 after
the US 395 bypass project was completed. The observed crash rates

for Eastlake Boulevard are below the statewide average rates. Half the
observed crash rates on Old U.S. 395 exceed the statewide average
rates.

PLANNED ROADWAY IMPBOVEMENTS
There are no roadway improvements planned for the Corridor as of July
2015.

Iahle2.Washoe Valley: Analysrs of Crash Rate by Hrghway Segment
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CHAPIEH FOUR

ENHANCING THE BYWAY FOH

VISITING, LIVING & DRIVING
STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS
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Photo by Rick Cooper

The Corridor Plan
recommendations
presented rn Chapter
4 identify strategies
and action items
to achieve the four
goals and oblectives
identified in Chapter 1.

w

The challenges facing the corridor include natural resource protection and
management, open space and visual quality, bicycle safety and economic
vitality. The Corridor Plan recommendations presented in Chapter 4
identify strategies and action items to achieve the four goals and objectives
identified in Chapter 1:

. Preserve and Enhance the Natural Environment and Wildlife Habitat

. Enhance Active Transportation Facilities

. Protect the Sense of Community

. Promote Economic Vitality
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STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS

Enhance Wildlife Habitat and Connectivity
. Consider ways to actively manage wildlife and their migration routes

. ldentify and enhance wildlife crossings

. Provide wildlife overpasses or underpasses where appropriate

. Encourage wetlands mitigations areas in naturally wet locations

Photo from National Geographic
Example of antelope crossing in eastern Nevada. This type of crossing is
provided as an example since the Corridor has deer and black bears, not
antelope.

Wildlife overpasses are covered with earth and native vegetation to replicate
the natural environment and encourage crossing by deer and other animals.
Fencing is installed on both sides of the highway to help direct animals
to cross at the overpass. NDOT has worked with NDOW to install wildlife
overpasses in Wells and Elko. Research by the University of Nevada, Reno
shows that during the first three migrations in which the safety crossings
were installed in Wells. more than 12,000 mule deer were kept off the road.
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Photo from National Geographic
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Ta rgeted lrvestock grazing,

in cor-rjunction with other
fuels reduction efforts, can
reduce the amount, height
and distribution of fuel in

a specifrc area, potentially
decreasing the spread and
size of wildfires.
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Pi'eserve and Enhance tl-re Natural Fnvironnrent & Wrldlrfe Habitat

Manage and Maintain Natural Resources. Manage and maintain forest health and protect the watershed
. Utilize targeted livestock for fuels reduction, pasture management and

noxious weed management
. Consider other non-pesticide noxious weed management methods
o Maintain and enhance fire breaks where needed to protect

communities from wildland fires and vice versa to protect wildlands
from fires that start in the communities

o Evaluate trails for use as fire breaks and emergency fire access
o Promote and support noxious weed removal, defensible space and fire

safety
. Encourage proper grazing methods for property owners to ensure

pastures are not overgrazed and to avoid dust issues
. Provide cattle guards at roads and bicycle path entries leading into

sensitive park areas in order to keep out wild horses

Photo from Resource Concepts lnc. Washoe County Fire Plan

Below the treeline in the West Washoe Valley community, big sagebrush,
bitterbrush rabbitbrush, and perennial grass fuel loads are estimated at two
to four tons per acre and considered a high fuel hazard.
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STRATEGIES & ACIION ITEMS

Preserve Views and Scenic Vistas/Protect Viewsheds
. Manage development and grading to preserve mountain views and

avoid mass grading and large rock cuts visible from the highway
. Maintain current and proposed outdoor advertising standards to

manage billboards and on-site signs so they do not detract from scenrc
views

. Manage cell towers and wind turbines so they do not detract from the
area's visual quality and can be vrsually hidden in the viewshed

. Maintain zoning to manage growth, protect water resources and
promote walkable development and encourage conservation
easements

Naturalized rock cuts and grading that blend with the surrounding
topography are preferred. Mass grading of slopes is visually unappealing
and leads to vegetation management issues.

Retain the integrity
of the natural slope

Development on hillsides and mountains should retain the integrity of the
natural slope and not extend above the hillside.
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Protect the Sense of Comnrunity

o Rural and Rural

Besidential land uses are
predominately identif ied
for west and southeast
Washoe Valley. The
minimum lot size for those
land uses is 5 acres. Per

the South Valleys Area
Plan, private, common
open space subdivisions
shall be designed such
that open space areas
are mostly contiguous
and represent the best
option for the maintenance
of wildlife habitat
and nrigration areas,
groundwater recharge and
open expansive vistas.
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Preserve Open Space
. Consider acquisition and preservation of open space

o Promote conservation easements

. Consider acquisition of Winters Ranch house; evaluate opportunities to
preserve the house and develop a visitor center or seek other public,
private, or non-governmental organization partnerships that could
preserve this historic structure

. Preserve Washoe/Allen's Canyon and the historic V&T Corridor

. Coordinate with the BLM and Nevada Land Trust for preservation of
ranch lands within the Valley

Community support and persistence in land acquisition has brought about
land swaps and buyouts. The last major buyout with Southern Nevada
Public Lands Management Act funding purchased the area northeast of
Bowers Mansion. Total acquisition of ranch land was approximately 1,000
acres - preserving water rights and open space along U.S. 395. An earlier
12,000 acre land swap, on the east side of the valley, consolidated BLM lands
from the eastern side of Washoe Lake to Virginia City. Both of these were
important land acquisitions to preserve the rural nature and historical setting
of Washoe Valley and the Comstock. There have been smaller easements
acquired and land purchases in the Washoe/Allen Canyon area to preserve
the historical V&T railroad corridor and at Davis Creek Park to protect the
entry and deer winter range.

Protect the Sense of CcnrrnLintty

. Open space acquisition
and preservation should
be considered as

opportunities arise.

o Partnerships with the
BLM and the Nevada

Land Trust can assist
with the preservation and

managernent of lands.
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. Conservation easentents
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The Rusk Ranch bordering Wilson Commons Park in Washoe Valley is an
example of a property with a conservation easement. The conservation
easement acquisition funds were raised through grants from Nevada
Division of State Lands Conservation and Resource Protection Grant
Program, and the Farm and Ranchland Protection Program, so that 45 acres
of the Rusk land will be maintained as productive ranchland and open space
in perpetuity.

Prominent Knoll

J- Cluster

| 6View opening

ad .'l

Road below ridge
where feasible

Prominent Knoll



The BLM acquired a significant portion of the lands associated with Winters
Ranch. Purchasing the house and additional lands might provide an
opportunity to develop a visitor center for the Corridor.

Washoe County has a relocatable trail easement
The route could follow much of the V&T railroad
cultural history of the Corridor,

through Washoe Canyon.
alignment to celebrate the

Winters Ranch hor-rse

could be acquired for
preservation and used as a

visitor center

P,'ese:!a: c:-r of \!ashoer
Atler-,': Car yo. an(l ihe
V&T railroad ccrrrdor COr-L

pro'./rcje clrlii-ri'al scenrc and

recreatlonai value
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Enhance Aesthetics of Roadside Facilities. Utilize NDOT's Landscape and Aesthetics Corridor Guidelines to
continue the enhancement of highway facility aesthetics

. Utilize snow fencing that reinforces the area's agricultural character

. Vegetative snow fencing should be encouraged where it does not
block views of the mountains or valley vistas

. Encourage the use of native landscaping and low-water use plant
materials and the removal/replacement of high-water use ornamental
landscape along the Corridor to minimize impacts to area wells

. Reference "bee-friendly" or beneficial insect pollinator habitat planting
lists such as the Native Plants Pesticide Free list from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to develop pollinator friendly corridors

. Select and arrange adjacent plant materials to avoid blocking views
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NDOT"s Landscape and Aesthetics Corridor Plan sets forth aesthetic
guidelines for a variety of roadside facilities. The plan described a Place
Name Signage program to highlight natural and cultural resources along
the state's highways. This program could be evaluated for its application in
Washoe Valley.
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Photo by New York State Department of Transportation

Living snow fences, or vegetative barriers that trap blowing and drifting
snow, can create safer driving conditions for motorists and provide
protection and a winter food source for wildlife. The appearance of
structural snow fences should typically be wooden and reinforce the valley's
agricultural character.

Native and adapted, low-water use plant materials should be used to repair
and restore roadsides and provide accent plantings.

l-S€;: 0f [,rltl,l]ir, iria\,

GUIDELINES: SNOW
FENCING

o Utilize snow fencing that
reinforces the area's
a gilcultural character.

o Vegetative snow fencing
may be used where it
does not block views of
the mountains or valley
VISTAS

GUIDELINES PIANL
MAIEE]AIS

o Encourage the use of
native landscaping and
lov,r-water use plant
r-naterrals and the renroval/
replacenrer-rt of hrgh-water
use ornamental landscape
along the Corridor to
mrninrize impacts to area
in;ells.

o Ensr-rre the plant palette
selected for the srte

conrplenrents exrstillg
desrrable vegetation rr-r the
surroundrng landscape.

o Use natrve plant species to
create plant communrttes
rnrith varrations in plant

height and widtl"r
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Protect the Sense of Community

o Cumulative impacts of
land use and development
need to be considered
along the Corridor in order
to maintain or improve
safe access,
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Consider the cumulative impact of land use and development along
the Corridor in order to maintain or improve safe access along the
highway. Limiting the average daily trips or peak traffic movements may be

necessary to maintain or improve the highway safety in areas of
multiple adjoining small parcels

. NDOT and Washoe County are encouraged to work together to
evaluate and consider cumulative safety impacts as part of land use
designations

. NDOT and Washoe County are encouraged to work together to
evaluate and consider the cumulative safety impacts as part of the
review of development proposals, including but not limited to:

. Requiring appropriate length of acceleration and deceleration lanes
for highway access

. Encouraging frontage roads or connectivity of multiple small
parcels with interior street

. Limiting the number highway access points and encouraging
shared access points



[-]ti-('ii.'i

A number of small adioining individual parcels along the highway can create
potential safety issues due to inadequate distance to allow for turning
movements. Cumulative impacts and coordination with NDOT and Washoe
County is encouraged to evaluate and consider the safety impacts of
development proposals.

LEGEND

E WASHOE VALLEY

SCENIC BYWAY

RURAL RESIDENTIAL
(ALL CATEG0BTES)

I SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL
(ALL CATEGORIES)

I COMMERCIAL
(ALL CATEGOBIES}

I OPEN SPACE

PUBLIC & SEMI-PUBLIC

FACILITIES
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Enhancement of
the bicycle and
pedestrian facilities
would improve
safety for active
transportation users
and recreational bikers
and hikers throughout
the Corridor while
also providing
enhanced access to
recreation and cultural
opportunities.

GOAL: ENHANCE ACTIVE IRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

STBATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS

Enhance Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities for Safety and Connectivity. Designate and widen bike lanes along Old U.S. 395 if possible within
the existing pavement width or right of way

. Create an off-highway Class I path along Eastlake Boulevard: follow off-
highway route along Ormsby Lane and Old County Road to minimize
interface with intersections through New Washoe City

. At a minimum, widen Eastlake Boulevard to provide bike lanes
. Locate rumble strips to the center of the fog line and not in the bike

lane

. Consider a road reconfiguration through Old Washoe City (taking into
account that Old Washoe City may be used as an alternate to l-580
during certain conditions) and create separated, shared-use paths for
cyclists and pedestrians

. Utilize USFS fuels reduction roads for trail connectivity and emergency
fire access

. Create a looped pedestrian/bike connection between Davis Creek Park,
Bower's Mansion, the V&T rail corridor on BLM lands, Old Washoe
City, Little Washoe Lake and Washoe Canyon

. Connect western edge along the frontage road west of l-580

. Connect to existing trails that continue to Galena Creek

. Connect West Washoe area to USFS and State Park trails on the
western slopes

r Create a short trail connecting Bowers Mansion to the V&T rail corridor
. Re-create the original arrival experience for visitors to Bowers

Mansion from the V&T corridor
. Utilize grade separated crossings to connect recreation resources west

of Old U.S. 395 to Little Washoe Lake and Eastlake Boulevard
. Connect the eastern Washoe Lake Trails and Washoe Lake State Park

. Enhance trail connectivity to Virginia City via Jumbo Grade (coordinate
with the BLM Off-Highway Plan and improve route signage and
alignment)

. lmprove Deadman's Creek trail and consider fencing some of the social
trails to protect riparian areas

. Promote recreation sites such as Davis Creek Park and Bowers
Mansion as trailheads

. Provide opportunities along the Byway for special events such as
Edible Pedal and marathons as well as alternative opportunities that
lessen the impact of events on existing roads

. Create a trail route through Washoe/Allen's Canyon that connects to
the future MiniWay trailhead and Callahan Ranch area

. Create trailheads at the following areas:

. Washoe/Allen's Canyon

. Old Ophir Road

. MiniWay
. Enhance equestrian facilities along trails

. Provide separated equestrian path facility along Old U.S. 395
. Coordinate off-highway trails with the BLM Off-Highway Plan

. Promote safe bicycling practices for new, regular and event cyclists in
order to help alleviate conflicts with motorists and residents

Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan62 | Chapter Four
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Designate and r,n,rden bike
lanes on Old U S. 395.

:"-
f.:- t,r

L,'t.,t,

Existing condition along Eastlake
Boulevard.

Photo by Rick Coopet
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Road bikers regularly use Old U,S. 395. Enhanced facilities include
designating a bike lane area and widening the lanes to six feet.

, --,*:i. f. ,' .

t. a

lllustration of potential separated shared use path to improve safety ol
cyclists along Eastlake Boulevard.



lllustration of potential road diet and enhanced commercial area in Old
Washoe City. The development of l-580 and subsequent reduction of traffic
volumes through Old Washoe City provides an opportunity to rethink the
road configuration through the area.

Utilize the underpass near
the Chocolate Factory

Proposed 12-mile loop

Davis Creek Regional
Park

Bowers Mansion

Utilize or enhance
existing agriculture
underpass of l-580

Washoe Lake

Diagram of pedestrian/bike connection loop. The loop would be
approximately 12 miles and could take pressure off Franktown Road for
cycling events.
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Ophir City Ghost Town

Proposed 3-mile loop

Historically, Bowers Mansion visitors arrived via the V&T railroad and
walked over to the mansion. A short trail loop of 3 miles can re-create that
experience and be incorporated into the current facility's cultural tour.
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Grade-separated crossings include both underpasses and overpasses to
allow pedestrians and cyclists to cross a highway without interfacing with
motorists. To be successful, the crossing needs to provide direct access,
have clear sight lines, include lighting for safety and address drainage.
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Photo by Rick Cooper

Jumbo Grade trail connects WashoaValley to Virginia City. ln addition to
its historic and cultural importance,ft also passes by interesting geologic
features. The trail route needs to b&etter designated for users.
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Washoe County has a flexible easement through Washoe/Allen's Canyon to
develop a trail that connects the Washoe Valley Byway to the Mount Rose
Byway area.
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Enhance Active Transportation Facil itic;s

Create trailheads at the
following areas:

. Washoe/Allen's
Canyon

. Old Ophir Road
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Potential location of a trailhead for Washoe/Allen's Canyon in Old Washoe
City.

Potential location of a trailhead for Old Ophir Road.



!(

Equestrian use should be considered in conjunction to hiking and cycling
users throughout the valley. Separated facilities are preferred when possible.

Signage and educational information can be provided to notify motorists of
cycling and running events and remind users of the need to share the road.

Encourage shared rides
. Provide small park and ride areas at key locations such as near

intersections connecting to Reno, Pleasant Valley and Carson City to
encourage shared rides for residents. Bowers Mansion parking allows
for current park and ride opportunities.
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Econon'ric vitality
of the Byvrray's
cot.lrllletciaI areas
can be reinvigorated
as the Corridor users
are better connectei
to the recreatrcn arrd
cr-rltu ra i resoLl t'ces.

GOAL PROMOTE ECONON/IC VITALITY BY ENHANCING THE USER EXPEBIENCE

STRATEGIES & ACTION ITEMS

Develop and Enhance Pull-offs and Vista Points. Sign wildlife viewing opportunities
. Bald eagles
. Wild horses
. Birding

. Develop pull-offs for historic markers and sites
. Winters Ranch

. Ophir City

. Franktown

. Old Ophir Mill mine site

. V&T Train stops or points of interest to train enthusiasts (such as
Bowers Mansion or Washoe/Allen's Canyon)

. Slide Mountain (by Little Washoe on Eastlake)

. Old Washoe City (First County Seat)

Enhance Recreation Resou rces. Encourage reinvestment in the pool facilities at Bower's Mansion to
recall the original context and layout

70 | Chapter Four Washoe Valley Scenic Byway Corridor Management Plan
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ffi. .
A number of locations exist for viewing wildlife along the Corridor.
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Provide and sign designated pull-off locations to read historic markers and
view historic sites.



Photo by Edna Riter in Pioneers of the Ponderosa
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*;

Photo from Nevada Historical Society in Pioneers of the Ponderosa

The existing pool facilities at Bowers Mansion are aging and a renovation
will likely be needed in the upcoming year. A redesign of the facilities
to reflect the historic layout of the pools could add cultural interest to
the site and may potentially reduce costs for lifeguard staffing and pool
maintenance.
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Encourage Reinvestment and Revitalization of Commercial areas. Encourage reinvestment into commercial sites in Old Washoe City that
foster walkability

. Encourage businesses in the existing commercial nodes of Old
Washoe City and New Washoe City that are family friendly, walkable
and bikeable; provide services for local residents; and promote healthy
lifestyles and healthy outdoor recreation in the Scenic Byway

. Foster connections with businesses like the Chocolate Factory (ice
cream) that support the Corridor's historical resources and recreation
(e.g., bike rentals, cafes, antiques, farmers market, wedding/event
venues)

. Promote the Chocolate Factory and other businesses that support the
Byway's culture, recreation and natural resources

o Evaluate Winters Ranch house and Old Washoe City as an opportunity
for the location of NDOW offices or other public office space

Commercial districts can reinforce the area's rural character while also
providing desirable and interesting places to walk and bike.

Supporting businesses, such as bike rental and delis, can respect the local
culture while offering their services to visitors and residents. The above
shown bike rental store opened shortly after a new bike path was developed
in Stateline, Nevada.
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Existing historic buildings and structures can be used as reference to
develop the architectural style of new commercial buildings to reflect the
agricultural and historic nature of the area.

GUIDELINES:
ARCHITECTURAL
CHARACTER OF
COMMERCIAL AFEAS

. Development should be

built in such a way as to
retain the visual quality of
the l-rrghway and historic
and agncultural quality of
the Corridor. Use burldings
such as Winters Ranch

and the old Waslroe Crty

Jail as reference.

o Auther-rtic burldrng
materrals slrould be useci

o Foofs slrould be f rre

resrstant material ancl

earth tone rn color-. Shrny

nretal roofs should not ire
USEO

o Buildings should be

designed to conrplenrent
,,athe" tnan donrinate
their surroundings and
ref lect a rancl-r style type
a rc h rtectu re.

. Hrg[rly re{lective n'raterials

are undesrrable because
of therr tendency to create
uncornfortable glare

condrtrons.

. The r,rse of standardrzed
"corporate " arch itectural
desrgns assocrated wrth
charn or franchrse burldrngs

rs strongly drscouraged
arrd alternative designs
should be explored.

. Lrghting slrould be
consrstent with "dark-sky"

standards
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Enhance the Byway User's Experience. Utilize Technology to Manage and Provide Byway lnformation
. Provide links and referrals to Corridor businesses (similar to the

National Geographic Tourism program)

. Connect people to recreation opportunities

Develop an auto tour guide of historic and recreation resources

Provide trails and bike tour guides that includes visitor etiquette
information

Develop digital guides that can be accessed by computer or mobile
phones (byway websites and mobile applications (apps)).

. Communicate the value of Washoe Valley as a regional resource
. Establish a working relationship with partners such as the state

tourism board, the Carson City Visitors Bureau (CCVB) and the
Reno Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority (RSCVA)

. Make the Byway tour part of the Heno-Tahoe experience

. Work with Art Town to encourage photo and art exhibits/shows
and contests highlighting the rich natural, historic and cultural
resources in the Valley

" Encourage South Valley's Community Advisory Board, Washoe
County Park Commission and Washoe County Regional Parks and
Open Space to create a working group of interested citrzens and
business who would help communicate the value of the Byway
through their normal marketing

. Communicate the rich history and resources of Washoe Valley
. Connection to the Comstock
. V&T Railroad route
. Divorce ranches
. Historic ranches(horse racing)

. Historic mansions

. Native Americans

. Dr. Church (route up Galena Creek)

. Wildlife (critical winter range for Mule Deer)

. Natural resources(UNR Montane Research regarding the
importance of water in Washoe Valley to the Truckee Meadows)

. Little Valley Research Forest

. Nevada State Parks Hobart-Marlette Backcountry Water System

. Recreation
. Enhance Corridor signage

. Develop Byway gateway signage

. Develop a Byway logo/brand

. Provide wayfinding signage off l-580

' Utilize signage to create connectivity from Pleasant Valley
. Communicate the Byway's relationship to the larger region and system

of byways and historic sites (e.9., SR 28, US 50, Mt. Rose Highway,
Washoe Valley, Virginia City, Carson City and Steamboat) - work
with RSCVA, CCVB and lncline Village Crystal Bay Visitors Bureau to
encourage visitors to stay longer in order to explore the region's many
Scenic Byways

a
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Guides can communicate destinations and resource information.

The Truckee Meadows Trails guide provides nice
for hiking, mountain biking and horseback riding

Tour Tips and Cycling Safety
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Guides can communicate route lengths and user etiquette reminders to
reduce conflicts with motorists and residents.
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o Enhance Corridor signage.

. Develop Byway
gateway signage.

. Develop a Byway logo/
brand.

Provide wayfinding
signage off l-580

Utrlrze stgnage to create
connectivity from Pleasant
Valley
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Corridor monument gateway signage should reflect the local heritage and
natural resources.

Roadway signage along l-580 can enhance wayfinding and recognition of the
Byway.



Promote Economic Vitality by Enhancing the User Experience
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o Communicate the Byway's
relationship to the larger
region and system of
byways and historic sites
(e.9., SR 28, US 50, Mt.
Rose Highway, Washoe
Valley, Virginia City, Carson
City and Steamboat) -
work with Reno-Sparks
Convention and Visitors
Authority, Carson City
Visitors Bureau and lncline
Village Crystal Bay Visitors
Bureau.
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Promote Economic Vitality by Enhancing the User Experience

GEOTOURISM AND COMMUNITY VITALITY

The Corridor Management Plan's intent for enhancing community and
economic vitality in Washoe Valley is based on the geotourism principles
presented by National Geographic as part of their support of local cultures
and resources. Some of the key geotourism principles relevant to Washoe
Valley are described below.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOTOUHISM. lntegrity of a Place: Enhance the geographical character of the
destination by developing and improving it in ways distinctive to the
locale. Encourage market differentiation and cultural pride in ways that
are reflective of natural and cultural heritage.

. Community lnvolvement: Local businesses and civic groups join to
provide a distinctive, authentic visitor experience.

. Community Benefit: Encourage micro- to medium-size enterprises
and tourism business strategies that emphasize economic and social
benefits to involved communities, especially poverty alleviation, with
clear communication of the destination stewardship policies required to
maintain those benefits.

. Conservation of Besources: Encourage businesses to minimize water
pollution, solid waste, energy consumption, water usage, landscaping
chemicals and overly bright nighttime lighting. Advertise these
measures in a way that attracts the large, environmentally sympathetic
tourist market.

. Protection and Enhancement of Destination Appeal: Encourage the
destination to sustain natural habitats, heritage sites, aesthetic appeal
and local culture. Prevent degradation by keeping the volume of
tourists within maximum acceptable limits. Seek business models that
can operate profitably within those limits.

. lnteractive lnterpretation: lt informs both visitors and hosts. Residents
discover their own heritage by learning that things they take for
granted may be interesting to outsiders.

. Market Selectivity: Encourage growth in tourism market segments
most likely to appreciate, respect and disseminate information about
the distinctive assets of the locale.

. Evaluation: Establish an evaluation process to be conducted on a
regular basis by an independent panel representing all stakeholders'
interests and publicize evaluation results.



CHAPTER FIVE

COBRIDOR SIEWABDSHIP
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MANAGING PABTNERS
Managing change for Washoe Valley requires agencies and organizations to
continue working together to implement proJects, resolve issues that may
arise, and coordinate funding sources.

The primary agencies who own and manage existing facrlrties and lands
along the Corridor include:

. Washoe County

. Nevada Department of Transportatron

. Nevada Department of Wildlife

. Nevada State Parks

. Nevada Land Trust

. Bureau of Land Management

. U.S. Forest Service - Humboldt Toiyabe, Carson Ranger District

These entities recognize it will not only take a collaborative effort to
accomplish many of the projects, but that future infrastructure and
maintenance and operation costs also need to be covered.

FI]ND NG AND PI]II.]EI,I IIIPLFVIFNTAT (JN

lmplementation of projects is based on available funding. Funding through
the publrc sector is typically uncertain. Private sector investments and
public support is encouraged to help the prolects become reality. Mutually
beneficial prolects can also be incorporated as part of other planned
projects such as maintenance overlays or trail maintenance.
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MANAGING PABTNERS HOLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

The CMP describes four main goals with corresponding objectives
and strategies for managing and enhancing the Corridor. As the CMP
moves forward, each managing partner will have different roles and

responsibilities. Table 3 identifies which of the managing partners would be

involved to help achieve each goal.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Washoe Valley Alliance and other community groups may also be

involved in the implementation and monitoring of the CMP. Community
engagement with the Byway is an important element of a Corridor's

success. As new projects come forward, local groups can help engage
stakeholders and other community groups so that the Byway's resources

and challenges are considered. No one entity can achieve success on its

own. Leveraging the human capacity of community organizations can build
a strong foundation for Byway success.

Tahle3.Managing Partner's and Community Organization's Roles & Responsibiltties

Managing Partners

Agencies must
continue to work
together to create
attractive grant
funding applications,
leverage resources,
and create projects
that have Corridor-
wide benefit.

GOATS & STBATEGIES WASHOE

GOU].ITY

NDOT NDOW STATE

PARKS

NEVADA

tAND
TRUST

BLM USFS COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS

Preserve and Enhance the ilatural Environment and Wildlile Habitat

Enhance Wildlife Habitat
and Connectivity

X X X X X X X

Manage and Maintain
Natural Resources

X X X X X X X X

Protect the Sense of Gommunity

Preserve Views and Scenic
Vistas/Protect Viewsheds

X X X X X

Preserve Open Space X X X X X X

Enhance Aesthetics of
Roadside Facilities

X X X X

Enhance Active Transportation Facilities

Enhance Bicycle &
Pedestrian Facilities for
Safety and Access

X X X X X X X X

Promote Economic Vitality by Enhancing the User Experience

Develop and Enhance Pull-
offs and Vista Points

X X X X X X

Enhance Recreation
Facilities (Bowers
Mansion)

X X X

Encourage Reinvestment
and Revitalization of
Commercial Areas

X X X

Enhance the Byway User's
Experience

X X X X X
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Current Resource Management Documents

CURRENT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTS
Following is an initial list of resource management documents and a summary of particular elements that relate
to, are consistent with, or may have influence on the Corridor. The list is not inclusive. lt is meant to represent the
type of documents management agencies should reference when planning Corridor projects.

SOUTH VALLEYS AHEA PLAN

The South Valleys Area Plan responds to a citizen-based desire to identify, implement and preserve the community
character that has evolved throughout the South Valleys over time. The Area Plan presents goals and strategies to
achieve the following vision:

Through cooperation with the Washoe County Board of County Commissioners and the Washoe County Planning
Commission, the South Valleys community will maintain and apply objective standards and criteria that serve to
manage growth and development in South Valleys in a manner that:

. Respects the scenic and rural heritage of the area by encouraging architectural and site design standards that
are responsive to this heritage;

. Maintains a rural agriculturalcharacter in the landscape between the urban areas of Reno and Carson City;
, Respects private property rights;
. Provides a limited range of housing opportunities complementary to the area's rural and historic character;
, Encourages the development of commercial opportunities in a manner that helps define the community,

provide needed services, and otherwise highlight the character of the community;
. Provides ample open space and recreationalopportunities;
. Promotes the educational and scientific opportunities inherent in the area's natural history and rural character;
. Addresses the conservation of natural, scenic and cultural resources;
. Ensures that infrastructure is coincident with development and appropriate in scale and character to the

community character articulated below; and,
. Coordinates resource availability with the construction of infrastructure through the implementation of facilities

and resources plans.

The primary vision of this plan is to maintain, preserve, and facilitate the planning area's natural and cultural
heritage. lmplementing this plan will require consideration of improving nonmotorized multiuse trails, upgrading
facilities at the state and county parks, and investment in local commercial areas. Management guidelines and
policies for private, commercial, residentialand public lands will be implemented in a fashion that respects the
rights of wildlife, residents, land owners and business owners, herein identified as the major stakeholders in this
essential planning document.

WASHOE COUNTY GENEHAL PLAN VOL. 1

The Master Plan is used to determine the most desirable location of each type of development. The plan includes
policies and maps that define development suitability and conservation of natural resources (e.g. protect critical
environmental areas, define water resources, enhance visual and scenic corridors, etc.). lt also includes growth
forecasts as well as policies and maps reflecting desires related to land uses and transportation. Finally, the Master
Plan has standards and maps to guide provision of public services and facilities. The public services and facilities
are implemented through the Capital lmprovements Program. The plan addresses the following areas:

r Conservation and Open Space

. Housing

. Land Use and Transportation

. Open Space and Natural Resource Management

. Population

. Public Services and Facilities
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Current Resource Management Documents

WASHOE COUNTY REGIONAL OPEN SPACE AND NATUBAL RESOUBCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Ihe Washoe County Regional Open Space and Natural Resource P/an provides the framework, goals and policies

for the management of natural resources and open spaces in southern Washoe County. The plan strives to protect
the region's natural resources and open space through a series of goals and policies that address the following
concerns:

. Biodiversity

. Cultural Resources

. Natural Hazards

. Recreational Resources

. Visual and Scenic Character

. Water Resources

Biodiversity
. Goal 1: Protect and re-establish migration corridors.

. Goal 2: Acquire and restore criticalvegetation communities.

. Goal 3: Achieve species restoration goals through cooperative efforts.

Cultural Resources and Sensitive Landscapes
. Goal 1: Ensure that culturally and environmentally sensitive lands are adequately buffered from development.

. Goal 2: Protect and manage cultural resources within the region's urban, rural and urban interface areas.

. Goal 3: Teach citizens about the history, legacy and uniqueness of the region's cultural and sensitive
resources.

. Goal 4: Native American tribes will have access to areas used for cultural purposes.

. Goal 5: Secure public funding for acquisition and protection of culturally sensitive lands.

. Goal 4: Control invasive non-native species in the region.

. Goal 5: Protect important habitats from impacts or loss due to development.

Natural Hazards
. Goal 1: Emphasize fire suppression through the use of defensible space and native habitat restoration.

. Goal 2: Achieve an awareness of the private responsibility for fuels management.

. Goal 3: Develop, fund and carry out a region-wide fuels management program.

. Goal 4: lntegrate regional open space and natural resource management with flood management where
appropriate.

. Goal 5: Maintain excellent air quality in the region.

. Goal 6: Wildlife conflicts will be minimized within transportation corridor and in the urban interface.

R e c reati o n a I Re so u rces
. Goal 1: Sustain effective and ongoing interagency and interjurisdictional working relationship sto address the

planning, development, operations and maintenance of regional recreational resources and foster an integrated
approach to resource management.

. Goal 2: Leverage existing infrastructure opportunities for regionaltrail corridors and connections.

. Goal 3: Preserve valuable properties and make strategic acquisitions.

. Goal 4: Create a major regional trail corridor system.

. Goal 5: Provide appropriate opportunities and facilities for motorized recreation.

. Goal 6: Minimize resource pressures posed by development near open space areas.

. Goal 7: Promote the use and support of the region's park and recreation facilities and services.

Visual and Scenic Character
. Goal 1: Protect the region's visualand scenic resources.

. Goal 2: Preserve and protect the visual integrity of our region's hillsides, ridges and hilltops.

. Goal 3: Preserve the remaining integrity of our region's dark night sky.
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Goa 4 Protect the regton's v sua resources from rnrpacts of rllegal acttvities (such as dunrp ng, abandoned
vehicles and llega tra creat on).

Goal 5. Educate the publlc on the values of the region's scenrc resources

Water Resources
Goa 1 Preserve and acqu re water rghts to support healthy frsh and wrld fe populat ons

Goal 2 Prov de slff c ent water resources to support natura f Lrnct ons of open space.

Goa 3 lntegrate open space acqursrtion wrth water resource ntanagement where feasib e

Sustai nability and Ecosystem Services
Goal l nsttLttrona ze the concept of ecosystem servrces with n the reg on

Goal 2. Manage open space and natura resources for "no net loss "

Goa 3 Ensure future open space and natura TesoLrrce land acqursrtrons meet as n)any qoals and polrc es as
poss ble f ronr th s P ar-

ND[T US 395 WESI US 50, SI] 28, SB 207 AND SB 1:]I COFRIDOt] IANDSCAPF AND COI]BII]OB PtAN
The NDOT Landscape and Corr dor Plan estab shes the vrsron for the landscape and aesthetics of the U S 395
West US 50, SB 28 SB 2Ol atd SR 43,l corr dors The vrs on synthes zes hrstorrc, current, and f uture conditrons
nto a corlrprehens ve gu de to ulprove the vrsual appearance of the hrghu,,ay corr dors through communlttes, rural
andscapes and scen c environrtents The p an was oeve oped tor U S 395 before it became I 580 t descr bes
landscape treatnren1 types apprl cable for.lhe area and establishes a set of gurde nes for h gh,,r,,ay fac t eS
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Current Resource Management Documents

2035 REGIONAL TRANSPONTATIOru PLAN _ REGIONAL TBANSPORTATION COMMISSION WASHOE

The 2035 RegionalTransportation Plan (RTP) identifies the long-term transportation investments that will be made
in the urbanized area of Reno, Sparks and Washoe County, Nevada. The plan includes transportation projects,
programs and services for walking, biking, driving and riding transit. ln addition, the plan provides for maintaining
existing infrastructure in good condition and improving the operation of existing services.

The goals of the RTP, which are discussed further in each chapter of the plan, include the following:

. lmprove safety

. lntegrate land use and economic development

. Promote healthy communities and sustainability

. Manage existing systems efficiently

. lntegrate all types of transportation

. Focus on regional connectivity

. Promote equity and environmentaljustice

. lmprove freight and goods movement

. lnvest strategically

Prog ra m matic I nvestme nts
ln support of these guiding principles and goals, the RTP includes four programmatic investments that will be

ongoing throughout the life of the plan. These investments, as described below received consistently strong

support at all community outreach events.

. Accessibility improvements under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) - Ongoing implementation of
the ADA Transition Plan is a priority for the RTC. With the segment of the population over 75 years old being
the fastest growing demographic in the region, the importance of accessible pedestrian facilities will continue
to grow. Annual funding will be programmed for spot improvements throughout the region to upgrade
sidewalks, crosswalks and curb ramps. The project needs were identified through an extensive data collection
effort and prioritized based on proximity to transit routes, medical services and senior facilities.

. Pedestrian and bicycle facility improvements 
-Ongoing 

implementation of the Reno-Sparks Bicycle
Pedestrian Master Plan will be funded throughout the RTP planning horizon. These spot improvements will
enhance the safety and regional connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle network.

. Traffic Signals and lntelligent Transportation Systems - (lTS) Operations - Technology and traffic operations
strategies promote fastertraveltimes on the existing roadway network. lnvestments in ITS have proven to be
a cost-effective alternative to adding road capacity. The plan identifies annual funding to upgrade traffic signals
and associated communications technologies.

. Pavement Preservation - Maintaining roads and bridges in good condition and extending the useful life of
pavement on regional roads is a proven way to minimize long-term costs. The RTP identifies annualfunding to
apply the appropriate pavement preservation treatment to regional roads and bridge decks, which can include
surface seals, crack seals, patching, resurfacing or reconstruction. RTC partners with the NDOT Highway
Bridge Program to provide funding to replace or rehabilitate substandard bridges.
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Current Resource Management Documents

WINTERS RANCH MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Winters Ranch Management Plan is an interdisciplinary activity plan that would guide management of the
acquired lands and appurtenant water rights, and is based on a shared vision for the property that was developed
by the planning team and BLM partners. The following vision statement and guiding principles were developed by
the team, and to a large extent condense legal mandates, policies, and planning decisions that already direct BLM
management of the property.

Winters Ranch Vision Statement
The acquired Winters Ranch land and water rights, along with adjacent land and water rights that might be acquired
in the future, will be retained in public ownership and managed in such a way as to:

. lmprove and enhance upland, wetland, riparian and aquatic wildlife habitats and maintain the area as
undeveloped open space to protect its scenic qualities and preserve cultural resources;

. Provide opportunities for dispersed recreation; and
, Provide for environmental education.

Goals. Goal 1 - Stream Habitats: Restore aquatic and riparian habitats along Ophil Davis and Winters creeks, and
maintain them in a healthy, functioning condition.

. Goal 2 - Wetlands: Restore wetland habitats on the Winters Ranch property, and maintain them in a healthy,
functioning condition.

. Goal 3 - Terrestrial Habitats: Restore upland habitats on the Winters Hanch property, and maintain them in a
healthy, functioning condition.

. Goal 4 - Visual Resources: Maintain open space on Winters Ranch and preserve the scenic qualities of the
property.

' Goal 5 - Recreation: Provide recreation opportunities on the Winters Ranch property that are consistent with
the management vision and guiding principles of this plan.

. Goal 6 - Environmental Education and lnterpretation: Provide environmental education and interpretive
opportunities at Winters Ranch.

' Goal 7 - Health, Safety and Visitor Access: Manage Winters Banch to protect the health and safety of the
public and employees, and to provide for visitor access.

Although not described in the management plan, the property acquisition documents promoted the protection of
visualgreen space (keeping pastures). Managing the ranch as a historicalresource may provide an option to have
some livestock grazing to maintain irrigation ditches and fences in order to reduce fire hazards and manage the
open space.

SCRIPPS WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA

The site includes Washoe Lake. Trespass is prohibited from February 15 through August 15 in that portion of the
area that lies south of Little Washoe Lake. Vessel use is allowed except for during nesting season. Campfires and
camping are not permitted. During the waterfowl season, hunting is permitted seven days a week. The discharging
of a rifle or pistol is prohibited. The use or possession of shells for a shotgun containing shot that is toxic or larger
than standard-sized T is prohibited. The use of shotguns capable of holding more than three shells is prohibited
unless it is plugged with a one piece filler, incapable of removal without disassembling the gun so its total capacity
does not exceed three shells.
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